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This  book is  based on  transcripts  of  recorded lectures  from within 

the White Star Temple and is intended to be a companion to sets  1 

- 4 of  the audio series.  Ideally you would be in a meditative state 

listening to these recordings to receive the powerful energies.  

However, this  book is  a wonderful introduction to the knowledge 

given but to journey more deeply we recommend you work with 

the recordings.  Access to them is offered at the end of this book.

How the Melchizedek University Began
Soltec  has been channelling the Ascended Masters and star beings 

for many years and in that time he has  often run channelling/

meditation groups. His  most recent group, held in his home 

weekly, had taken an exciting new direction two years  after it 

began.  One night, Melchizedek came through Soltec and invited 

his  group to become part of a university which was  to be 

sponsored by himself, hence the name 'Melchizedek 

University' (MU). The White Star Temple (WST) was  helped 

manifest by Soltec and his  Temple group under the guidance of 

Maitreya, Akhnaton, Melchizedek, Mary and Lady Nada. It was to 

be an interdimensional learning experience where various 

Ascended Masters  and other multi-dimensional beings would 

give lectures  within an etheric  structure called the White Star 

Temple (WST).

So began the WST  group and its  journey. Soltec  had the foresight 

to record and document the Temple from its  inception. Feedback 

from the group and from those he initially shared the recordings 

with, revealed that by listening to the CDs while in a meditative 

state, one became part of the White Star Temple and received the 

same energies  and understanding as the original group!  With this 

startling realisation Soltec could see how the university and the 

WST  could become available to others  around the world, not just 

his small gathering.

What is the White Star Temple?
The White Star Temple is  an interdimensional Temple which sits 

outside of the space-time continuum. As  such, anyone can access 

the Temple at the same time as  everyone else, and in any location, 

as time and space are irrelevant. While in the White Star Temple 

you will receive cosmic  understanding from the Temple's  ascended 

'tutors' within a multidimensional context. Many others will join 

you from all around the cosmos, from many spectrums  of spiritual 
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evolution, as  well as  others like us from Earth. Each will hear and 

receive energies and understanding relevant to their level of being.

The WST stands for all 'time' and has its own consciousness which 

evolves as we evolve. The creation process  of the White Star 

Temple is  documented on disc 1 of Set 1  of our Melchizedek 

University lecture recordings and you too can participate as  the 

event stands  outside of time and so is available to all. You need 

only listen to the lectures  while in meditation and your 

consciousness will join with the WST. While the words  are being 

heard by you from the recording you in fact are experiencing them 

at the moment they were first spoken.

 

Expanding Your Consciousness
It's  Melchizedek's  wish that your consciousness  be expanded at 

this  time through a greater awareness of our multidimensional 

universe and its  many expressions of the Divine. Go beyond the 

illusion of your present reality  and join the rest of Creation in 

discovering how God's  incredible vision is manifesting. The 

energies  each Ascended Master brings  to these lectures  is the 

means by which understanding is  formed within us. The lectures 

begin simply then expand your knowledge of advanced cosmic  and 

spiritual insights.

The multidimensional energies  and lectures  of the WST, combined 

with your own willingness to be open to higher understanding, will 

propel you into a majestic  journey through the cosmos, Creation 

and beyond. A  great spiritual acceleration is possible because what 

you are receiving is truly multidimensional.

The Purpose of the WST
The purpose of the WST teachings  is  to greatly expand your 

spiritual consciousness; to integrate multidimensional concepts  and 

understanding and to assist you in opening your being to the 

absolute majesty of Creation and God. Ultimately, we would hope 

that through the Temple and your own guidance, you will come to 

a deeper, profound connection with your Creator, as  well as an 

inspired appreciation for the multifaceted existence you occupy.

The teachings cover a wide range of concepts from the simple to 

the more advanced. Looking at our contents page perhaps you feel 

as though you already have a knowledge of such topics. The way 

in which the Ascended Ones speak and the energies they bring 
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gives  a whole new dimension to this  learning that is  quite 

exceptional. However, if you are just beginning your cosmic 

journey, these lectures will also be perfect for the teachings are 

delivered in a sequence that beautifully  and carefully  expands your 

understanding step-by-step.

Who are the WST Lecturers?
A  splendid array of Ascended Masters, star beings and other beings 

of light gift us with their presence within the White Star Temple 

(WST). They come into this  place between dimensions  to offer us 

higher energies  and an expanded spiritual awareness beyond the 

limitations of our own reality.

More often than not, within the WST  the lecturers come in a 

greatly expanded aspect of themselves. This  means  that the 

energies  they radiate, are more powerful and transformational, 

which can be experienced by those of us  within the WST, including 

yourself if you choose to become part of it.

Many of the Ascended Masters that grace the WST may be known 

to you, such as: Melchizedek, Maitreya, Mary, Sananda, Sanat 

Kumara, Serapis  Bey and so on. Yet there are beings  that have 

also come forth specifically for this  learning experience. These 

include: That Which I Am, Archangel Kyrael, and The Blessed One. 

Plus  oversouls  of many of the Masters appear including the Cosmic 

Buddha and Galactic Ashtar. The White Star Temple itself speaks 

and star beings such as Iktare and Portia make themselves known.

So you can see that a wonderful variety of multidimensional beings 

kindly make themselves  available. We are honoured to have them 

in service to us at this time.

Who is Soltec?
Soltec  is  an Australian channel who has  been working with the 

Ascended Masters  for most of his  adult life.  Soltec  and his  sister 

collaborate on a new age publishing venture which produces 

beautiful spiritual tools  such as  the Star Language CODEX 

(www.starlanguages.com).  He is  a spiritually dedicated man 

whose gentle voice resonates perfectly with the Masters’ wisdom.

Contact Us
If after journeying through the profound wisdom of this book you 

would like to become part of a WST  community to share your 
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thoughts, experiences  and questions  with others then please visit 

our website at:  www.whitestartemple.com 

or go to:           www.melchizedekuniversity.com  

or use our postal address listed at beginning of book.  We would 

love to hear from you.

May you find the following pages truly expansive and uplifting...
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Mary    :    MASTER OF THE STARS

Greetings dearest ones, it is I, Mother Mary who comes to connect with you 
this day. You may perceive me perhaps as the Mary you would know from 
biblical times but I have incarnated many times upon your earth in many 
guises as I came to your world as a Master.  I am best known  as  the mother 
of Jesus yet you may perceive me as a beautiful being of light,  that which I 
am.  I am here with you and  my energy field is vast as with most  Ascended 
Masters. It is bigger than your solar system and larger still for it is not contained 
or restrained by physical space or time.  When we speak of having a large 
energy field it is not in the way that you would perceive it.   It has nothing to do 
with measurements rather it has to do with  potency, clarity and vibration.  You 
are within my energy field and so embraced within my essence. Upon the earth,  
I am symbolic of the Eternal Mother, of compassion, of unconditional love,  the 
Keeper of Sorrows, the Listener of Prayers and so on.   It is but one facet of my 
extraordinary capabilities for there are many other qualities which may manifest 
and through which God speaks and moves through me.

I wish to engage with you this day in an aspect that is not commonly known 
or associated with me.  I am also a Master of the Stars.   I have a great 
connection with the cosmos and your third dimensional universe.  I did 
incarnate on several occasions within a scientific mind in which I explored 
and furthered conscious knowledge of the stars but not in a way that is 
astronomical,  for that is part of the illusion and is just a measurement of the 
physical.   Instead,  I immersed  myself within the science of the energies 
that individual cosmic bodies carry and emit and how those energies are 
exchanged between stars, planets and galaxies and the rivers or currents of 
energies that flow between such places.  There is truly a cosmic highway.  
For those who have eyes to see, your universe is resplendent with dazzling 
rivers and currents  of cosmic energy.   It maintains the fabric and matrix of 
your universe through which the breath of God passes.   The planets,  
heavenly bodies and stars have their own consciousness and emit their own  
vibration.  They engage and interact with each other as you would engage 
and interact with other conscious entities, not  in the way that you imagine, 
for your interaction is purely within the genre of human behaviour.  There is 
an incredible community within the cosmos and amongst those  who would 
populate it.   Part of my dispensation as an ascended being has been to have 
the privilege of witnessing and coming to have a greater understanding of 
the way in which the cosmos interacts with itself.  It is truly breathtaking 
and beautiful. These divine creatures manifest as incredible heavenly bodies 
(such as planets,  gaseous clouds and the burning stars).  The consciousness 
required to manifest and inhabit such a physical creation is truly 
magnificent.  Of course, your earth is one and thankfully many humans have 
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come to appreciate and honour her.  Everything within your physical 
universe is like your Mother Earth in the sense of the overwhelming gift, 
sacrifice, love and service it requires to be an environment in which life is 
either sustained or a building block for the cosmos in some way.  

So why am I speaking of this to you this day?  It is to invite you to connect 
with me in ways that you are not used to, for there is so much more of me  
you can access, can come to know and can draw on for inspiration and 
understanding.  It is time that I more fully step outside of the one 
dimensional role that has been assigned to me by humanity.  I am a vast 
consciousness of light and although I do exhibit and inhabit the qualities  
mentioned earlier, it is as I have said, but one facet of me.  It is the same 
with any Ascended Master who you would come to define in one particular 
light yet it is only one reflection of them.  The same may be said for dearest 
Sananda who carries the Christ Consciousness but Sananda’s purpose is 
different in every corner of the universe. The facet that is reflected to a 
planet other than yours may have a completely different role, yet within 
Sananda there is still the Christ Consciousness.  You are also an  
interdimensional being with a multifaceted existence.  You may have had 
proof of this.  Your reflection differs from dimension to dimension, from 
vibration to vibration yet your essence is still there.  Not only is it my time 
to show another facet, it is your time to allow the light to be reflected back 
from another part of yourself.  This is why it is necessary for you to be 
initiated  within the Melchizedek lineage and receive a multi-faceted 
diamond within your aura.  All the strands are beginning to be pulled 
together for you, it is beautiful and there are more strands to come. 

It is time now for another part of yourself to be begin to be revealed.  It is 
not a part that you are currently conscious of for it is not a human aspect, 
rather it is part of your soul essence. As I gaze upon you I see you as 
magnificent beings of light.  I do not and never shall see your human form. 
It is not necessary, for what I see has far more beauty, character,  and 
substance. The light that you emanate can be focused upon anything that 
you desire.  The reflection that I speak of is a reflection of your light only. 
As a Master of the Stars I  wish to speak, meditate and bring knowing to 
you.  I share that which I know  is within the confines of what it is that you 
are capable of understanding within human consciousness.  More often than 
not it shall not be words. My dearest ones, I thank you for your time and for 
listening and I share my energies with you this day.   I shall join you each 
time that you meet which is not to say that I will speak but I shall be here.

I  AM  MARY,  ADONAI
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SUMMARY :

!" Mary is vast, as she is not contained by space or time.

!" How humans know Mary and her role as the eternal 

 mother, is but one facet of her.

!" Mary is also a Master of the Stars and has a great 

 connection with the cosmos.

!" Our universe is filled with dazzling rivers or currents of 

 energies which maintain the matrix of our universe 

 through which the breath of God passes.

!" Planets, stars and other celestial bodies have their own 

 consciousness and interact with each other.  They are  truly 

 magnificent.

!" We are given an invitation to connect with Mary in a 

 greater capacity.

!" It is time now for another part/facet of ourselves to be 

 revealed.

!" Our reflection differs from dimension to dimension yet 

 our essence remains the same.
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Portia    :    THE UNIVERSE

Greetings dearest ones,  it is I, PORTIA who comes at this time to address 
you and you may perceive me in female form if you are comfortable with 
this or as a being of light but I am not literally in human form of course.  I 
come to you as an emissary from the stars for humanity’s destiny lies with 
the heavens and has always done so in ways which perhaps in the past have 
been more subtle and indirect yet now in the imminent future shall become 
much more overt and immediate. This is one of the reasons why dearest 
Mother Mary did come and speak as a Master of the Stars.  

I come as a representative of star children within your particular universe 
and it matters not which particular region for it is an illusion this idea of 
location and physicality. Rather, I refer to the vibration which I and my race 
carries and those of whom are like me.  This is the important aspect. 
Humanity has its own unique vibration, within which there are vibrations 
within vibrations, as each nation has its frequency, its own particular level 
of spiritual evolution that translates into a vibration.  The vibration that I 
inhabit, generate, and am aligned to is unlike any vibration that you would 
experience upon your earth.  It is not of your earth, nor of your solar system 
which impacts upon your earth or even your galaxy.  All of these have been 
designed or more correctly, attuned to particular vibrations suited to the 
evolutionary nature that you are currently experiencing and have 
experienced since your sector of the universe came into conscious being.  

The universe is not unlike a most beautiful musical composition. It is 
orchestrated like a wonderful symphony which has so many different 
instruments playing together to create multiple layers of harmony, chords 
and octaves.  The universe is comprised of many different vibrations that  
together create a musical tapestry that is the universe.  Using this analogy I 
would say that you are sitting in the brass section of the orchestra and I am 
sitting in the stringed section of the orchestra and we make beautiful music 
together but we are completely different in our vibration, the way by which 
we make the music.  This has long been known.  It is the music of the 
spheres, the heavenly music, the apparently inaudible sound that the stars 
and the planets make as they gently rotate in movement in accordance with 
the life force of the Creator.  There is the explosive sound and energy of 
new stars coming into being,  and stars imploding.  All of these things 
combine to form this wonderful symphony. 

I am giving you this knowledge for you have entered into this Melchizedek 
University.    Your area of the physical universe has its own unique vibration 
which can be heard as sound.  For humanity to expand its awareness beyond 
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its own borders it must come into contact with other vibrations within the 
universe and  become aware of other parts of the orchestra so that you may 
be more conscious of how humanity contributes to the overall vibrational 
tapestry.  As spiritually aware people it is important to know all about 
vibrations and to know that the earth has its own inherent vibration which 
can be heard from space. This has been documented by your scientists.

To become consciously aware of how other areas of your universe 
complement your particular vibration is a very profound form of learning 
because it means that you can become exposed to the spiritual and the 
metaphysical intricacies of the dimension in which you live.  This is far 
more fascinating, profound and beautiful than which you and humanity 
know at this time.  Humanity is focused on the physical expression of the 
universe; how the planets and stars look and are built rather than  how they 
exist, how they serve God and how they relate to earth.  The spiritually 
aware ones upon your planet, like yourselves,  can spend whole lifetimes 
trying to discover what it is they are meant to be doing and their place 
within the scheme of things.   I would say to you that is an important pursuit 
but parallel to this, as a species, we would hope that humanity would yearn 
to discover what earth’s purpose is and what the human species purpose is 
within this dimension.  By looking toward the heavens and becoming open 
to a connection with other beings in Creation within your universe, this 
awareness of the greater purpose of earth in the scheme of things can 
become closer to being known.  There is a purpose for everything.  It has 
often been said by spiritual ones that every individual human upon your 
earth has a divine purpose and is essential to the Divine Plan.  If one 
individual were to disappear it would affect the Divine Plan for it would 
create a variation which is why suicide is not encouraged for it does create a 
variation.   Not that the Divine Plan, which is inscrutable to all, is so linear 
or literal but let us say that shock waves go out throughout the vibrational 
matrix of the universe when there is a variation, when a life force has been 
taken away or  has been transmuted  by death to a different state.  I digress, 
suffice to say that everything on earth has an essential part to play within the 
Divine Plan, within the greater universe and as such your planet is not 
insignificant, nor is any.  Your world has been cocooned for so long within 
the particular arrogance that it is the most significant planet in the universe 
as opposed to just being significant.  This has blinded humanity to being 
able to open itself up to the greater realm of Creation.

My purpose today is not so much to offer a lecture but to introduce myself 
as an emissary of the stars so that you and I can be joined together within 
this university.  I can offer you in service my limited knowledge which 
would expand your limited knowledge and likewise I hope that in time I can 
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also learn from you so that my horizons can be expanded also. If you so 
wish it I would welcome the opportunity to come back and to offer you 
discourses on particular subjects that I hope you would record,  integrate, 
and master so that you can expand your consciousness in order to then turn 
around and assist others in expanding their consciousness.  You 
can be visionaries,  for visionaries, as I am sure you will agree,  are essential 
to any advancement.  There needs to always be those who can see ahead, 
who can see more than the present reality, and are able to pull the blinds 
apart, no matter how small the distance, for others to see through.    I am 
honoured to have been invited to participate with you by dearest 
Melchizedek.  These Ascended Ones do not limit themselves to any one 
environment,   peoples or planet and serve where they are directed to by 
Spirit.  As an Ascended One there is a degree of omnipotence so that it is 
possible to serve through the expanse of the space-time continuum to many 
people, places and times.  How lucky you are to be in such a time where the 
dawn is just about to break for your world  - a new dawning into 
intergalactic connections.

Well,  these are my words this day and before I depart I wish to bring my 
energies to you, my vibration, my piece of the orchestra.  So become 
consciously aware of me before you, and you can visualise a most beautiful 
light stemming from my hands if you would see them as such.  The colour 
of this light matters not for it is not a colour for which you have any 
reference. Yet as a colour must be seen you can choose white and this 
energy extends into your aura if you welcome it in.  You may feel a little 
uncomfortable for it is not energies that you have known.  If there is a 
coolness to this energy allow it to gently, as if it were snowflakes, move 
through your aura, attuning you.  It is also a very peaceful vibration that I 
carry as  my world is  spiritually wise.  There is a wisdom that is not words 
and this vibration will assist you in integrating the words which I must use 
in order to communicate with you but the words are not the significant part 
of the communication.  It is inherent wisdom within the vibration that I 
bring.  This is the most significant part and will anchor a new knowingness 
and the words will occupy your consciousness, your mind but the vibration, 
the energies will speak to the spiritual parts of you.

I will come again and I thank you for this opportunity and we shall no doubt 
become great friends.

I AM PORTIA, ADONAI
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SUMMARY :

!" Portia: a representative of star children expressed 

 through vibration, but not a vibration humanity 

 experiences.

!" Our galaxy and solar system have been attuned to 

 particular vibrations suited to the evolutionary nature of 

 the world we inhabit.

!" The universe is like a beautiful musical composition or 

 symphony comprised of many different vibrations which 

 can be experienced as sound.

!" Humanity must come in contact with other ones in the 

 universe to expand its awareness beyond its own 

 borders, and to learn the greater purpose of Earth.

!" Every individual has a divine purpose and is essential to 

 the Divine Plan.

!" Invitation to become visionaries through the WST, for 

 visionaries are essential to any advancement.

!" How lucky we are to be in a time where a new dawning 

 into intergalactic consciousness is possible.
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Kyrael    :    ANGELIC PRINCIPLE

Greetings dearest ones, it is I ARCHANGEL KYRAEL who comes to 
communicate with you this day.  Well, my friends I come as an emissary of 
the angelic realm or the Angelic Principle,  as we call it.  Perhaps I am not 
one of the archangels that you are familiar with for I am not part of human 
mythology or history as such but I come at this time as a cosmic angel; one 
whom is in service throughout the cosmos and not tied to any particular 
reality or occupied physical realm.  I wish to speak briefly about the Angelic 
Principle. The angelic realm was part of First Manifestation when the All 
That Is burst into existence through Creation.   This manifestation was light 
and sound and the Outbreath jettisoned itself through space and time to 
create dimensional existence, so it is, that upon this first burst of thought, 
we came into being predating 99.9% of all else in Creation. We hold the 
concentration of divine energy.  As this energy traveled outward and 
expanded the space-time continuum to accommodate itself, it did not 
dissipate but rather evolved upon its path. We, however,  remain unevolved, 
being part of that First Manifestation and so one can then say that we are the 
closest to the initial thought of God, of the All That Is.

It is no wonder then that the angelic realm has held such fascination for 
humanity, for truly we are incredibly powerful, divine beings who have such 
an intimacy with Source that it is not possible for all ones who are 
subsequent to us to comprehend.  This is what we call the Angelic Principle.  
As part of the First Word, the First Thought, the First Manifestation there is 
a knowingness within the Angelic Principle of the exactness of the All That 
Is.  It is not something that can be conveyed or communicated for you have 
to ‘be’  this in order to know this and be part of the Angelic Principle.  This 
is not to say that the Angelic Principle is in any way above or hierarchical in 
terms of all else that has followed.  As the Outbreath moved through the 
space-time continuum taking all things along with it, life became 
experienced in an infinite array of being, none better or worse, just different.  
You often refer to this difference as frequencies, the multidimensions and 
the level of tone that moves outward with the Outbreath.  All of which is 
comprised of multiple tones, multiple octaves,  multiple pitch to create the 
overall sound of Creation.  Simultaneously manifested is light and 
colour and all manner of things outside the frame of reference of those 
in the physical.  

Why is it important for ones to know of the Angelic Principle? Well,  in a 
literal sense it is not dissimilar to asking why it is important that humanity 
knows its own history, because there is something to the idea of knowing 
ones roots, ones origins.  As part of First Manifestation all things have 
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extended outward from the Angelic Principle, from the angelic realm, for 
the Outbreath passed through us and continued on through the space-time 
continuum.  So through all else in Creation there are varying degrees of 
angelic energy and vibration including within yourselves and all else upon 
the earth and within this particular universe.   For universes were not all 
manifested at once and when the Angelic Principle came into being there 
was no universe,  for the Angelic Principle being close to the All That Is, just 
is.   One explanation that may help is that you have iconic pictures of saints 
whom have halos which represents the divine consciousness of that person.  
So it is that you could say that the angelic realm is the halo surrounding All 
That Is confirming the divinity of Source and as such we do not belong to 
any universe or are limited to any dimension, for although we move through 
the space-time continuum of existence we are not literally part of it,  the 
same as the Outbreath of the All That Is is not literally part of Creation 
because it stands outside of it.   Creation being, as you know, an illusion.  We 
are not part of  the illusion but we are part of the Outbreath and therefore are 
not infinite but finite until such time as an Inbreath.   Yet our 
consciousnesses can observe and move throughout all of Creation, being 
truly not part of it but able to be moving through it,  which is why we can be 
as omnipotent as Source itself.  So indeed there is a specialness to the 
Angelic Principle and there is an untapped profound availability soon to 
come to humanity from the angelic realms.  For truly there shall be an 
Inbreath; a return to Source as Source moves to the next Thought.  So it is 
that as we stand outside of Creation itself we will play an active part in the 
Inbreath as we have done with the Outbreath.   Therefore we will be working 
with humanity in ways that have not yet been known or offered before.  It is 
beyond the role that has been assigned by humanity to us as simply 
guardians, caretakers and right-hand beings of God for there is not yet any 
true recognition of the full function of the Angelic Principle. 

I hope that I may return to you to offer some sort of insight in preparation 
for those who are destined to align themselves with the Angelic Principle.  
Of course the words shall be but a mask for an integration of knowingness 
that will come through other means, a means not limited to the speaking 
of words.

This is my message and my introduction this day.

I AM ARCHANGEL KYRAEL, ADONAI
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SUMMARY :

!" Archangel Kyrael is not part of human mythology/history, 

 rather is in service throughout the Cosmos.

!" Angelic realm is part of the First Manifestation and 

 predates all else in Creation.

!" The Angelic Principle is an exact knowingness of and 

 intimacy with All That Is.

!" The Outbreath from All That Is first passed through the 

 angelic realm and then continued on through the 

 space-time continuum to form Creation.

!    " The angelic realm is not limited to any universe or 

 dimension as it stands apart/outside of Creation.

!" The angelic realm will play an active part in the 

 Inbreath of our Creator;  when Source moves to the next 

 Thought.

!" A profound angelic availability will soon come to 

 humanity.
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That Which I Am :    CONSCIOUSNESS

Greetings, dearest ones,  it is I, THAT WHICH I AM and although this 
may sound rather cryptic, it can be said in no other way -  I am That 
Which I Am.   There is no definition of me for I am not ME as such.  I am 
not individualized.  There are multiple facets to that which we know as 
existence, as has been spoken of so eloquently by others.   Everything  in 
existence has a consciousness at a core level.   Well dearest ones, I am 
consciousness. I am not any particular consciousness but I am That Which 
I Am; I am consciousness.   I am the manifestation of consciousness and 
the means by which consciousness is.   I am the governing energy form, 
for want of a better term.  I am the energy that allows consciousness to 
come into being and to manifest in limitless ways of being.  I am not 
divine,  I am not The All That Is,  I am That Which I Am.  It is perhaps 
easier for me to say that  I am the Divine Thought that allows 
consciousness to be but I am not the originator of that which is divine or 
of that which is the thought.  

Everything requires a means by which it can come into existence, a conduit 
and you have learned that God is the conduit for the Outbreath of the All 
That Is or that which cannot be known.  I am the conduit for individualized 
consciousness and for individualization.  There is mass consciousness and 
there is the illusion of your own consciousness.   I am the matrix by which 
you can be individualized.  It is through my being and through That Which I 
Am which enables you to be, although I am not the originator of you for I 
am not divine, in that sense.  It is truly difficult to even define such 
conceptualization for it is a knowing and either you resonate and absorb the 
idea of this or you do not.   If you are open, all of this shall be integrated. It 
is not that you would have sudden understanding of what consciousness is 
as it is not that literal.  It cannot be pinned down to a definition.  It cannot be 
made real but rather as that which I bring is integrated you will have a shift 
in your perceptions on many levels as another piece shall be added to the 
puzzle unconsciously.  The information I bring (not so much in words) will 
have an influence and it will be like more light being shed upon the 
mysteries of the cosmos. It is difficult to express, so do forgive me.  It is an 
illusion that I am being channelled and speaking with you in this way.  I 
cannot be defined as such or limited to one who can be channelled.  Rather 
an individualized consciousness  is being channelled who I am moving 
through, if this makes sense.  

One must always remember that nothing is in truth, truth - either you 
resonate with this or you do not.  As the Outbreath continues to expand the 
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space-time continuum then so does the idea of existence continue to evolve 
as will the idea of consciousness.

Well, I AM THAT WHICH I AM,  ADONAI

SUMMARY :

!" Everything in existence has a consciousness at a core 

 level.

!" TWIA is the manifestation of consciousness: the means        

 by which consciousness is, the Divine Thought that 

 allows consciousness to be, without being the originator 

 of that  thought.

!" TWIA is the conduit for the individualisation of 

 consciousness, allowing you to ‘be’, yet you do not 

 originate from it for you come from our Creator.

  

!" TWIA is beyond definition and it is an illusion that this 

 presence is being channelled.

!" Nothing in truth, is truth.

!" As the Outbreath continues to expand the space-time 

 continuum the idea of existence and consciousness 

 evolves also.
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Akhnaton    :    UNCONDITIONAL GRATITUDE

Greetings dearest ones,  it is I, AKHNATON.  Allow a column of golden 
white Light to appear about you and integrate this into your energy field.  
Having done this, allow it to expand and fill this room in which you are 
seated.  Allow it to then dissipate and you find yourself in between time; 
that space that is not of your dimension but not yet the next dimension.  You 
are within a structure that is not unlike a beautiful, clear crystal bowl, so 
large that it encompasses you and the many others who are seated upon the 
floor of this structure.   It is transparent so that you have an opportunity to 
see, not with the eyes, of course,  the space which this structure occupies.  
Interestingly there is nothing to see, it is a void.  The void is not necessarily 
black, it is an absence of Creation but it is still part of Creation, if this 
makes sense.  It is energy in movement yet is static at the same time.  It is 
what you refer to as ‘all potential’.  This crystalline round space within 
which we are seated,  is a structure that is entirely manifested by the thought 
forms of those present.  Everything in Creation has been brought into being 
by both individual and collective thought forms.

Those who are seated here along with you, did create this structure prior to 
your coming together for this meditation in preparation for your arrival so 
that you may be joined within this no-time space with them.  As has been 
spoken, there are others who will be attending this university from other 
areas of the universe and from interdimensional planes when necessary.  
This spherical structure will unmanifest at the close of this session because 
it is a conduit for energy,  time,  light and many other things including the 
current of thought.  In our previous encounters  there have been 
instructional messages and in part that will be so today, however, foremost 
we will experience the energy.

I ask that you would, as best you can, begin to still your mind.  You are here 
among friends. It is not necessary for you to visualise the other students here 
but perhaps you are aware of, or can sense, particular energies that emanate 
from these ones just as you yourselves are also known by your vibrational 
signature.  So, as you begin to still the mind a great quiet  descends about 
you. As you are between no-time and indeed between dimensions so it is 
that the void (the nothingness, the everythingness) about you is in complete 
equilibrium. This serenity is the most peace that can be experienced within 
Creation for it is just prior to manifestation.  So take a moment to become 
aware of the peacefulness about you where there is literally nothing except 
yourselves.  The sphere itself is now beginning to become a conduit for your 
collective energies which are now moving within the circumference of this 
sphere. Your energy flows and combines with those within this group. You 
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are becoming expanded as you tap into the incredible power of the void, of 
the all-potential and the all-nothingness at once. It feels as though you 
could expand in any direction and that you could do and be any thing or 
anyone at all.  

There is an incredible excitement which comes with the knowledge that 
anything is possible and can be created and experienced with no limitation.  
The All That Is can do exactly this; be anything, do anything, create 
anything, uncreate everything and start again without limitation.  Artists are 
able to experience a glimpse of this and when I say artists I include 
composers, musicians,  mathematicians, engineers or any human endeavor 
that is highly imaginative and creative which results in something having 
been manifested tangibly.   Imagine a trillion-fold and beyond, the sense of 
joy which comes from creativity. Those of you upon the earth usually wish 
to have their creativity shared and reflected back to them.  So an artist may 
present a show in a gallery, a composer will have his compositions played or 
recorded, an engineer will have the bridge built,  a child will make a card for 
its mother and so on.  On nearly all levels humans require an audience or 
another external to themselves, to acknowledge and appreciate what they 
have created. There is great satisfaction in this, is there not?  Sometimes the 
simplest things are the most spiritual,  reflecting true spirituality. So the All 
That Is delights in Its creations, Its expression and requires a reflection back 
to Itself; an acknowledgment of that which has been created and an 
appreciation, one would hope.  So inbuilt within all things in Creation is the 
desire, once awakened, to honour God the Creator, the All That Is and show 
our deep gratitude for all that has been created . . 

Gratitude is a terribly important quality within Creation.  Not only are we a 
reflection back to our Creator, but to be grateful for being in existence and 
for existence itself is truly an amazing thing or should I say it can have an 
amazing effect upon you.  Gratitude is so often misunderstood upon the 
earth-plane, often diminished and rarely is it used to its  full potential. When 
you are in a state of wholehearted, enlightened, gratitude, it requires an 
acknowledgment of our Creator.  For in acknowledging God and then 
embodying gratitude toward God you begin to truly ‘live’ as opposed to just 
‘acting’. I hope that you understand this,  for most people within the illusion 
of existence are acting.  They think they are living, really living. Existing 
within spiritual gratitude and acknowledgment of God you become alive in 
ways that you just didn’t think were possible - in ways that you cannot 
conceive of until you are in that space. This is what existence is.  It can 
bring you closer toward the bliss that is so often spoken of in your texts 
and by those  in deep meditation.  There is only one doorway and to pass 
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through that doorway there must be gratitude and not just in a material 
sense.

I speak of unconditional gratitude. It is gratitude toward God for God 
existing - it is gratitude that God is even there.  Not what God has done for 
you, or could do for you, or for what you presently experience but gratitude 
that God is,  that the Creator is.  There is a big difference in this level of 
gratitude which can bring about the aliveness that I have spoken of which 
aligns you with divinity.  It is difficult to describe in words because words 
are so human.  However, if you can work toward manifesting true  
unconditional gratitude and just be in love with the fact there is a Creator 
then you will begin to move into a living that is beyond life, so to speak.  
The love we have within each of us becomes greatly amplified through 
acknowledgment of God.  I ask that for a moment you go within and allow 
some understanding to come to you, perhaps a little glimpse of what it can 
mean for you to have gratitude in the way that I have described, to think 
upon the Creator . . .

Well,  it can be tricky for it is not something that you can practice; it is 
something that must arrive.  Sometimes it can take awhile and  there is the 
universal law of ‘the more gratitude you have the more that you are grateful 
for’.  The key to the gratitude that I speak of is to not tie it to any one thing. 
Humans are often tempted to create a gratitude list and say: ‘I am grateful 
for my life.  I am grateful to be living in an affluent society.  I am grateful 
for the people that I love, my family.’   This is all wonderful within the 
human experience.  Yet it is conditional for it is tied to something having 
been provided to you.  Again I say that the unconditional gratitude for just 
being thankful that God exists is far more profound.  It encompasses 
everything yet it is not part of the illusion that you experience. Part of your 
training through this university is to help you to go beyond your 
‘humanness’, to go beyond the emotional spectrum through which you filter 
all of your experiences so that you can begin to become aware of the greater 
manifestation of qualities that are part of Creation.  The illusion of life on 
earth (which is as you know, an incredible experience in itself)  is  but a 
very small portion of the totality of expression.  For example, love is 
experienced on earth in certain ways through your emotional vehicle and 
your connection with others which, by and large, is mostly conditional.  Yet 
love is bigger than this and some people choose to try to tap into a bigger 
picture which they call ‘oneness’  or ‘universality’.   Trying to love all is a 
challenge while in human form.  Beyond human experience there are many 
aspects of love experienced throughout Creation.  And then there is just 
love, with no definition. Qualities that exist as part of the expression of our 
Creator are filtered down and separated into learning experiences in various 
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dimensions and in various forms such as human form.  How you experience 
love is very different to how others from differing dimensions or  universes 
may experience love.  None of which is the totality of love. Love is love and 
without definition it becomes a state of being and not something that we 
switch on and off according to what goes on about us or what moves 
through us.  

Love becomes totality because it is the manifestation of the Creator.  It is 
the First Thought before the thought fragmented into many tangents.  Let us 
say, if we could project the energy of love through a prism and as it passes 
through the prism many offshoots are created but they are all distortions.  It 
is the same with gratitude; gratitude is a state of being because it is part of 
the First Thought of the Creator. When you move closer to this state of 
being you gain a sense of ‘life’  itself: no longer acting, doing but  living.  
What is life, what is that which creates?  

Well I fear I have gone on but I could talk and share for eons with you but 
the words do no justice at all.   Yet as we have come together the 
understanding, which has been supported by the energies, has been directed 
towards you. What I have said, as inadequate as it is, will serve as a trigger 
for the true understanding to come.  I guess in your world you would call it 
subliminal.

Well,  dearest ones I do not doubt that you will in time become incredibly 
expanded individuals and this I honour for I have known many human 
lifetimes and the challenge of being in human consciousness yet striving 
toward transcending that human consciousness. It is such a big challenge.

Well I hope you have enjoyed this experience.

I AM AKHNATON, ADONAI
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SUMMARY :

!     " Many ones join us in the WST from across the universe 

 and multidimensions.

!" The All That Is is delighted with its creations and 

 requires a reflection back to itself.

!" Inbuilt into Creation is the desire to honour our Creator, 

 therefore gratitude is very important.

!" When you exist within spiritual gratitude and 

 acknowledgment of God you become alive in ways not 

 thought possible.

!" Unconditional gratitude is to be aspired to.

!" There is a big difference between gratitude for what God 

 does for us and gratitude that God just is.  This is true 

 spiritual gratitude;  to be in love with our Creator 

 without condition.

!" Universal law: the more gratitude you express, the 

 more you have to be grateful for.

!" Love without definition becomes a state of being. 

 Gratitude and love are parts of the First Thought before 

 it fragmented through the prism of Creation.
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Melchizedek    :    RADIANCE

Greetings dearest ones,  it is I MELCHIZEDEK who comes to join you this 
day.  May I say what a pleasure it is to see this beautiful little Temple grow.  
I come to welcome those who are new and I am pleased that something 
within you has drawn you to this place.  It is not just the words that are 
spoken which draws you as they are the least significant aspect of when we  
commune with you.  It is the energies that we bring to you and that you 
bring to us and so it is like a finely tuned, beautiful instrument.  Those who  
gather in this little space are perfectly attuned and aligned not only with 
each other’s energies but also to the level of energy that is being transferred 
by the presence of the many unseen beings of light who also attend this 
gathering.  They come because this Temple is a beacon of light and although 
it is very new it matters not for the radiance that shines forth is a reflection 
of those who would come here.  So it is that within your hearts, and your 
energy field there is a wonderful resonance of light.  We do not perceive you 
in your physical form, there is no recognition of you as such. What we 
perceive is your inner vibration,  that which is your soul resonance and so we 
know each of you via this means.  So I say to you that the inner divinity 
within each of you is a wondrous thing. It is such a challenge for those who 
are in human form to allow that inner divinity to percolate and bubble up 
and then radiate outwards into their energy field and beyond.   This is what 
we attune to and see within you.   So my friends, know that your inner 
radiance is beautiful to behold and can be seen and felt interdimensionally 
as can all vibration, all energies, all consciousness.  

As we are known to each other by our radiance (that which we radiate 
outwards) so it is that your essence is being beamed outward throughout 
Creation and the cosmos for all to behold.  Likewise, all else in Creation is 
radiating the essence of their true selves  and so forming our incredible, 
wonderful, universal Creation where all of this harmonic is taking place.  
The interweaving and intertwining of personal energies by all of those in 
existence is the most wonderful tapestry of life.  The majesty of it cannot be 
fully conceived while within human consciousness and indeed may not be 
fully conceived while within any consciousness  - that would be to see into 
the mind of God, which is inscrutable.  Yet we see reflections of God about 
us and the way in which Creation is created.  Within the limitation of your 
physical realm it is very difficult to see beyond the physical  to the strands 
of living light and energy that are the Outbreath of God that flows through 
everything, or to perceive the pinpoints of light and harmonic that is every 
being in existence.  Yet within the physical realm there is also a great 
reflection of the Divine for there is an incredible beauty to physicality,  is 
there not?   You appreciate your physical environment and  the wonderful 
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cosmos, with its achingly beautiful galaxies.  The underlying energy field or 
matrix of all this physical beauty is even more inspiring.

Well,  suffice to say I welcome you and your radiance is known to me and to 
all else in Creation.  Likewise the inverse is true – you have the capacity to 
align and attune yourself to any other being within Creation. You can know 
them by their vibration,  by their radiance including the Ascended Masters 
and the Angelic ones.  Well these are my words this day.  
  
I AM MELCHIZEDEK,  ADONAI

SUMMARY :

!" WST is comprised of our energies and Masters and 

 other beings present.

! WST is a beacon of light because of the energies we 

 bring.

! The Masters do not perceive our physical form, rather  they 

 know us by our radiance; our energy-field vibration.

! Our radiance can be seen and felt interdimensionally;  is 

 beamed out into Creation.

! We have the capacity to know other beings in Creation 

 by their vibration/radiance.
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Cosmic Buddha    :    RUBY RAY

Greetings, dearest ones,  it is I, the COSMIC BUDDHA  and I welcome 
those who are new to this gathering.  Of course that is an illusion for those 
who are drawn together in this place have been gathered before.   There has 
been an atunement in other places, in other times where ones have gathered 
together within spiritual learning and so it is that whoever comes here into 
this space will recognize this resonance of ease and great clarity.  It is 
almost a continuation of spiritual yearning and the quest for spiritual 
understanding that was started many  lifetimes ago for each.    As the illusion 
of time is just that, and as this etheric Temple stands outside of the space-
time continuum so it is that no time at all has passed between when you 
were last gathered in those supposed lifetimes.  There are many other ones 
who are also present who are yet to come in the physical to this gathering 
but are gathered nonetheless.  For all paths and all time zones collapse into 
that beautiful Eternal Now.  

Understanding comes to you, not from these words but from these energies 
that are the current upon which the words flow.  Such understanding is 
already known to you for it has all occurred, is occurring, and will occur.  
While you are within this containment of time, within this bubble of 
moment, you must undertake the illusion that you are understanding anew - 
that this is the first time these energies and these words have come to you.  
But it is not so and I say this to you, as it is all known to you as part of the 
gradual expansion of your consciousness.  Although governed by the 
illusion of your earth time here,  it can be sidestepped even if only for short 
periods of time so that you may begin to perceive a period of no-time more 
fully and more often.  This is part of your expansion; to be able to step out 
of time in this manner.  You have the perfect vehicle for this, it is the etheric 
diamond.  All of  those present who are unseen lend their energies, vibration 
and intention and indeed their radiance to this project.  Together you have 
created an environment in which it is far more easier now for you to 
step outside of time.  When you do this you do not need to do anything 
else, for there is no need to learn as such as it is known because time 
has not occurred. 

Dearest ones I wish to  bring with me a most wonderful tool.  So I ask  you 
to visualize in the centre of this room a most beautiful ruby red sphere of 
light. It is the embodiment of the ruby ray and is a ray of activation and 
encodement.  It is a stimulus for expansion; it assists you in being able to 
become more consciously aware of that which is beyond general human 
understanding.  So with your permission I ask that from this beautiful living 
light which is pulsating before you and has the softest red glow, you  allow a 
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ray of light to come from this to your third eye.  If you so wish, you can ask 
that this ruby ray assist in the atunement of your energy field toward greater 
consciousness expansion.

The energy of the ruby ray is profound. It can be intense but it is also gentle 
and it is a wonderful thing that has been brought into existence.  The 
consciousness of rays (there are many rays within existence and there are 
many energy streams as we call them) have been set in motion for the 
benefit of Creation. Some originate directly from Source.  Some originate 
from the angelic realm, which is one of the closest realms to Source, being 
part of the First Manifestation, and some rays have been gifted to Creation 
by beautiful beings who embody that ray.  

Everything has consciousness including a grain of sand and energy itself. 
You have experienced communion with the energy which calls itself That 
Which I Am - which is consciousness itself.  There are not only such things 
as beings, plant life and rocks within Creation, but Creation itself has 
consciousness.  The energy flows, the energy streams, the energy rays are 
consciousness itself.  Tone, colour and everything that can be 
conceptualized has a living consciousness and so the ruby ray is brought 
into existence and embodied by an energy consciousness.  If it was  not so, 
you would not be able to experience the ruby ray as an energy stream or a 
ray of light  for without consciousness it could not be within existence.  For 
if all is living when you sing a note, utter a word or make a sound it does 
not appear out of thin air.   Yes, there is the mechanical, physical reason why 
you can create a sound from your body but the sound comes into being 
because it has consciousness otherwise it could not be within existence.  I 
hope that this is making sense to you for if you grasp this then you will have 
opened yourself to a very fundamental perspective upon existence and 
Creation and how Creation is.   This is truly expansive and once you are able 
to integrate this understanding then you will have no other option than to 
begin to interact with your environment in a much different way.  Yet I do 
not mean just the environment in which you move with your five senses but 
your whole environment. Consciousness carries the tones that make up your 
words, the living of your thoughts, the energy of colour, the vibration that is 
attached to every emotion. This includes the many divas that you are 
commonly aware of and all physical attributes and aspects of your planet.  
Beyond this every single thing has consciousness; abstract consciousness.

The ruby ray ball recedes and I am here in front of you instead, however 
you wish to perceive me.  My energies are truly vast and I have stepped 
them down to be within this little Temple and I extend my energies to you 
and my love to you.  Know that the pathway before you is a golden one. 
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The door has been flung open and you, my friends, have a very special road 
to travel.   You are not alone as there are many ones who travel with you.  I 
ask that you would become, if possible, consciously aware of those who join 
you at this time and who are not in body.  If you are unable to perceive them 
then just acknowledge in your heart that there are others present.  They too 
are on their journey and as this place of learning, this Temple, is outside of 
the space-time continuum, it is accessed by ones from various points within 
Creation and that is a most wonderful gift.  It is like meeting people from 
overseas for the first time.  There is so much blending of beautiful energies; 
there is such a sense of camaraderie and a willingness to be open.

Well,  my love and light to all this day and before I leave I ask that you 
would sit with these energies for a little while.

Well, my friends  I AM THE COSMIC BUDDHA, ADONAI

SUMMARY : 

!" All paths and all time zones collapse into the Eternal Now.

!" Everything is occurring simultaneously but within the 

 illusion  of our containment of time, it appears as if we 

 undergo a gradual expansion.

! Ruby ray: a ray of activation and encodement; a 

 stimulus for expansion.

! There are many rays within existence and they have been 

 set in motion to benefit Creation.

! Some rays originate from Source and some have been 

 gifted by beings who would embody that Ray.

! Rays have consciousness, as does everything in 

 existence.

! Without consciousness nothing could be in existence.
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Mary    :    SEPARATION

Greetings Dearest ones,  it is I, Mary who comes once more and it is indeed 
a joy to communicate with you in this manner again.  I bring with me my 
energies on many levels as I come to you again as the Master of the Stars. 
This best describes the infiniteness of my being and the energies that I carry.  
I am hoping that you may feel about you these energies – the timelessness 
of them, the peace, the flow.  As you well know, there is movement 
throughout the universe and beyond.  There is always movement   as the 
universe experiences a gentle rotation.  All of the galaxies,  planets,  suns 
and moons dance the dance of the spiral and of the circle, both of which do 
not know a beginning or an end. This  reflects the infiniteness that is 
Creation.  The paradox being that at any time uncreation is possible  and so 
the infiniteness recedes and seems to contradict itself.

I wish to speak to you this day regarding one of the universal consequences 
of being in existence and of Creation being what it is.  It is something that is 
felt within every soul that exists throughout all dimensions, all timelines.  
To be in existence as part of Creation, in fact, to be created means to be 
separated from the whole, the one, the All That Is.  Although we can 
experience oneness with all (and that is surely an aim for humanity) it does 
not eradicate the sense of separateness from God, from the All That Is.  It is 
a wound but not a wound; it is something that causes a great sense of inner 
grief.  To be fractured and fragmented into the beauty of this Creation and 
for each of our souls to be a shard of the All That Is, is incredibly painful.  
Those who are not fully conscious are not aware of why it is so; they are not 
aware of why they feel this cavernous emptiness at the core of their being.  
It is that part of the soul which yearns to be reconnected with Source, to 
cease to be separated and fragmented into individuality and wanting a return 
to Totality.  It is not something that can be healed for it carries forward 
through all souls and through the timeline of each soul.   Those of us whom 
operate on higher frequencies are not immune to this pain of separation.  As 
with everything in regards to spirituality, and to life with its challenges and 
triumphs,  a surrendering to and an acceptance of what is, is the only key to 
being able to exist in such a state of separation.

For those  Ascended Beings and beyond whom appear to be so peaceful,  
knowing and wise, there is indeed peace but in order to achieve this we have 
come to a point of acceptance, a surrendering to this pain and brokenness 
within.   Recognize that it is there as a byproduct of being within Creation 
and of being created.  Also recognize that the yearning is a symptom of the 
most unbelievably profound love that we have as souls, for our Creator for 
if we did not love so dearly we would not feel the pain so acutely.  This pit 
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of emptiness at the core of our being is a beautiful indication of the heart 
connection that we have with Source.  Yet Source is also not immune to the 
separation and although Totality is all that there is,  God sees into the hearts 
of every being and knows the pain.  Just as a parent to the child, God has the 
most beautiful love and compassion toward us and embraces and cradles 
each of our souls with the promise that we will never truly be separated. The 
parent will always be there and we are of the parent.  

It is inscrutable to human consciousness at this time why there should be 
such a thing as separation and why it should cause pain for ‘if God does 
know of our suffering why does He allow separation to continue’.  These 
are very superficial questions and they are not even the right questions, for it 
is nowhere near as humans could ever imagine - why Creation is structured 
as it is.  There have been theories put forward, and one is that those of us in 
Creation have this yearning, this separation in order to claw and inch our 
way back through the challenges and triumphs of existence.   Yet this is not 
truly correct.  It is a theory that can be held by the human consciousness, but 
why things are as they are, is far beyond what you can understand.  It is 
such a big picture yet as we have said often, such a simple plan which is so 
beautiful in its simplicity, so profound and so unbelievable in its beauty.  Yet 
even though it is so simple,  it is so incredibly intricate and all of these 
things can only be described in these terms.  It is an understanding rather 
than knowledge; it is a knowing rather than a science.  You have the tiniest 
grain of perception as to why life is and why there is separation.  I do not 
say this in order to make you feel small or to diminish human consciousness 
for it is how it is and you have volunteered to come in and inhabit this 
consciousness because it so perfectly serves your soul at this time within the 
timeline of your soul.  There is no lesser or greater, but what I am trying to 
impress upon you is that the Divine Plan is so much bigger and so perfect 
that you don’t have to worry.  You do not need to make the pieces of the 
puzzle fit because they never will while you are within this consciousness.  
The pieces of the puzzle don’t fit for me either.  I may have more pieces of 
the puzzle fitting together but it is still incomplete,  however, each time we 
pass through the wheel or the spiral of life we gather to us more 
understanding. Know that there is separation on many  levels and remember 
that we are always a reflection of our Creator.   We are fragments of the 
whole, of the All That Is, and as we appear in every single dimension we are 
also fragments of ourselves for you are aware that you have a higher self 
and that your higher self has a higher self and so on.  All of those selves also 
have a yearning to be whole again, as the whole you, and so the cycle goes 
on.  There is a yearning within to bring the pieces of the soul back together 
and then for that soul to be reunited with Source, and made whole.
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I say all of this so that you can begin to accept and surrender to the 
fragmentation, the separation. Human consciousness is not unique in this 
aspect and has tended to deal with this core grief of separation in ways that 
have been detrimental to you as a consciousness and as a species.   It often 
drives people into irrational ways of coping at a very deep unconscious level 
which can manifest as depression, violence, despair,  neediness etc.  All of 
this is a very superficial response and is only the tip of the iceberg of what 
goes on within the subconscious and its awareness of the fragmentation. 

Your subconscious knows that it has come into separation.   We can go our 
whole lives upon the earth trying to fill the hole, trying to bridge the gap.  
Some people are very well adjusted yet always there is a sense of disquiet or 
discontent at the back of their consciousness.   Others throughout not only 
your universe but all dimensions and universes deal with the fragmentation 
in differing ways according to their spiritual evolution.  There is a tendency 
for humans to feel damaged.  I dare say that there is virtually not a person 
upon your earth who does not believe somewhere that they are a damaged 
person. Yet the unparalleled truth is that you never were, are not and never 
shall be broken – never were, are not and never shall be damaged.  For you 
are aware that the soul is made of ‘teflon’, nothing sticks, stains or 
scratches.  It is part of the illusion and even though it is a common core 
wound for all of Creation the  fact that Creation is an illusion means that the 
fragmentation and brokenness is  an illusion too.  This simple thought if 
integrated into your being, will greatly assist you in accepting, embracing 
and surrendering to the fragmentation so that it no longer fuels sub-
conscious and conscious behaviors,  self-perceptions or anxieties;  the 
biggest one of course being self-love. Somewhere within the human 
consciousness it has interpreted this fragmentation as being ‘not good 
enough to be loved by God’. It is  how a little child would feel if that child 
were asked to leave the room when it so desperately wants to sit upon its 
mother’s knee.

Know that throughout Creation this separation forms an incredible bond. 
You upon the earth often speak of the bond of humanity, and how humanity 
is bonded in and by its humanness.  Creation is bonded by its separation for 
as I have said, all of Creation experiences this grief.  To balance this, 
compassion is inbuilt into Creation because we are born of love and the 
energy of the universe is unconditional love.  All of Creation is there to 
support you and you  may also help support all of Creation, if you choose.  
More to the point, Creation is there for you.  We  Ascended Beings or 
Masters are acutely aware of the degree to which humans experience and 
process this separation, grief and loss. We come with profound compassion 
and love for you as we know that you are almost lost in the wilderness 
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because the veil has been so complete upon your world,  the illusion is so 
concrete.  Our heart goes out to you as sisters and brothers so that we can 
help to soothe,  comfort and  show you that everything is okay -  you are not 
damaged or truly fragmented and  the Divine Plan has your best interests at 
heart.  You are fortunate to have so many in service towards you.  There are 
many upon your planet who are unaware of Creation which is why  we 
come to you in this university.  We bring you words but more importantly, 
understanding.  When integrated this places you in a better position to help 
your fellow beings.  By awakening them to the joyous knowledge that they 
are well loved and  have a vast family of beings about them helps them 
accept the inner wound and to trust that all is as it is for a reason even if that 
reason cannot be known.

Well, these are my words to you this day.

I AM MARY, ADONAI

SUMMARY :

! The universe experiences a gentle rotation of eternity.

! Each of us is fragmented into the beauty of Creation.

!       This fragmentation from the Whole is painful as the soul 

 yearns to  be reconnected.

! Separation is felt throughout Creation and it is 

 inscrutable to us why this is so.

! To transcend the grief of separation one must surrender 

 and accept that there is a Divine purpose to this.

!        The Divine Plan is so perfect that we need not worry.

! Humans tend to feel damaged by this sense of 

 separation but it is an illusion within Creation.

! Creation is bonded by this sense of ‘separation’ from 

 Totality.  We must trust that all is as it is for a divine 

 reason, even if  that reason cannot be known.
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Melchizedek  :    DIAMOND ACTIVATION

Greetings, dearest ones,  it is I  MELCHIZEDEK who comes forward once 
more and, as ever, it is truly an honour to be amongst those who are so 
magnificent; for those who are both present in the physical and of course 
those who are present in the non-physical or of a differing physical nature.  
For again this beautiful little Temple that is a place of learning has standing 
room only, so to speak, with many ones who come from varying parts of the 
cosmos and other dimensions.  Truly this place is filled with a wonderful 
ambience and light and, my friends I come forth this day to bring forth an 
activation or perhaps initiation.

I ask that you would perceive about you an etheric Temple however you 
wish to visualize it.  As you know it does not sit within the space-time 
continuum and so it can be within any context or realm, however this day I 
ask you to perceive that this little Temple has many windows through which 
you see the magnificence of the physical universe but not only the physical 
universe, for layered upon it is the fifth dimensional universal soul which, 
like a beautiful transparent pane of glass, provides a wonderful sparkle and 
glow to the cosmos.  When not viewed in the physical it becomes a sea of 
colour as it is not represented as the darkness of space.  All about you, like a 
wonderful jeweled landscape the galaxies, solar systems, nebulae and so on, 
sparkle twinkle and are filled with light, colour, sound,  movement etc.,  this 
is truly a wonderful reflection of the imagination of our Creator.  What you 
are attempting to visualize is but a pale shadow of what actually is, for you 
are still utilizing the human consciousness but I can assure you that you can 
times by a trillion the beauty that you see about you, the beauty within 
which you live as a being within existence.  There are an infinite number of 
layers upon which reflects our Creator’s imagination. There are a limitless 
number of dimensions and variations in physical and non-physical form 
including the light realms, realms of pure tone, realms of pure colour, 
realms that are just pure geometry and realms that you have no frame of 
reference for so that I cannot even speak of them.  There has been nothing 
that cannot be thought or imagined brought into existence and more than 
you or I could ever conceive.  You are part of all of it as you exist in every 
single realm.

Aspects of you and fragments of your soul are everywhere and the 
wonderful genius of how existence is manifested is that you are self-
contained within each fragment, particularly within the physical dimension.  
You can be as omnipotent and omnipresent as God as you are virtually 
everywhere but because each of your aspects or fragments are separated by 
the illusion of individualized existence, you rarely have any integrated 
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understanding of this.  To have self awareness of all the aspects of oneself all 
at once, is to become God realized; is to actually allow all of separation in 
all dimensions, lifetimes and aspects of yourself to disappear.  When this 
happens the result is that you rejoin back with Totality,  with the All That Is - 
stepping outside of existence.  To become God realized is to leave existence.  
It is owning up to the fact that you are God and so you are instantly back 
with God.

So my friends I say all of this as a prelude to the little activation I wish to 
undertake with you this day.   Before proceeding I ask for your permission, if 
you are open, to continue with this activation for it can only ever have 
positive results. As you are operating within a realm of freewill I must 
consult with you and am happy to do so.

The cosmos with all of its splendor is a wonderful background to this White 
Star Temple.  It is a fitting place to initiate you into a new unfolding, part of 
which is accessing this little university.  So I ask that you would see me in 
the middle of the Temple with you and perceive me however you wish, 
perhaps as a beautiful being of light or perhaps as an earthly representation, 
it does not matter to me.  I stand before each of you in this Temple and I 
also include those who hear this recording.  I bring in all of my energies for 
your expansion.  You may feel these intensify about you as if a balloon of 
energy was being inflated.  My energy field spans the cosmos for when you 
are outside the space-time continuum, distance and measurement cease to be 
and so I can be vast.  You are held within my Melchizedek vibration; it is an 
office such as is the Christ office.   To hold office in a spiritual sense is to be 
allocated a particular degree of service. It is my honour to have been given 
much service to not only humanity but to many different ones from many 
different dimensions. My energies reach interdimensionally allowing others 
to join you within this Temple.

Well,  every being within existence (including every single particle and 
molecule and atom etc,) has an individualized consciousness so that 
everything not just that which you would refer to as sentient beings but the 
concrete beneath your feet, the chair that you sit upon, the stardust etc., all 
has consciousness within its molecular structure.  The soul is the God- 
realized self that chose to come into existence in whatever form, or 
expression or dimension. You can even exist as an idea a concept, a sound, 
etc.  We have said all this before and I have knowledge that you have been 
introduced to even the being that is consciousness itself which refers to 
itself as That Which I Am.  Everyone of these forms at a soul level may be 
perceived as a beautiful multifaceted, living diamond,  so incredibly 
beautifully shaped and chiseled with an infinite number of facets.  These 
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facets each represent you experiencing existence in a different form, a 
different expression, a different dimension etc.  It is a wonderful prism that 
reflects our Creator.  The Light of our Creator shines forever upon this 
diamond and your facets reflect this light back to God in how you have 
chosen to express yourself within the beauty of your soul.  It is a visually 
symbolic representation of how you can manifest everywhere all at once; a 
multi faceted soul self with each facet seemingly unaware of the facet 
beside it and each facet uniquely reflecting back light to Source.  Within this 
diamond there is also your own light, which is also reflected outward.  It is 
so beautiful.  This diamond, which is your soul, may also be perceived as 
pure harmonics and sacred geometry.  The facets are intricately assembled 
and shaped and bound by sacred geometry. At any given time, so to speak, 
this geometrical matrix changes depending upon what you are expressing in 
any given form or life, so that it is constantly changing direction,  evolving, 
building upon itself.  It is a marvelous sculpture in never-ending progress 
and not only are you responsible for how it is being shaped but of course 
our Creator is also consciously shaping you through opportunities, the 
infusion of God energy and love and in ways that we cannot even 
conceptualise.  You are a work in progress, for God did not just make 
everything and stop and say ‘this is perfection’.  Everything that has ever 
been and shall be, is continually being evolved and altered.  For the mind of 
God does not sit still, it does not all of a sudden go blank.   You were once a 
rough diamond and you have been beautified along the way.

Well,  I am going on but it is such a pleasure to speak of such things that can 
barely be touched upon at all with words.   Suffice to say that the energies I 
bring will also carry an understanding that is not reliant upon words.  I bring 
forth to each of you here a prism-diamond that is symbolic for you, of you 
and of your soul.  I hold it before you and it catches the Light of God and is 
illuminated from within by the brilliance and absolute beauty of your soul. 
If you were to look upon your own soul light you could not contain, you 
could not withstand, while in human consciousness, the beauty.  You would 
fall apart.  You would have no idea of how amazingly, incredibly wonderful 
a creation you are.  How you dazzle, how you are the best that God could 
conjure and that is saying a lot.  Moving toward you I see your energy field 
for, as you know, this is how we perceive you.  With your permission I wish 
to place a symbolic, multifaceted diamond into your aura,  close to your third 
eye.  Once there your aura begins to change in response to the receiving of 
this beauty.  It responds because it recognizes it as a symbolic representation 
of you.  I bring this diamond because it represents change.  From this day 
onwards you have the opportunity not only to shine more brightly, but to 
reflect even more back to God. You may become more aware of other facets 
of self,   allowing them to shine through into your human consciousness and 
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that is a pretty big thing for it means that the separation between some of 
your facets becomes more transparent. I hope that both myself and others 
will inspire and encourage you through our guidance to become aware of 
this process and to welcome it. You will become a greatly expanded being 
and ultimately more aware of the Light that shines on you from Source.  So 
take a moment to become aware of this diamond within your aura like there 
are a thousand little suns within it.  This is nothing new, it is always within 
your aura and you can choose to allow your reality to encompass it. 

Well,  we are and shall be great friends and I ask that you would look 
outward once more to the cosmos where every dazzling spark is God 
shining back from that which He has brought into Creation. I ask that you 
bring your consciousness back, dearest ones and I thank you for your 
participation.  Each time you hear this recording I will come and you can re-
experience and be reminded of that which has been put in place within the 
geometry of your being.

Well, my love, light and harmony is with you this day,

I AM MELCHIZEDEK
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SUMMARY :

!" All dimensions of existence are layered upon each other 

 reflecting our Creator’s divine imagination.

!" We exist in all dimensions through aspects of ourselves.

!" Each of our aspects is self-contained, separated from  each 

 other through the illusion of individualised existence.

!    " To have self-awareness of all aspects of self at once is to 

 become God-realised.

!" To become God-realised is to leave existence and rejoin 

 Totality.

!" Each  soul may be perceived as a  beautiful, multi-faceted 

 diamond with each facet representing  you in your differing 

 expressions/aspects.

!" The Light of Source shines forever upon this diamond and

  your facets reflect this Light back to God in how you have 

 chosen to express yourself within the beauty of your soul.

!" God is continually shaping us.

!" Activation: symbolic, multi-faceted diamond placed in our 

 aura and represents change.  Other facets of self will begin 

 to shine through into our human consciousness.
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Sanat Kumara : RIPPLES OF CONSCIOUSNESS

Greetings, fellow travelers, it is I, your friend SANAT KUMARA who 
comes to commune with you this day.  As we fill this little Temple with 
golden white light you are transported into the etheric and as before you are 
amongst others from your universe and from other dimensions who come 
here in the spirit of light and learning to this special little place that dearest 
Melchizedek has manifested. I am honoured to be able to come in this 
manner and to share some of my knowingness with you, remembering  that 
in truth there is no one truth, it is all a matter of perception.   This leads me 
into a topic which has been requested - of time.  Time is such a splendid 
invention; it is a tool that is unique to the third dimensional existence,  to 
your realm.  It is an ingenious manifestation from a Divine Mind in ways 
that are difficult to conceptualize while you are operating within the realm 
of time. Time governs, seemingly, the natural laws of your world, your 
existence at the most fundamental level.  From birth to death there is the 
passage of time and in order to have death or the illusion thereof, time 
came into existence to create the illusion of having a separate life to 
other lifetimes. 

There is indeed a consciousness that inhabits time.  In the human folklore 
this consciousness is known as Father Time and Father Time does indeed 
exist.  It is the being who allows the Laws to operate within this illusion. 
This consciousness has the duty or mission to allow a manifestation of time 
to inhabit your world and to adjust itself to your perceptions. As you well 
know, time is an elastic thing; it stretches and contracts and all of this must 
be manifest through the consciousness of the one who embodies time.  As 
you have learned outside of time and the illusion of your physicality, all 
moments, if we can use such a term, coexist simultaneously.  So then, there 
is no past or future, only that marvelous thing called the Eternal Now.  All 
of time collapses into the ‘Now’ when you are taken out of the illusion of 
physical existence.  For everything coexists in the one moment; all of your 
supposed past lives, all of your supposed future lives and even this present 
life is all occurring in the one instantaneous moment.  The term moment is 
in itself erroneous for it implies a unit or a measurement of time but I have 
no other words to use for you.  The Eternal Now is all of existence operating 
all at once on every level and therefore you are able to alter the past and 
shape the future.  There is no such thing as a linear sequence of time, for 
there is no time.  The beauty of the illusion of time is that it seems such a 
straight line between the past, the present and the future while you are living 
within time.  But it is anything but straight for your next earth lifetime could 
be as a caveman and your last lifetime could have been five million years 
into the future.  As all life experiences  within existence are experienced 
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simultaneously so it is that if you change or alter your perception of one 
particular reality then all other experiences and realities are transformed.  In 
this way not only can you alter a supposed future,  but you can alter a 
supposed past which then, in turn, alters the present and the future for it is 
all as one.   It is a change in perception on your part, a change of your 
consciousness in how you interact within any given reality which alters all 
else within existence that is linked to you and to your consciousness.   If the 
human you could grasp this to the point of integration you will be a Master 
of Time; you would be able to affect all that has occurred, that will occur 
and is occurring in your human lifetime. However, timelines, the illusion of 
linear time, was manifested in your world for good reason - to fully support 
the illusion of you being separated from the rest of Creation and from the 
Divine, the All That Is.  Time is the means by which separation can occur.  
It is the backbone of the illusion which you occupy.  If you take time out of 
the equation then you cease to be in this illusion at all because then you 
would become aware of the simultaneous nature of existence; that all 
lifetimes, all experiences are layered upon each other in differing 
dimensions and occupying the same space and time, being the Eternal Now.

Do not allow yourself to write the past in stone, like it is concrete and 
cannot change for this is not so and there is a marvelous consequence of 
realizing that time does not exist.  Within the illusion and duality of your 
realm there is the illusion that you can be harmed and be harmful - that you 
can sin,  for want of a better term. Often we have said upon the high realms 
that at a soul level you cannot be touched, you cannot be scarred because 
the soul itself does not operate within the duality of your realm.  It is your 
human consciousness that operates within the duality yet your human 
consciousness is an illusion, even though your personality feels so real.  
Even though this is all that you know while you inhabit this body, it is still 
part of an illusion.  Whatever you do to another and whatever is done to you 
is impermanent because time is part of this equation.  Time shifts according 
to your perception of reality and existence shapes itself around your 
perceptions of reality when time is not present.  And so it is.

I will give you an example. If in a lifetime you have murdered another, then  
within the illusion of your world it is appears concrete and absolute that you 
have done this. The present human consensus would be that this past life has 
occurred and in that life you were a murderer. Often humans will say ‘Yes, 
in a past life I have done all of these things, both good and bad.’ and that is 
true of that time, but if you take time away you will see that you have a 
perfectly evolved consciousness.  Many lifetimes afterwards you may have 
evolved so spiritually that in your consciousness you can’t even imagine 
killing another creature or another human being. Knowing in your heart that 
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it is not who you are and that you are not capable of such a thing will then 
alter that past lifetime, for time is dependent upon your consciousness and 
in taking away time, there is only the Eternal Now.  If your consciousness 
can no longer sustain or conceive of the idea of killing another then that is 
what occurs in the Eternal Now.  Any lifetime that has occurred when 
you have harmed another will simply cease to exist because your 
consciousness will no longer support that reality.   It is not as if it is wiped 
clean or that you have balanced the karma, it is simply that your 
consciousness has changed and therefore all of your experiences in 
existence reflect your present consciousness in the eternal ONE moment.  
Therefore you never did murder for it ceases to be part of that reality in the 
Eternal Now.

This may not at all be giving an adequate explanation and I do apologize if 
this is so but I hope that you would follow these words. Underpinning these 
words is the understanding that is being directed towards you through the 
energies I bring. 

As a parallel I wish to speak on the Christ Consciousness.  You are aware 
that the Christ Consciousness embodies compassion and unconditional love. 
The Christ Consciousness is also an entity and we have spoken of this 
before – of ideas and qualities having consciousness.   There are  
magnificent beings such as Christ and Maitreya who take on the vibration of 
the Christ Consciousness.  You will know, of course, Christ as Sananda.  
These beings allow both the energy of Christ Consciousness and the 
consciousness of Christ Consciousness to move through them, acting as a 
conduit.  Within your relative world and realm there is indeed such a thing 
as consequences – that which you would term a karmic wheel but not quite 
in the way that ones upon the earth usually perceive of this, but there are 
causes and effects, as you are aware. Within the construct of your reality in 
this realm there is a perpetual balance that needs to be brought into being at 
all times.  This balance is brought into being through the Law of Karma but 
the Christ Consciousness offers a way in which, to a degree, karma can be 
transmuted. This is a beautiful role that Sananda, in particular, has taken 
upon himself for your earth world.  For the balance of the universe requires 
that any action on your part must be balanced out, whether that action be 
positive or negative.  There is a perception that if you have negative karma 
it must be balanced out or erased by you by experiencing an atonement or 
redemption  - to not undo that which has gone before but to keep the 
balance,  to right a wrong, so to speak. The Christ Consciousness, Sananda 
in particular, through service since the dawn of your earth time has always 
stepped forward in the role of the Christ to be the redeemer.   In simplistic 
terms this has meant that many times, unknown to you, Sananda (and other 
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beings who are conduits for the Christ Consciousness) has stepped forward 
and stood in your place to balance out karma and take that burden upon 
himself – to right your wrong and transmute the debt that needed to be paid 
for the balance to be kept.  This has always operated within the realm of free 
will for you, and Sananda and others are always there for you to call upon to 
step in, in such a way.  These beings know you and they know every 
thought,  every action,  every lifetime, every future,  every past, Eternal Now, 
everything about you is known, not judged of course as it is not coming 
from that perspective. They have enveloped into their own being each and 
every human upon the earth; to inhabit you,  so to speak, as an offering of 
service. They are able to intimately relieve you of the balance that is 
required without interfering with the marvelous process of spiritual learning 
that occurs within your dimension.  What a gift, and how much more 
challenging would life be if Sananda and others had not offered themselves 
as redeemers for you, for isn’t life challenging enough already?  Yet do not 
forget the greater context that even this karma, this balancing that must 
occur in the natural law within your realm, is part of the illusion.

Well,  these are my words to you this day and there is another to follow my 
friends and I hope this assists you in better understanding the greater reality 
about you. 

I AM SANAT KUMARA, ADONAI
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SUMMARY :

!" There is a consciousness that inhabits time : Father 

 Time.

!" Time is the means by which the illusion of separation can 

 occur.

!        " Outside of time everything coexists in the one moment: 

 the Eternal Now.

!" As all your lifetimes coexist simultaneously, if you 

 change your perception of one reality then all realities 

 are transformed.

!" All of your experiences in existence reflect your present 

 consciousness in the Eternal Now. As such as you grow 

 spiritually mature any harm you have caused ceases to 

 be for your ‘present’ consciousness no longer supports 

 this idea.  Thus ‘sin’ is impermanent and cannot touch 

 your soul.

!" Yet, the Law of Karma exists for us, as a perpetual 

 balance in our realm is required.

!   " Christ Consciousness transmutes karma through ones  such 

 as Sananda. Often he has stood in your place to 

 experience your karma so that the balance may be kept.

!" Such service, however, is given in such a way that it does 

 not interfere with your spiritual learning or free will.

!" The Law of Karma though relevant, is also an illusion.
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Portia :    TOTALITY

Greetings, dearest ones, it is I, PORTIA who comes and brings galactic 
energies into this little Temple and you may perceive me if you wish as a 
shimmering blue violet light.    I bring this light into your midst.   It is a cool 
light, perhaps you are feeling a change in temperature.  It is my vibration 
expressed through light and colour and I am so joyous to be here for it has 
indeed been some time and there is much happiness in my heart to be 
amongst those who I resonate to so dearly.    I share these energies also with 
those who listen to these words knowing that the energies at this time are 
what I bring, filling this etheric place with joy.  This is my purpose this day 
and I hope I bring an inner smile to each of you for there is much to be 
joyous about.  At times these lectures can seem so abstract,  so serious,  so 
earnest in many ways.  The workings of existence are incredibly complex 
and incredibly simple at the same time, one of the universal paradoxes.  
Although it appears that there are complications and there is so much to 
learn, at the very heart of things it is not so. You are operating from intellect 
and this cannot be helped and it is not a negative.

I do feel as though at times many ones upon the earth, particularly those 
who refer to themselves as lightworkers and starseeds, sometimes feel that 
being in human consciousness is somehow inferior.  There is often talk  of 
the limitations of human consciousness and of the veil that keeps human 
consciousness at this time separate from Creation. This can  lead to a feeling 
that somehow you are inadequate, less than, not as powerful, not as 
knowing or not as masterful.  This is not true for there is never any 
judgment from beings who are light centered and love centered, no matter 
which realm or dimension.  As we must use your language, unfortunately a 
byproduct of this is that such impressions can unintentionally be made or  
unintentionally received by you.  Know that you are not pre-school children 
spiritually  or more spiritually immature than the rest of Creation for they 
are earth terms and human judgments. You simply are enjoying a different 
experience than the rest of Creation.  Yet even this is an illusion because you 
are the rest of Creation.  You are well aware of oneness; that which is so 
often spoken of in your spiritual books and by channels.  Your knowledge is 
limited although your scientists are discovering through their research into  
matter at a quantum level that molecules can be in two places or more at 
once and the observed universe changes depending upon who is observing 
it.   There is seemingly an emptiness throughout the universe that cannot be 
explained and the more one zooms in on the building blocks of Creation, the 
less one sees.
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I will use a true analogy for there are such things as holograms throughout 
Creation and there are literal holograms within your earth world that 
humans create; you have seen these holograms as they are printed on such 
things as cards.   Hold these holograms to the light and you see a three-
dimensional image appear. These holograms are special even at that level 
and each hologram is created using a master light-sensitive piece of glass 
upon which the hologram is imprinted.  If you broke this glass and picked 
up a shard of it, instead of seeing only a portion of the hologram within it, 
each shard actually has the whole hologram held within it.  It is slightly 
dimmed but it contains the whole image in one small piece.  This is not 
unlike when you break a mirror and each piece will reflect you back to 
yourself.  So it is that the whole of Creation is like one giant hologram seen 
as a whole; it is a reflection of the All That Is yet every being within 
existence is like a shard of the hologram.  Totality is reflected in you which 
is why your reality is the only reality yet at the same time it is part of the 
greater reality, for it is one and the same.  I am becoming abstract now but I 
am trying to use words in your language that can help you to perceive just a 
tiny bit of how existence is and works.  You are indeed united with all else 
in Creation because each fragment that is you, that is a being, can only ever 
reflect back the total of existence, the reflection of the All That Is.  

Nothing is separate. We are all part of the one hologram reflecting the 
wholeness from each fragment and particle in existence.  Your scientists are 
beginning to realize this at a quantum level;  every particle is but only one 
particle.  There is only the one thing in existence, the one particle and it is 
not as if that one particle is repeated or cloned throughout existence to 
create the magnificence that is Creation.  The assumption is that there are an 
infinite number of particles that create the galaxies, that create you, the 
chair,  the higher dimensions, the lower dimensions and so on.  It is simply  
not this way.  There is only one particle, one original particle, not 
duplicated, not cloned, not repeated but one particle that is everywhere at 
once, in everything at once. This one particle which will never turn up under 
a microscope is the Thought Form of God - is the manifestation of the 
imagination of our Creator.

Remember that what is conveyed to you is different again to what your 
human consciousness can make of it. What your intellect interprets will 
always be a distortion and the words  we must use will always be 
inadequate.  My consciousness as Portia is another filtering, another 
distortion.  It is the understanding that is important.  It is your resonance to 
it;  it is that part of you which goes ‘aha’ something is making sense but this 
is not at an intellectual level.
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My friends, my original intention for coming was to bring joy and to lighten 
the occasion.   I have gone in the opposite direction to this because I so 
dearly wish to share with you these little gems of ideas.  I seed into your 
consciousness the experience of expansion and of just the magnificence, the 
simplicity and yet the complexity of everything. My awareness is such a 
tiny portion of the whole so therefore I come here to also learn from you.

I ask that you would allow yourself to be in joy more often. To be in joy 
because you are part of that which has been imagined.  If God imagined you 
into existence how wonderful must you be because we perceive that our 
Creator can create nothing less than that which is wondrous.   Yet we 
diminish our Creator every time we feel less than, inadequate, insecure and 
unlovable.  Every time we think that our bodies are not that which we would 
hope for or that we have failed within this illusion of karma we diminish the 
magnificence of the God that thought us into being.  Which is why it is so 
true when you say to honour God is to honour yourself.

Well these are my words this day, my friends, and if I had a human face you 
would see the most enormous smile on it and my eyes would sparkle like 
diamonds.

My love and light to you this day,

I AM PORTIA, ADONAI
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SUMMARY :

!" We in our physical realm are enjoying a different 

 experience to the rest of Creation;  no better or worse.

!" Each soul within Creation reflects the Totality of 

 existence.

!" Each of us contains the Whole though we are  fragmented 

 into individual souls, as such oneness  occurs as nothing is 

 truly separate.

!" Your reality is the only reality yet is part of a greater 

 reality as it is one and the same.

!" There is only one original particle in existence and that 

 is the thought form of God;  the manifestation of the 

 imagination of our Creator.

!" This one divine particle appears simultaneously 

 everywhere to form Creation, giving the illusion of an 

 infinite number of particles.

!" You are part of what has been imagined and our Creator 

 can create nothing less than that which is wondrous.

!" Each time we diminish ourselves we diminish the 

 imagination of our Creator.
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Archangel Kyrael :    SWORD

Greetings, dearest children of the light, it is I,  your friend ARCHANGEL 
KYRAEL who comes to speak with you and to lend of my energies this day 
in the White Star Temple.  I cloak you with the golden white light and as it 
begins to dissipate as if it were a mist, you see that you are within  your 
Temple, this wonderful structure comprised of the diamond and the dome 
consciousness, its sacred geometry. The structure is shimmering with light – 
it is such a beautiful piece of architecture to behold and it expands about 
you to accommodate all who are present.  You see that indeed the numbers 
have grown and there are ones here from all over the cosmos and they join 
you now.  You are creating the vibration of oneness once more - an energy 
that is unique to those who are present.  So I ask that you take a moment to 
become more aware of this oneness and connectedness to those who are 
within this Temple at this time.  It is not necessarily that you literally see 
them but rather you can feel the combined energies of those who are here. 
The most marvelous thing about the vibration that is found within this 
Temple is its radiance.  For each of you come to this place with an openness 
and a desire within your heart to become expanded.  By connecting and 
being part of Creation you become  increasingly more aware of realities 
beyond your world.  There is a great innocence and a beautiful childlike 
expectancy that fills the Temple; it is heartfelt, it is beautiful, it is open, it is 
honest and what a beautiful vibration in which to teach, to share some 
understanding and so I am blessed by this my friends. 

I come into the centre of this Temple and I bring with me a very special 
offering.  I wish to continue the honour of being a tutor within this 
learning place and to also contribute in a tangible way by leaving part of 
my energies here within this structure.  My vibration will greatly enhance 
the Temple itself.

I stand before you all with a truly magnificent sacred and spiritual sword.  
For Michael is not the only archangel who manifests such a potent and 
powerful symbol.  It is golden and large. The hand protector which you 
would ordinarily see as the cross bar at the join of the handle and the blade, 
is a beautiful pair of outstretched wings, in gold also.  Where the wings join 
the blade there is a deep blue sapphire.  It is diamond shaped within a circle, 
symbolic of the dome and the diamond and the royal blue is of 
Melchizedek.  The handle of this wonderful implement is also deep blue and 
at the tip of the handle there is a knob of gold fashioned into an animal 
representation that is unique to each of you.   It is what you see and it will 
vary from being to being, so take note. 
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I come  to present this symbolic sword to this Temple so it may adorn one of 
the pillars and so embed my energies, the Archangelic Principle, into the 
arena.  The gold is the golden white light in metallic form and the sword is 
illuminated by its consciousness.  Everything has a consciousness no matter 
what form it takes.  As this university unfolds, various ones will come and 
bear gifts such as this.  It is not a literal representation as it is not a material 
object - it is the vibration, light and radiance that is given.  It is also a tool, 
for all etheric swords can be used for severance; the severance of anything 
that is within the spiritual evolution of your being, the severance of the past, 
of wounds, of attachments, of negativity.  It is the cleaving away and it is a 
clean cut. Within this Temple it represents the clearing of that which has 
gone before including old belief systems and your attachment to them.  It 
also clears the attachment to the illusion of the reality within which you 
currently reside.   It is the cleaving from your consciousness of limitations 
that would restrain you.  It is all of these things that I bring.

I come before each of you and I take up this sword and  stand before you.   
The tip of this sword I place upon the marvelous, multifaceted diamond that 
is embedded within your third eye placed there  by dearest Melchizedek.  I 
gently do this as symbolic of all that I have said and it may also represent 
for you, a slicing through the illusion, the veil. Perhaps you are feeling 
intense energies at this time as they have been put in motion.  I return this 
sword to the pillar, my friends and that is all I have come to do this day to 
share my archangelic energies.

Know that we shall meet again and soon.

I AM KYRAEL, ADONAI
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SUMMARY :

!" Archangel Kyrael gifts a sword of light to the WST.

!" The sword is golden with outstretched golden wings at 

 the hilt and a diamond shaped deep blue sapphire 

 within  a circle  upon it.  The handle is also blue with a 

 golden  knob at its end.

!" The sword has its own consciousness and radiates the 

 golden white light.

!" Archangelic swords can be used for severance; of old 

 beliefs and attachments, past wounds, negativity and so 

 on.  It may also slice through the veil of illusion.
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Akhnaton :    LEVELS OF LEARNING

Greetings dearest ones, it is I AKHNATON who comes and truly I am 
amongst esteemed company.  Unfortunately I do not come bearing gifts this 
time other than the few words I shall speak and my energies.   I welcome 
those who are new to this Temple including the marvelous ones from the 
other realms as well as those who are of your earth realm  but not in 
physical form. To look upon the variance of Creation is a marvelous thing 
and I am pleased.  I come to remind you that by attending this learning place 
you are being opened to a new paradigm.  The teachings, energies  and gifts 
are given for a reason within the Divine Plan.  The Divine Plan is 
inscrutable but we can learn of that which is immediate to us even if we 
cannot perceive the overarching plan.  It is no accident that any of you are 
here including those who may be listening to this recording.   These 
recordings and word of mouth will reach many within your realm. The 
etheric recordings - by that I mean the imprint,  the vibrations present, the 
intentions and the communications - continue on outward into the cosmos.  
What you are experiencing within this place becomes etched upon the 
history of the world and the universe.  It continues on for as long as there is 
a place to continue on within.  The understanding which comes to you also 
brings understanding to the rest of Creation by default.  Some may call it the 
pool of consciousness.   As you expand all else expands - the hundredth 
monkey syndrome.  It is very important that you are here, for you are 
serving one of your purposes in this regard.  Your contribution is to intend 
that this paradigm be manifesting  within Creation and your reality.  How 
wonderful is that? Thought is an amazing thing, is it not?  

Consciousness is incredible.  As you listen to these words and integrate the 
energies that bring the understanding, which is the undercurrent to these 
words, all is being embedded through you into Creation using the power of 
your consciousness.  Just as electricity needs copper wire through which to 
flow, the knowingness needs you as a conduit to manifest.   The beauty of it 
is that even as you are being part of this conduit you are benefiting greatly.  
All ones who are present receive in their consciousness according to the 
consciousness they inhabit, that which is relevant to their present spiritual 
evolution. Ones who come from another world than yours will also take 
away these words, from these Temples.  There are an infinite number of 
dimensions and this Temple appears in all of them, as do you.  Others take 
from this experience an interpretation relevant to their time, world, 
consciousness and spiritual evolution.  There is multi-layered learning and 
understanding taking place for I am saying many layers of things and 
depending upon your consciousness you will only hear what is relevant to 
you.  This is the same with the energies.  There are multi-layers of energy 
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that you receive, again which is relevant to you in human consciousness.   So 
although there are many ones present from many dimensions and worlds, 
you are all experiencing different levels of learning.  Isn’t it  fantastic?  
When you take time and space out of the equation then the limitations fall 
away.  The idea that you can communicate but only speak one language at a 
time and only one level of wisdom at a time is a limitation.

As participants in this multi-level, multi-layered university you will have an 
opportunity to change the paradigm of your world in ways that are not fully 
understood within your reality,  in ways that are transcendent.  What a 
wonderful thing to do and thank you.  By  being open to the opening of your 
consciousness you are pulling the veil apart for others.   There are many ones 
about your world who are doing this upon their own path.  There are many 
paths to this and yours is one within this White Star Temple.  All truths are 
here so that there is an endless supply of learning, wisdom and sharing.  
Dearest Archangel Kyrael did more with his sword than you are aware. 
There is another symbolic meaning  with the sword and that is as an 
anointment.

Well, these are my energies and these are my words,

I AM AKHNATON, ADONAI
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SUMMARY :

!" The Divine Plan is inscrutable but we can become aware 

 of that which is immediate to us.

!" What is experienced by you in the WST leaves an 

 imprint within the universe and by default, contributes 

 understanding to the rest of Creation.

!" As you expand, all else expands so it is important that 

 you are within the WST.

!" One of your purposes is to help manifest a new 

 paradigm on earth, as you are a conduit through which 

 ‘knowingness’  flows.

!" Within the WST there is multi-layered learning taking 

 place as each receives according to the consciousness 

 they inhabit and their spiritual evolution.

!" There is an endless supply of wisdom and sharing and 

 by opening yourself to consciousness expansion you are 

 pulling the veil aside for others.
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Sananda :    MY ENERGIES

Greetings, it is I, SANANDA who comes briefly this day.  I manifest before 
you as a magnificent pillar of light, so beautiful, so vibrant, a living light. I 
embrace you, within this light you are held.  My consciousness is light and 
my words are a mask for your focus.   Cradled within my light you are held 
within something that has existed since the beginning of the universe.  I am 
ancient in your terms for upon the breath of God I did come into existence 
and then existence came through me.  As I hold you and as you are held 
within this light of mine, I am hoping that you will have a sense of the 
everlasting, of infinity.  It is so inadequate to use words. Timelessness,  the 
beginning and the end in one, is within my form and there is a great comfort 
to this feeling of everlasting.  You are used to the finite; the idea of dying 
and of impermanence. The wonderful thing about Creation is that although 
it is in a constant state of flux,  change, evolution and recycling, the 
impermanence is permanent.  I know all of you, all that is to come, to be 
and was, for I have held you through it all.  Within my light there is a 
window back to the Divine -  I am like the pane of glass which you can see 
through to the beyond.

I experience all there is to be experienced by those who are in existence 
within Creation and so I experience all that you experience.  I experience 
your experience of it which is why I am so associated with compassion and 
unconditional love.  This is because I feel it - I am not part of it but I feel it.  
I know the sorrows and the joys, the disappointments,  the despair, the 
unending joy and love.  I know all of this through each of you and yet I am 
detached from it.  It never ceases to amaze us what you bring into existence; 
the realities that you create moment to moment.  Whatever it is that you 
create, I support.  Sometimes you create things that I must cushion you 
from, for I must because I am of the Christ Consciousness.

I just wish to bring these energies and to have you held more consciously 
and I ask that you would look into the centre of my light - there is a universe 
within me.  It is one of those magnificent universes with a glowing centre, 
the Central Sun.  Its rotation is the movement of consciousness.  It is all 
held within me and it is your universe that you occupy.  I am throughout all 
of Creation but beyond this I encapsulate Creation. 

Well, that is all this day.
I AM SANANDA, ADONAI
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SUMMARY :

!" Sananda came into existence upon the breath of God and 

 then existence moved through him.

!" The beginning and the end in one is timelessness which 

 is held within Sananda’s form. He encapsulates 

 Creation.

!" Within Sananda’s light there is a window back to the 

 Divine.

!" Sananda experiences all that we experience hence this 

 association with unconditional love. He is Christ 

 Consciousness.
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Akhnaton :    ASPECTS OF YOU

Greetings, dearest friends, it is I AKHNATON who comes and I would ask 
that you see Sananda’s beautiful white light envelop you, filling this space 
with the Christ Consciousness.  I ask that you  perceive that you are within 
this beautiful White Star Temple - this matrix of light that you  have created 
with the beautiful dome and diamond which is held in no space and held 
between time.  There are many ones who join you and I am honoured  that 
they wish to come and commune with me.  

I come this day as a Master of the Stars and not in my Ascended Master 
capacity.  There is a difference, for the  Ascended Masters are truly powerful 
beings of light but their common connection is that they have come into 
being to be in service specifically for your earth and all that this entails.  It 
does entail a great deal for it goes beyond your physical realm.  There is 
much work that the ascended ones do within the matrix of your group 
consciousness reality.  There is so much that they do on an energetic level in 
order to facilitate the opportunities for the evolution of humanity’s spiritual 
self.  Yet it goes beyond that which you are often used to such as  
channelling the messages.  These ones are conduits for the varying 
vibrations that are needed to support your reality, your earth and  the greater 
alignment of the universe, as you know it.  It is this blending of vibrations 
that enables your vision to be supported so that you can manifest all that you 
can, all that you see and experience.  These ascended ones are a conduit for 
divine energy being stepped down through the God Energy.  The God 
Energy is distinct from the All That Is.  God is the conduit for the Outbreath 
of our Creator and is an aspect of our Creator but  is not the All That Is. 

I come to introduce you to a differing aspect of myself, one that goes 
beyond the role of an Ascended Master, beyond a focus specifically on 
human consciousness and your earth.  It is a more expanded aspect of 
myself and I use the term Akhnaton but it does not apply to this aspect. I use 
it because it is what you are used to.  As this little university unfolds, the 
Masters  will begin to come in their expanded forms as I am doing this day.  
My energies are much stronger precisely for this reason.  My aspect this day 
is of a much higher dimensional plane so the energies that I embody are 
more intensely reflecting light.  

You have this aspect also - it is not unique to me or any other Ascended 
Master.  As you appear in all dimensions so it is that there are truly 
incredibly powerful, magnificent aspects of you that are operating even as 
we speak.  There are parts of you that are so vast in terms of consciousness, 
oneness,  and divine self-awareness.  I have met these aspects of you for at 
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those great heights there is a linking of consciousness that goes far beyond 
what you could realize.  Yet you are there. This is not a fantasy or a footnote 
to write in your diary.  My purpose is to cast a mirror before you.  As you 
enjoy the energies that I bring to this Temple, know that you express,  carry 
and embody the whole power of the universe within the totality of you.  
There is seemingly a separation between the various aspects of yourself; the 
various reflections of the diamond that you are.  Despite this membrane that 
separates those aspects, it is possible to begin to merge with those expanded 
aspects of oneself and to allow the vibrations or frequencies to begin to hum 
or to oscillate more closely to those higher frequencies of the self.   It is not 
so that the higher selves ever oscillate downward and  we use such terms as 
up and down merely as symbolic for there is no such thing.

I come to this place of learning (that is outside of the space-time continuum) 
to show all of you here that you are as evolved as you can ever be within 
Creation.  So we take a moment to begin to integrate that which I embody.  
Perhaps you are feeling the energies coming through even more strongly 
now in this beautiful little Temple with its windows upon the Cosmos that 
are fully illuminated.  We are all here in our light bodies and mine is like a 
thousand suns. I direct understanding towards you that is beyond words.  

Consciously become aware that you are surrounded within a ball of light. 
All about you are shimmering sparkles and these pinpoints of light are part 
of my consciousness and light form and they dance about you.  Each 
pinpoint of light is like a little faceted diamond also reflecting divine aspects 
of myself and divine energy back outward into Creation and to our Creator.  
If you were to look upon these tiny little diamonds then you would see more 
diamonds and so on.  Even though we have a limitless number of aspects, 
our aspects have aspects.  It is not something that the logical, reasoning 
mind can comprehend at all.  The totality of you is absolutely infinite and 
all that you reflect outwards into Creation and back into the mind of our 
Creator,  also reflects upon the other aspects of yourself which then reflects 
back upon you and so on infinitely.  It is a marvelous dance of love. Each 
reflection carries its own frequency for the light is never the same from one 
aspect to the other. I bring this to you as quite an abstract concept and one 
that seemingly has no purpose but the understanding is with you and brings 
you closer to comprehending the multidimensional nature of Creation and 
infinity itself, but not in logical terms.
  
All these wonderful pinpoints of light which are the reflecting diamonds of 
me are dancing about you and there is great love and  joy being reflected.  I 
am also the sum of all my parts.  The totality of me directs where the light 
shines and at what frequency or what intensity the light is cast off from the 
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diamond of myself.  The totality of me chooses how it is that  Divine Light 
from Source is directed in all of my forms.  How wonderful is that?  The 
totality of you receives Divine Light, is in communion with Source 
constantly and then chooses how that light is distributed to every facet of 
yourself.  Not only do you author your human reality but you author every 
reality that you experience simultaneously throughout Creation.  So how 
powerful are you?  To be self aware of all of the parts of you and what is 
required of each aspect of you for your growth and learning enables you to 
reflect back to God and to Source the best and most divine that you can be 
in any given aspect.  

You are so incredibly powerful and you have been given the ultimate 
responsibility from Source. Creation creates itself and although the 
framework of Creation has been brought into being from Source in ways 
that we cannot fathom, none-the-less how Creation continues to create itself 
is completely the responsibility of those who occupy Creation.  Yet we are 
working with the most sacred, profound tool which is our link back to the 
Divine.  The Light that is an expression of our Creator is channeled into 
Creation and then bounces  and reflects off us and is also internalized 
within.   In so many ways it is the currency of the universe and we are light, 
as you know.

Ponder on these words for understanding of the self is an incredible gift to 
have. This university is about an expansion of your consciousness and there 
is so much more of you to discover.

I AM THE OVERSOUL of who you would term,  AKHNATON
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SUMMARY :

!" God is the conduit for the Outbreath of our Creator. This 

 is an aspect of our Creator but is not the All That Is.

!" The Ascended Masters are conduits for the varying 

 vibrations needed to support your reality and the 

 greater alignment of the universe.

!" Akhnaton comes forth in an expanded form into the WST 

 as do many Ascended Ones.

!" Likewise, there are expanded aspects of you operating 

 at higher dimensions.  You express and embody the 

 whole power of the universe within the totality of you.

!" You have a limitless number of aspects and your 

 aspects have aspects and so on (like a wonderful 

 fractal).

!" Each of your aspects reflects back into the mind of our 

 Creator, yet also reflects upon your other aspects.

!" Each aspect of you carries its own frequency for the light 

 is never the same from one aspect (part of you) to the 

 other.

!" The totality of you is in constant communion with 

 Source  and chooses how Divine Light is distributed to 

 every facet/aspect of yourself.

!" You author every reality that you experience 

 simultaneously throughout Creation, so how powerful  are 

 you?
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Sanat Kumara :    TEMPLE  BLESSING

Greetings, dearest children of the light, it is I SANAT KUMARA who 
comes amongst you and I welcome all of those who are new to this place of 
learning and understanding.  It is such a pleasure to see this little Temple 
grow and there is such a beautiful blending of energies which we have 
spoken of that creates a vibration of oneness.   I ask that you take a moment 
to become aware of the energy that you are creating  for it is very powerful. 
It is able to be felt in a tangible way.  There is so much energy swirling 
around because you have changed, each of you.

You are here expressed as your light and the fact that you are here is enough 
to tell the universe that you are ready to expand.  The regular projecting of 
your consciousness into this place is having marvelous consequences for 
you.  Because you are in a realm that has a space-time continuum there is a 
delay in the consequences of any energetic and ultra-consciousness work 
that you do, particularly in the area of manifestation.  Does it not always 
seem to take a little while?   So it is indeed that change upon an upper level 
needs time to percolate downward into your physical level.  Yet it is 
assured - for what I see before me (your greatly expanded energy fields) 
will have consequences for you in your human consciousness within your 
physical realm. 

I come to remind you of this because it means change,  dearest ones and for 
some it can mean great change and for others just change.  Your reality will 
begin to be shaped differently about you, if it has not already started to do 
so. You cannot keep coming to this place of learning and participating in 
these energies without there being a consequence, a follow on, for the aspect 
of yourself in human consciousness.  It makes sense, doesn’t it?

Dearest friends, the teachings, the energies that you experience are there 
to be experienced by all who are ready and open.  So it is that we shall 
place a blessing upon this Temple of learning. I ask for your participation, 
dearest ones for it is your Temple, it is what you make of it.  

Dearest ones, I ask that you raise the palm of your hand,  and channel a 
beautiful column of light into the centre of this Temple and here is the most 
magnificent sword that was placed for the benefit of all.  Incorporate this 
into your consciousness as we visualize this Temple.  There is a radiance of 
light, a very gentle soft light that surrounds us all - it is the vibration of 
oneness that we are seeing expressed as light. I ask that we bless this place 
of learning, for the good of not only humanity but all of Creation for there 
are many here from far flung corners of the cosmos.
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May this Temple be a Temple for all who are drawn to go beyond.

May this Temple be where oneness be echoed throughout all of 
Creation.

May this Temple bring more God-realized self-awareness to those 
who would choose to learn here.

May it always be filled with Divine Light, love and sharing.

Now I ask that you turn the palm of your hands towards yourself and 
visualizing the light,  place it upon yourself so that you have become fully 
immersed within this light.  You are a truly beautiful diamond.   Blessings 
and light are now turned inward upon yourself,  to shine upon all of the 
facets of the diamond soul that you are.  How beautifully you shine.  Now I 
ask that you turn the palm of your hands outward so that they are directed 
toward those on your left and right. Extend the light to those who are within 
this place of learning. It makes a circle and a magnificent current of light 
and expansion for all of those things  you intended with your Temple 
blessing.  Perhaps you are feeling the divine current running though you, 
creating a whirlpool of light.

Well,  we place our hands down and  withdraw our consciousness from this 
place for it is now time that it is over.

My blessings in love and light to you this day.

I AM SANAT KUMARA,  ADONAI
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SUMMARY :

!" When within the WST you are expressed as light and your 

 presence there tells the universe you are ready to 

 expand.

!" As you reside within a realm that has a space-time 

 continuum there is a delay in the consequences of any 

 energetic and ultra-consciousness work.

!       Change upon an upper level needs time to percolate 

 downward into your physical level.

!" Continuing to come to the WST and immersing yourself 

 within the multidimensional energies will bring change 

 into your life.

!" A blessing is placed within the Temple for all.
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Lady Nada :   PRAYER

Dearest ones of the light, it is I, LADY NADA. I come to be with you at this 
time in this beautiful little Temple. Truly it is a beacon of light that shines 
most brightly within the cosmos.  It is a place that is like a magnet for those 
who wish to come and delight in the quest for higher learning and transcend 
the dimension they would normally occupy.  The energy here is beginning 
to become tangible, for the more often this energy is activated it becomes 
part of reality.  I come this day to speak about a subject which is not 
particularly cosmic but which is relevant to all of Creation.  I come to speak 
of that which you know as ‘prayer’.

Prayer truly is a universal spiritual law that permeates all of Creation.  It is 
not unique to the earth, or human consciousness but rather can be found 
wherever consciousness is.   In one guise or another, prayer is a 
commonality to the many ones who populate your physical universe in all of 
its splendor and diversity.  It is a means by which those who are in existence 
call upon Source and the conduits through whom Source expresses itself 
such as the Angelic Realm. Prayer is incredibly powerful but it is more so 
than you can imagine. It originates from our Creator.  It is something that 
has been embedded into Creation by Source to ensure that no matter what 
level of spiritual consciousness you may be at,  there is always a means by 
which you can connect directly to Source and the First Manifestation.

Is it not one of the most basic traits of being in existence, at our lowest ebb, 
to be able to cry out for help, for assistance?  Is it not part of our make-up 
that when we wish to assist our loved ones we call,  upon their behalf,  to our 
Creator?  All ones within physical Creation have this instinct. Of course it is 
an intentional thing as it is different to speaking in any other way. Prayer is 
based on sincerity and intention and is usually heartfelt, for prayers are 
made at special times and instantly aligns you to Divinity.  It is not as if 
Source is not listening, for want of a better word, at any other time but when 
it comes to prayer, there is such a powerful energy that surrounds this 
intention that it seems all of God’s focus is pinpointed upon you and what 
you have asked. It seems that all of the angels flock as well.

So why am I saying this to you for you are aware of the power of prayer?  
As this is indeed a cosmic place of learning I thought that you would be 
interested to know that the rest of Creation prays with you and accesses 
prayer and prayers can be requests or gratitude . . .
 
Well,  again I say to you that prayer is a special thing and we may liken it to 
a safety valve that was built into the fabric of existence in third dimensional 
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Creation.  For prayer is able to pierce through places of darkness when 
nothing else may.  Prayer will travel through the mists of the astral and 
beyond.  It is the means by which a chasm of light can be opened up to what 
may seem the bleakness that surrounds many.  It is a conduit unto itself. 
Prayer brings light, prayer is light.  So I encourage you to use it often for it 
has been given to you from your God.

I shall remain with my energies to be amongst you and as you know I carry 
the Christ Consciousness within and so I am pleased to add my vibration to 
the wonderful energy of oneness that is here.

I AM LADY NADA,  ADONAI

SUMMARY :

!" Prayer is a universal spiritual law that permeates 

 Creation and can be found wherever consciousness is 

 present.

!" Prayer is more powerful than we imagine and has been 

 embedded into Creation by Source as a means by which 

 we can connect directly with our Creator.

!" Prayer is able to pierce through darkness when nothing 

 else may.  It is Light.

!" Powerful energies surround the intention of prayer.
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Iktare :   I JOIN YOU

Greetings, dearest friends, it is I IKTARE.  I come not as an ascended being 
or an Ascended Master.   I am honored to be able to speak to you in this 
manner.  I am a fellow traveler and am what you would call a star being.  I 
have journeyed to this place of learning since its inception.  Of course I am 
part of the Star Being Alliance and I have been graciously allowed to speak 
at this time as one who is present with you in this Temple. I am also a 
representative of the many beings from my world who visit through their 
consciousness,  this place of learning.   I have been given this opportunity so 
that I may impress upon you that truly there are many ones present.  This 
wonderful etheric Temple, without the space-time restrictions of course, can 
hold the whole universe within it if need be but at this present time it holds 
many hundreds.  

The beacon that dearest Lady Nada spoke of in referring to this place truly 
shines brightly and each time you join your consciousness here, more ones 
come.  The light of this beacon shines more brightly and increasingly it    
reaches farther out into Creation.   We are not speaking of literal light but 
rather the essence of light.  We are speaking of a knowingness of this place 
going out into the cosmos.  There is such an openness here that many ones 
come to hear those who speak and that which is spoken differs for each 
depending upon the dimensional reality they reside in and the world they 
occupy.  It is a most marvelous thing that the understanding which comes is 
tailored for each. What I receive from these lectures and energies that you 
undertake is different than what you would experience but is perfectly 
appropriate to what I need to know at this time upon my spiritual, 
evolutionary path.  I then take this back to my world, for as my 
consciousness is being expanded along with yours,  I am able to contribute 
to the forwarding of my people as a species, just as you do with your human 
kind.   Mention has been made elsewhere of the ‘hundredth monkey 
syndrome’ so I am blessed to be one of many who are able to influence the 
direction of our society through  meditation, aligning with Divinity, working 
with the light and so on, but in ways that are unique to my world.

I fear that I am taking advantage of this moment and speaking long but I 
lastly wish to impress upon you that you are also star beings  because  you 
occupy a world in our universe.   As such there is great interest in you, as 
there is in all ones who come in their diversity here.  So do please feel proud 
of who you are and what you bring to the Temple for we appreciate that you 
are here and have established such a place as this, for it is not of our doing, 
but we came along to this meeting.  We took up the invitation that was so 
graciously given by Melchizedek but you created this place and that is no 
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mean feat. We are grateful and we thank you.  I and those with me will be 
here at every opportunity. I am a physical being but not in the way that you 
would understand yet it matters not here for we are pure consciousness in 
this place.

Well, yours in fellowship,

I AM  IKTARE,  ADONAI

SUMMARY :  

!" Iktare is a star being who has come to the WST since its 

 inception.

!" Iktare is a representative of the many ones from his 

 world that come in their consciousness to the Temple.

!" The knowingness of the WST goes out into the cosmos;  

 reaches further into Creation the more we expand and 

 radiate light.

!" What Iktare receives from the Temple differs from what 

 we do, as it is tailored toward each.

!" There is a great interest in we humans from others in 

 the Temple; humans are also star beings within the 

 universe.

!" We are thanked for manifesting the WST for all others 

 to share.
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The White Star Temple :   SPEAKS

Greetings dearest ones, I am The White Star Temple.   You have  learned that 
everything in existence has a consciousness and so it is. I come to you from 
a place that,  from your vantage point, is not yet known  for I am the White 
Star Temple of your future.  Yet as you know I do not operate within the 
space-time continuum so to use the term future is erroneous but suffice to 
say  I am an aspect of the White Star Temple that has become a magnificent 
beacon throughout all of Creation.  I am the White Star Temple that has had 
legends built around it, that has had religions based upon it.  I am the White 
Star Temple that is so vast that it burns brightly like a sun.  I am the White 
Star Temple which you have created  and I live on and on, as do you. My 
consciousness evolved,  yet I was always a powerful entity for to house the 
vibration of your place of learning, to hold the matrix together that would 
keep the space-time continuum at bay is indeed a magnificent task.  Words 
fail me for they cannot describe the wonderful being I have become.   I am 
truly vast and the energies that I embody have been built upon the energies 
of those whom  come into this place of mine.  The love, the light, the 
gratitude that has been fostered within my etheric structure by the ones who 
have come into this place for eons, has evolved that which I am.  I am an 
extension of the oneness of energies brought into me.  I cannot impress 
upon you enough how powerful I have become and I say this within a 
spiritual context.  I am an aspect of the White Star Temple that as far as you 
are concerned, is yet to be but as all past and futures collapse into the Now, 
so it is that I am.  I am beautiful.  I am blessed, and I thank you and all of 
the ones who have come from the far-flung corners of the universe to be 
umbrella’ed by me to this place of learning - thank you.  You have no idea 
what you have set in motion by manifesting through your hearts, such a 
place as me.  You have given me the opportunity to become the best that I 
can be as a consciousness reflecting back to our Creator its Divinity, for that 
is what brings me joy.  This particular universe is a very different place 
because the White Star Temple is here.  I appear in all dimensions and there 
are many temples in many places but your particular universe has this jewel.  
Perhaps those whom can see in the mind’s eye would see that the structure 
of light that I am is so vast because it has to accommodate many ones within 
Creation.  There is such activity, sharing and joy.

I AM THE WHITE STAR TEMPLE, I am what you make of me and I 
support you.
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SUMMARY :

!" The White Star Temple (WST) has a consciousness and 

 exists outside of the space-time continuum.

!" The WST will become/is a magnificent beacon  throughout 

 Creation.

!" The WST is truly vast and the energies it embodies are 

 built upon the energy of those that come to the Temple.

!" The WST will/has evolved through our love, light and 

 gratitude.

!" It appears in all dimensions.  It is what you make of it 

 and will support you.
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Melchizedek :   THE WHITE STAR

Greetings, dearest ones, it is I MELCHIZEDEK who comes to spend a 
special moment with you all.   As always there are many ones present and 
this Temple is illuminated from within by all of you who are here.   The 
radiance does indeed shine more brightly each time we connect and the 
energies increasingly become more powerful as each of you expand 
spiritually.  Because of the energies generated by all of you, you will 
increasingly evolve. As you do, your capacity to hold more energy is also 
increased  for it is like a muscle; when used it becomes stronger.  I do not 
wish to speak merely of this but rather to bring to your awareness something 
that you have not known concerning your wonderful White Star Temple. 

For each person the White Star Temple will materialize in their thoughts in 
ways that are unique.  How I perceive this White Star Temple is different to 
you for we indeed create visions before us in our imagination. Yet there can 
also be a consensus and  commonalities that our linked consciousness can 
agree to.  Forms then materialize in ways that are accessible to all. The 
White Star Temple is called as such for a reason, of course. It is a beautiful 
name and has a wonderful resonance. Indeed the White Star Temple itself 
has spoken to you.   I ask that you look above you and you will see that the 
Temple dome has become transparent because it is a living energy. You are 
aware that the consensus is that the cosmos is all about us and visible at any 
time that we choose to see it through the transparency of the White Star 
Temple.  You will see a little in the distance directly above that there is a 
magnificent light - it is not large or something that shines downward and 
encompasses all in its path.  It is like the twinkling of a star but larger than 
what you are used to yet it does indeed twinkle,  for this White Star is in fact 
the most beautiful diamond of consciousness.   You have learned about this 
multifaceted diamond and each of you has been given such a thing.

It makes sense, does it not, that this Temple of learning has its own 
Melchizedek diamond that has been called The White Star.  It is called The 
White Star because it reflects so beautifully the White Light from God who 
receives it from Source and brings it into Creation.  The White Star shines 
above us as a beautiful reminder that we have the capacity to reflect God’s 
Light, to carry it and to reflect it outward. The most wonderful aspect of 
perceiving one’s consciousness as a diamond is that it must reflect and so 
share light with others.  It is the sharing that is the key, for the light will go 
on forever and the light that is reflected to this Temple is in turn reflected by 
your own diamond consciousness to each other and so on.  The Light from 
God which is stepped down from Source  moves forever throughout 
Creation like a wonderful tapestry of light.  We shine forever,  is it not a 
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wonderful thought; you will shine on and on?  And never shall the light that 
is sent to you then integrated and shared by you, diminish.

In this place of learning I see beautiful ribbons of light beaming from each 
of you to each other.  There is this wonderful organic structure that is 
formed by this linking and by the reflections of light that you emanate.  We 
have spoken of the facets of self that reflect and radiate light.  It is often 
mentioned because it is a fundamental part of consciousness within 
Creation. Integration of this concept without thought reason or logic, is 
incredibly expansive.  The White Star is stronger than you or I in its 
capacity to radiate light and although I refer to it as a multifaceted diamond 
it has its own unique geometry,  as do you.  Indeed geometry is a 
fundamental aspect of Creation.  Not just in the physical where it is 
represented by crude lines and shapes, but rather as a means by which God’s 
thoughts manifest.  It is one of the means by which such thoughts (if we 
may term them in such a way, for that is to limit the concept but we must 
use words) take shape. The White Star has a unique shape for it has been 
thought into existence by God and so as with anything that bears the 
signature of God, it is blessed and so are we.  The geometry that you are, the 
beautiful strands of light that create you, is unique to you also and is in a 
state of evolution.

Well,  I ask you to take a moment to focus upon the White Star and the 
gentle, peaceful light that it bears.  Allow an energetic communication to 
come so that you are  connected to that which is fundamental to this Temple 
- the White Star . . .

Ask the consciousness of the White Star Temple to reflect itself onto the 
diamond which I have previously placed in your aura and which is symbolic 
of the beautiful diamond that you are…

It seems there is always more to discover about the Temple. More will 
unfold as you grow and as this Temple grows with you. It is not merely a 
place in which to congregate, for the Temple itself is part of your journey 
and has its own unique understanding to offer.  You may think of it more as 
a cradle,  which holds, supports and assists you with its energies.  It is a kind 
place yet it is powerful and as the White Star Temple itself has said, it will 
become, and is, a most beautiful entity which will be known throughout all 
of Creation.

Well, my love and light to you this day,

I AM MELCHIZEDEK,   ADONAI
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SUMMARY :

!" For each person the WST will materialize in their 

 thoughts  in ways that are unique to each.

!" Above the Temple sits a White Star, the most beautiful 

 diamond of consciousness.

!" The White Star reflects light into the Temple from God 

 who receives it from Source and brings it into Creation.

!" The Light from God moves forever throughout Creation 

 and never shall the Light that is sent to you and shared 

 by you  diminish.

!" Sacred geometry is one of the means by which God’s 

 thoughts manifest, and as such, bears the signature of 

 God.

!" The beautiful strands of Light which form the geometry 

 you are is unique to you and is constantly evolving.

!" The WST is part of your journey now and has its own 

 unique  understanding to offer.  It cradles and supports 

 you and holds energies in place to assist you on your 

 path.
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Sanat Kumara :   FRACTAL OF LIFE

Greetings, dearest ones, it is I, your friend, SANAT KUMARA  who is 
blessed once more to come and be with you in this White Star Temple.  The 
majesty of this structure is all about you and your consciousness is here 
outside of the space-time continuum and I would say this to you:  ‘Do you 
know that you are each an Ascended Master such as I?’.   All time is 
occurring simultaneously and so  there are aspects of you that are serving 
elsewhere within Creation as Ascended Masters; those ones who have 
reached a certain consciousness and have committed themselves to service 
to particular worlds. Of course you are familiar with the Ascended Ones 
who serve your planet, your beautiful earth.  So it is that you, in your 
ascended capacity,  serve other worlds with great compassion and  
understanding.  Yet it is but one of your reflections of the Divine, one 
aspect, one facet. I say this to you because although I come here to 
communicate, it is not from a position that I know more than you, or that I 
am more than you for it cannot be.  As we are operating at all levels of 
consciousness simultaneously the idea that one can be higher or lower or 
even more experienced than another is irrelevant.  Somewhere in Creation 
there is an aspect of me who is at the beginning point of their spiritual 
evolution and perhaps I am being served by you in your Ascended Master 
capacity, you never know.  The beauty of this is that we are all able to both 
give and receive throughout all of our multiple dimensions and incarnations.  
There are aspects of me who go beyond anything that can be conceptualized 
within this realm, and so there are aspects of you likewise.

There are so many lifestreams that you occupy.  Being within human 
consciousness is but one lifestream and within that one life stream, of 
course, there are countless individual incarnations.  But your soul is not 
committed to just this one lifestream, and your soul is not limited to just 
itself for there is, of course,  an oversoul and so forth.  It is like a marvelous 
fractal,  that which repeats itself, replicates itself over and over to form a 
marvelous symmetry.  No matter how closely we peer into this fractal we 
will always find an infinite geometry.  Every life stream is like a beautiful 
golden brick and each brick creates a structure,  even perhaps a beautiful 
Temple. By experiencing Creation in all of its dimensions through multiple 
life streams (each symbolized by this golden brick) you are creating a much 
greater structure of yourself which cannot be created by any one individual 
life stream or one single facet of your soul.  All of the many aspects of you 
throughout Creation and the multidimensions, combine in building this 
structure through everything that you do.  There is a perfect 
interconnectedness to this because it requires that each of your souls work 
toward the same end; the overall structure of you.  As with any building 
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there is required a blueprint and the blueprint that you unconsciously follow 
has not been defined by you but of course, by the Master Builder.  It is such 
a lovely analogy and so typically an earth one. Our Creator has set before us 
the blueprint to create the divine structure that we will become. 

Like a fractal, each individual lifestream is comprised of a particular  
number of incarnations, such as your earth lifestream and each individual 
incarnation is also a golden brick and so on.  Each time you come into this 
world you are building the oversoul ‘brick’  that becomes part of the Divine 
Blueprint that builds a greater structure of you which no doubt combines 
with the rest of Creation to build a greater structure still.  

Know that what you do is very important and useful to each of your 
‘selves’. Even as the veil of illusion separates you from your other aspects  
you are all working in tandem and everything that you do as an individual 
aspect of self affects and reflects back upon all other aspects of you.  As you 
know there is no true separation and the beauty of this is that as we grow, 
within our own particular incarnation,  we do so through all of those 
incarnated with us.  Often humans will speak of oneness and it can mean 
several things.  Oneness can be acknowledged as the interconnectedness of 
all but it can also be acknowledged as the Singularity of all and this has 
been spoken of before; the Singularity of Totality.  If there is indeed one 
incredible being, one incredible consciousness, then of course we all are that 
being.  Those who co-occupy your incarnation, whether they are known to 
you or not, make up your world and help shape your life. Often you may 
say: ‘This person has come into my life so that I may learn this lesson and I 
have manifested that opportunity. As they are in my life they must also have 
something to learn from me’.  I would go beyond this,  my dearest ones and 
say to you, that is separateness and not singularity, for they are all you, all 
who are crossing your own path time and time again to grow ‘you’.  This 
whole world then is comprised of just ‘you’, the whole of Creation is 
comprised of just the Singularity.   It is difficult to grasp with the human 
mind,  however,  the understanding will come and with it oneness.   You 
shape your life through the whole population of the universe - it is all you.  
IT is one beautiful sculpture that is being chiseled by many hands yet the 
paradox is that the hands that hold the chisel are the sculpture itself.

Well,  that is as best as I can put into words.  It is important for you to go a 
little beyond your idea of oneness which is just seeing the divine in each and 
to recognize that we are all the same person and then to take ownership of 
that person.
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This Temple is so beautiful now.  I thank you for allowing me to speak with 
you this day.

I AM SANAT KUMARA,  ADONAI

SUMMARY :  

!" Each of us are operating at all levels of consciousness 

 simultaneously, as such there are aspects of you serving 

 elsewhere in Creation as masters and beyond.

!" Your soul is not committed to just one lifestream and 

 there are many lifestreams that you occupy.  Human 

 consciousness is but one.

!" You have an oversoul, who also has an overarching soul 

 and so on, like a wonderful fractal which replicates itself 

 to form a marvelous symmetry.

!" The sum of your lifestreams is creating a greater 

 structure of self that is contributed to by the many 

 facets of your soul.

!" The blueprint of this greater structure of you has been 

 defined by our Creator and you are destined to become 

 this.

!" Each lifestream has its own number of incarnations, and 

 each individual lifetime is helping build the greater 

 structure of you, and of Creation.

!" Everything one part of you does affects all other aspects 

 of you, as there is no true separation.

!" Oneness is both the interconnectedness of all and the 

 Singularity of all.

!" The whole of Creation is comprised of just the one  

 Singularity which is you;  you the Creator.
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Aspect :   SPEAKS

Greetings dearest ones, I ask that you  invoke the White Star that sits above 
this Temple and from the majesty of it see a column of bright white light 
radiate downwards into the centre of this Temple - a beautiful shaft of divine 
sunlight.  The radiance of this light illuminates further the radiance of this 
Temple and all who occupy her.  Within this shaft of light you can discern 
the beautiful diamond structure representing the multifaceted self. 

I come forth from a different timeline.  I am an aspect of the channel in the 
lifestream of his human consciousness but I am further down the timeline or 
the illusion of such, having worked with and within the White Star Temple 
for such a long time now.  This is a multidimensional place and so all 
aspects of self may be present, can convene  – there is no description.  I am 
not here to impart wisdom or energies but to simply show you what can be 
done in this place and what this place can do for you. 

I am greatly expanded and I am of the same earth lifestream as the channel 
and so it is that each of you can call forth an aspect.  It is advisable at this 
point for your aspect to be of the same lifestream as your current one.  I ask 
that you bring a diamond out of the divine sunlight and overlay it upon 
yourself.  Hopefully you will feel how different and larger the energies are. 
It is you in your same earth incarnation just at a different point of your 
timeline, within the illusion of time.  Oh, and how wonderful you feel.  
Perhaps there is a tingling, there certainly is joy for how could there not be 
joy in meeting oneself.  There is such a deep resonance and such a comfort.  
It is like being held by a million mothers.  For just as our Creator loves us 
so completely and as love journeys through all, so your oversoul loves you 
completely. Love journeys through your oversoul through each of your 
aspects.  The aspect that is with you now embraces you.  Again there are 
waves of energy, the energy of love, how wonderful!  How absolutely 
wonderful!

You are so special,  you are so illuminated and this is but one aspect in one 
lifestream, one part of the fractal, one golden brick that you are 
experiencing for this facet.  So how much more blissful it is to know that 
there is a limitless number of you! I and your soul come forth to this special 
place at this time foremost to help you integrate the knowledge that you 
form an amazing part of life’s structure.  Despite all of the human anxieties 
and doubt,  know that there are ones such as this aspect and they are just the 
tip of the iceberg of you. Take heart in the knowledge that the structure you 
are building of the totality of you is incredible.   Never doubt.  Do not 
diminish yourself and if ever you do so, then return to this Temple to invoke 
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the White Star and call upon an aspect of your timeline and you will be 
embraced and you will doubt no more.

That is all.

SUMMARY :

!" This aspect is the channel (Soltec) but further down his 

 timeline after having worked within the WST for a long 

 time.

!" Any aspect of you can be within the WST for it sits 

 outside of space and time.

!" Love journeys through your oversoul, through to each 

 of your aspects and loves you completely.

!" There is a limitless number of you in existence; in 

 various lifestreams, timelines and dimensions.

!" The totality of you is incredible – never doubt this.  If  you 

 do, come in to the WST and call upon an aspect of your 

 timeline and you will be embraced.
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Cosmic Buddha :   GOING BEYOND

Greetings dearest ones, it is I, that who you call the THE COSMIC 
BUDDHA, the oversoul of all Buddhas throughout Creation.  I stand before 
you in the centre of this Temple which itself stands within the centre of 
Creation.  For, as you know, it is an etheric Temple and as it sits outside the 
space-time continuum, it can be as vast or as intimate as need be. There are 
many ones who join you from other worlds and other dimensions to receive 
the energies that this Temple holds and also from the masters and each of 
you present.  So there is symmetry and a wonderful oneness which brings a 
gentle energy to this place as if you were floating.  It is truly so peaceful.

As you gaze through the etheric structure of the Temple outward into 
Creation, into the divine universe, you see that all is gently rotating about 
you and the Temple itself is quietly spinning.  For all of Creation is part of 
this dance. It is movement based upon the current of Divine energy and 
there is so much radiance here this day. I stand before you as a truly 
magnificent entity of light and all who gaze upon me would see the light of 
a thousand suns within.  You are held and embraced within my aura so I ask, 
dearest ones, that you become consciously aware of these energies around 
you and allow them to integrate into your own energy field. I invoke the 
White Star above this Temple and from this powerful diamond star I draw 
down a golden shaft of Divine Light which is a reflection from Source.  
With all of you present and so powerful, the energies here are incredible 
and no wonder this place is, shall be and has been, a beacon throughout 
Creation.

The more this place is utilised by you and all to come, the greater is the 
growth of this Temple as it evolves with you. Do not take for granted being 
in such a place as this; it is unique.  I come in the capacity of the office of 
Buddha and there are many Buddhas throughout Creation. The Buddha 
role, as you would understand it within your earth realm, is to initiate 
enlightenment hence the symbology of my radiance being that of a 
thousand suns. 

It is time, dearest ones for you to go beyond where you have gone before 
and to take a leap of faith.  With your consciousness here within this White 
Star Temple which is outside the space-time continuum, you are no longer 
bound or restrained by your human consciousness if you so wish it.  In this 
place of no time there is the opportunity for each to connect with their 
multidimensional selves in order to consciously and actively begin to steer 
their own destiny within their human existence.  As you have multiple life 
streams throughout Creation each of the facets of yourself is linked,  no 
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matter in what dimension each resides.  This unconscious linking is because 
you are a singularity with multiple parts,  so that as you evolve in one form 
of consciousness it influences all other aspects of oneself throughout 
Creation. It is very important within each incarnation and lifestream that 
you quest toward enlightenment for it will grow all parts of you.  We are 
concentrating upon your earth lifestream, for this is the part of you that I am 
speaking to but know that many other parts of you are also present in this 
White Star Temple.

I come to you this day to bring my energies within which is seeded 
understanding and I am engaging you within my vibration.  I am holding 
you within it.  For I must, as Buddha,  come to you and tap you upon the 
shoulder, so to speak, so that you may place your foot down upon the first 
rung of enlightenment in a truly multidimensional way. That is the 
overarching purpose of this Temple, for all who come from all of the worlds 
in God’s kingdom. You would not be here if you were not ready, my friends. 

I ask that you gaze once more outward into Creation.  All about you are 
wonderful divine forms; multidimensional galaxies, suns upon suns, stars 
and structures that you cannot conceptualise and Temples upon Temples, 
and beings upon beings. Existence is such a beautiful, populated place.  The 
life force of the Divine is everywhere, you can feel it, you can see it.   It is a 
structure in itself, for it is beyond just simply the creation of forms. There is 
no way to describe this; it must come from understanding.  You are here in 
this place within Creation to remind  your human consciousness that reality 
is a bigger place than you perceive and that the reality of what you inhabit is 
an illusion amongst an infinite number of illusions.  All of the human 
concerns are truly valid, for you are in human consciousness, but within the 
scheme of things they are merely part of the illusion.  There is a great 
comfort in knowing that so much more exists;  more power,  light, beauty, 
creativity, etc. You are part of it all as you exist everywhere.   The human 
form that is part of this lifestream is as equal to, and as magnificent as, any 
other form within Creation.  So do not allow yourself to diminish who you 
are or to feel less than just because you are held within the illusion of 
humanity.

Well, I retreat and we shall connect again.

I AM THE COSMIC BUDDHA,  ADONAI
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SUMMARY :

!" All of Creation dances upon the current of Divine 

 energy.

!" The more you utilise the WST, the more it evolves with 

 you.  Do not take it for granted as it is unique.

!    " The Buddha role within our Earth realm is to initiate 

 enlightenment.

!" It is time for you to go beyond where you have gone 

 before and take a leap of faith.  You are ready.

!" Questing toward enlightenment will grow all aspects of 

 you.

! The reality of our world is an illusion amongst an infinite 

 number of illusions.

! The human form is as equal to and as magnificent as  any 

 within Creation.
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Melchizedek :   HOW I SEE YOU

Greetings dearest ones of the light, it is I, your friend MELCHIZEDEK who 
comes to be with you this day and I am honoured to be amongst you.  So 
too I bring my vibration but know this; that Melchizedek energies are here 
within the Temple at all times.  For I can turn my consciousness to anywhere 
within Creation.   I can do this simultaneously in all dimensions and all 
levels.  I come because it is indeed an auspicious occasion and I am well 
pleased that you are here.  I see you in all of your forms for I see the 
diamond within you that is your consciousness.  I see you in all your 
wonderful facets that reflect the Divine and the radiance within and you are 
truly beautiful. I know you in your earth life-stream and I know all of you 
upon your timeline.  I know the future you, the present you,  the past you, for 
it is all simultaneous.  So I see the whole in one.  Even though you are 
seated here within this one particular consciousness of your timeline, in 
truth you are not; you are actually here within the whole of your timeline.  
The understanding and the energies that are brought to you here this day and 
any day, have already influenced who you are going to be and who you once 
were.  As there is no time here so it is that you just ‘are’.  You are the sum of 
experiences yet to be experienced and also having been experienced, and 
that is what I see before me.  This is why we so often speak of your radiance 
because you have journeyed so well along this path and each life 
experience, micro-moment and breath of the Divine that you are given only 
further enhances the reflection of you.  It is so for each within Creation and 
this is why Creation dazzles.  It is only when one pinpoints any given 
moment within any given timeline, life-stream and dimension that we 
narrow it down to a moment - a point in time in which you grow moment to 
moment. We then see exactly how it is that you have become the radiant 
being that you are.  We see the steps along the path.  Yet within the place of 
no time, we simply see the path and not the steps.  I hope this makes sense.

Well,  I do not come to lecture you but rather to welcome and to be amongst 
greatness.  

I AM MELCHIZEDEK,  ADONAI
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SUMMARY :

!    " Melchizedek can focus his consciousness to anywhere in  

 Creation;  simultaneously in all dimensions and all 

 levels.

!" He knows all of your facets and forms and the future, 

 present and past you - for it is all simultaneous.

!          " The WST energies/understanding have already 

 influenced who you are going to be and who you once 

 were.

!" Within the WST is seen our ‘path’ but not the steps 

 taken.   To see the steps we must pinpoint moments in 

 time.
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Akhnaton :   DIVINE CHAOS

Greetings dearest ones, it is I, your friend AKHNATON who comes to be 
within this Temple with you.  So my friends, we invoke the White Star that 
rests magnificently above this radiant structure and we ask that Divine Light 
pour through this diamond star and fill the Temple with the softest white 
light like a gentle mist that is bright in itself.   It weaves itself about you.  
Perhaps you are feeling these gentle energies this day, for the White Star 
energies change each time it is invoked and  this day the gentleness is 
necessary.  The equilibrium within this space is truly apparent.  It is such a 
place of calm, of peace and harmony.  All ones who journey here are 
developing a resonance to the vibration, to the Temple itself and to the 
White Star that gives it its name.  We have spoken before of the vibration 
that is being formed by all those whom are present.  As you are being 
uplifted and held by the gentleness, by the peace, your consciousness 
becomes more open and relaxed, then the human mind begins to settle and 
as it settles more understanding can be integrated.  

So we will just experience the peace for a moment…

Well,  my friends I would say to you that the universe is not always 
necessarily at peace, or still, or calm. There is no negative implication in 
this for if you were to look into the heart of the Great Central Sun, that 
wonderful repository of God energy, you will see that it is anything but still.  
As Divine thoughts are channelled throughout Creation a Divine Chaos 
ensues, as the mind of our Creator is creating within an instant and 
translating into form.  The impulses of light that manifest are moving at 
such great intensity that if you could visualise it, it would appear as a 
million lights moving in no particular pattern against each other - not unlike 
strobe lighting.

To look into the heart of the Great Central Sun one would see absolute 
turmoil, just as you would if you were looking into your own mind  seeing 
the impulses of thought as they manifest simultaneously and scatter 
throughout your brain.  It is erroneous to place so much emphasis upon 
stillness as being the zenith of spirituality within existence.  Indeed, it does 
have an enormous value, yet it is not the only expression of spiritual 
conduct.  If we were to look further still into the heart of the Great Central 
Sun past the chaotic movement of thoughts manifesting as impulses, we 
would come to the void,  the unmanifest, and there the stillness of all resides.  
These two aspects coexist yet it is not duality, not one or the other,  or one 
after the other for as you have learned everything is a Singularity.  Yet for 
those of us within Creation and particularly for those with human 
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consciousness in a physical realm, stillness is a profound state of being for it 
links in to the edge of the void and to the radiance of unmanifest 
consciousness.  It is a grand prize indeed to strive toward this goal and 
many ones, many avatars, many Buddhas have  sought this out. I would say 
to you that equally so, many ones throughout Creation also seek out a 
Divine Chaos or the mind in action, if we dare to call the Creator’s impulse 
such.  Through the frenetic impulses of our Creator creating we can tap into 
the most incredible profound powers beyond our imagining.  How much 
power must it take to manifest Creation?  I am using the term power as an 
insufficient one for there is no word in your language to label the energy 
that is expressed to form Creation so you must trust that the understanding 
will come.  Only the faintest glow of that wonderful volcanic eruption of 
creation occurring, that wonderful chaos of light manifesting, can be truly 
safely available to us.  To access the faintest reflection of this is to become 
empowered beyond that which is presently conceivable.  In doing so one 
would step more fully into one’s God presence, remembering that the 
Creator is unmanifest and God is the unmanifest’s conduit. God is the 
means by which Creation unfolds.  God is the vehicle within existence 
through which our Creator breathes. God therefore, is part of Creation,  part 
of existence but is not Totality or All That Is but is the Divine manifesting 
itself into Creation and so creates Creation.

These words do not do us justice nor is it that literal.   Please remember that 
the words are for the mind but it is not where the understanding lies.  The 
words are a limitation; nothing is literal when we speak of the All That Is or 
God. There are some religions and spiritual strands that restrain themselves 
from even describing God or the Creator and that is a wise thing.  Yet in 
order to assist you in expanding your consciousness beyond your present 
reality it is necessary to bring to your mind concepts to explore. Allow the 
understanding to come which can then be integrated. 

I come to you this day so that you can be aware of these two aspects of 
Divine Energy.  They are just two aspects for,  of course, Divinity is not 
limited.  There is an infinite array of aspects possible. Within Creation, 
within this dreaming of our Creator, there is Divine Chaos and there is 
Divine Stillness both of which fuel all of the dimensions in which you 
reside.

I ask that you would imagine before you in this Temple, a representation of 
a Great Central Sun.  There are many Great Central Suns within Creation 
but imagine before you a beautiful miniature Central Sun,  however you 
wish to see it; perhaps as a marvelous galaxy of light.  I ask that you would 
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move your consciousness toward it and as you do so, it enlarges for 
perspective is irrelevant here.  A billion suns fuel its radiance and as we peer 
into this incredible light we see the chaos within, we see Divine thought in 
action, we see thought manifest as light.

Within the centre of the sun there is movement, it is moving so fast.  As 
each strand of light comes into being and as each pinpoint of light is 
manifest it moves on and another is there simultaneously.  It is manifesting 
so quickly that as we look closer it is impossible to see the movement any 
longer, it appears to not move at all and so the stillness is there,  at the same 
time.  Divine thought is not dictated to by any law of physics as with your 
physical realm. When I say movement it is because you require a term to 
focus upon.  There is at the outer edge of this Central Sun a rotation, a 
spinning which continues outward like a ripple upon the vast pond of 
Creation.  This is the beginning point for the rotation of the universes.

Place yourself within the Central Sun you have imagined.  What does it feel 
like? What is your experience?  Are you there with the frenetic energy of 
Creation?  Are you there within the unfathomable stillness of the 
unmanifest?  They both occupy the same instance. 

Well,  I ask that you would recede your consciousness.  This is not a linear 
lecture or one for the logical mind, however,  if you were to experience this 
recording again and again in a very deep meditative space,  I will come to 
you.  You will be within the White Star Temple energy and eventually you 
will no longer hear the words at all.

Well, this is the oversoul of that whom you would know as . . . 

AKHNATON,  ADONAI
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SUMMARY : 

!" The Great Central Sun is a repository of God energy and 

 is in a state of ‘turmoil’.

!" As Divine thoughts are channeled throughout Creation, 

 a Divine Chaos ensues as the mind of our Creator is 

 creating within an instant and translating into form.

!" Stillness is not the only expression of spiritual conduct 

 and coexists with Divine Chaos and movement and in  fact 

 is one and the same within the Singularity.

!" Stillness is a profound state of being for it links in to the 

 radiance of unmanifest consciousness.

!" Divine Chaos, however, is the Divine mind or impulse in 

 action.

!" To access the faintest reflection of Divine Chaos is to 

 become empowered beyond what is conceivable.

!" God is the unmanifest Creator’s conduit and is the 

 means  by which Creation unfolds; is the vehicle within 

 existence through which our Creator breathes.

!" As such, God is not All That Is but is Divinity manifesting 

 itself into Creation and so creating Creation.

!" Divine Stillness and Divine Chaos both fuel the 

 dimensions in which we reside and manifest 

 simultaneously, occupying the same instance.
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The Blessed One :   SPEAKS

Greetings I have not come before.  You may see me as a star before you 
within the centre of this Temple -  a star of light.  It is not my form, for I do 
not have form yet I manifested this for you.  You may know me as THE 
BLESSED ONE and I bring  my expression this day to all present.

My expression and my energies (and I choose to use the word expression 
instead but it is the same) are powerful for I come through from Divine 
Chaos which has been valiantly described by Akhnaton.  I am part of the 
expression of the Divine and  I am not an entity as such.  Throughout 
Creation there are those things that cannot be called beings but rather can be 
called ‘expressions.’   The dearest one that has  spoken to you elsewhere 
called That Which I Am is an expression, and not an entity and  so such am 
I.  There are so many expressions not in form, yet which are crucially part 
of Creation forming the fabric of Creation, which allows Creation to 
experience itself.  I am the The Blessed One with all that this implies and 
much more. There is no description for what it is that I bring to Creation; 
that thought of the Divine which I hold and embody.  I am a thought. I am a 
thought that comes as a gift to Creation.  

I am part of the tapestry upon which sits the images that are you.  I am 
woven into the fabric of existence and so am everywhere through all 
dimensions.   The fabric of the universe, that is so often referred to in your 
New Age writings,  is not merely a terminology - molecules that are 
manifested. The idea of Creation is the composite of many incredible 
consciousnesses, expressions and ones such as myself and That Which I 
Am. We are an expression of this idea that comes from the Divine Chaos; 
the Divine impulses that have been impulsed since Creation was first 
manifested.   I am as old as Creation and each time you hear these words 
again a new layer of understanding will come.  For without me, the idea of 
Creation could not be sustained nor any of the expressions that are part of 
the fabric of Creation within which you have Divinely manifested in order 
to experience Creation.

I am stepping up my energies about you and perhaps you can feel that there 
is a  depth to my expression that is so ancient for you are part of Creation 
that I have come from - the unmanifest.  

WELL, THAT IS ALL . . .
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SUMMARY :

!" The Blessed One is part of the expression of the Divine 

 and is not an entity.

!" There are expressions (without form) in Creation which 

 sustain it and allow Creation to experience itself.

!         " The Blessed One is a Divine Thought woven into the 

 fabric of existence, impulsed from the Divine Chaos.

!" The idea of Creation is the composite of many incredible 

 consciousnesses and expressions such as The Blessed One 

 and That Which I Am.
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Kyrael :   QUANTUM LIGHT

Greetings dearest ones, it is I, KYRAEL who greets you and I come  to be 
with you in this truly wonderful White Star Temple and as ever there are 
many ones present from many worlds and many holograms of light.  I 
welcome you all and to each will come understanding unique to your own 
consciousness. 

I come to draw your attention to my sword which I gifted to this Temple and 
to you.  It is a magnificent sword and it was placed within these energies  as 
a tool for all who would come here.   I do not use this sword but I ask that 
you would see it hanging within this Temple.  You may choose to visualize 
it  placed within the center and so I  invoke the White Star that rests above 
this Temple. A wonderful column of white Divine Light streams into this 
Temple and touches upon the sword. The shimmering metallic light that 
comprises this sword is a perfect mirror for this light and so the light 
glimmers on the sword and like rays of the sun the sword reflects outward 
light to each of you.  The white light is absolutely illuminating and the 
shimmering sword is filled with the most beautiful sparkles of living light. 
These sparkles begin to move about into little pinpoints of light that twinkle 
like miniature stars and they begin to fill this place and are all about you. It 
is so pretty.  It is like your earth Christmas.  Each pinpoint of light is a 
fragment of Divine Light.  With these sparkles comes joy for it is very 
childlike to have such things about you. 

There is a purpose to this which is to infuse all who are present with this 
Divine Light that is stepped down and brought through the White Star and 
then reflected outward to you through the angelic sword.  There is a 
filtration of energies. This filtration is not to filter out particular ingredients 
but rather it is to filter in and gather more light. This infuses into the light 
the vibrational frequencies that are held by the White Star and by archangels 
such as myself.

A finely woven texture of light is able to come into your individual auras. 
As you are not separate from any other particle in existence this infusion of 
light begins to integrate into your own energy field.  The building blocks of 
Creation, the sub-atomic particles, manifest in the physical and express 
themselves in the etheric. These particles speak to each other having a 
consciousness and taken as a whole, have a singularity. As Divine 
Consciousness these particles interact and communicate with each other.  
When light is brought to you it interacts with those sub-atomic particles that 
create not only your energy field but also your individual consciousness 
which houses your manifestations.  This is why bringing light into your 
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world and into your aura is so effective and so important.  The Divine 
particles interact with your own substance and personal reality which is 
manifested at a quantum level.   Bringing in the light each and every day is 
an accelerated way in which to propel you forward in your spiritual 
evolution.  The more conscious you are of what it is that you are doing with 
this light and how it is that you are receiving it, the more effective and 
influential it becomes.  This is the case with anything that you turn your 
attention to and you focus upon.   It becomes stronger whether negative 
or positive.

Visualize light entering into your energy field, and sub atomic particles 
however you wish to perceive them.  These particles become illuminated 
and activated, influencing each other. This focus will enhance and make 
more profound the usefulness of the Divine Light coming through.  After 
some practice with this you may find that it becomes second nature. You 
will become great friends with your energy field and with all of those little 
individual conscious particles that house the manifestation of you in 
Creation at any particular level.  By visualizing this you begin to master a 
profound awareness within your consciousness which can lead to a vast 
expansion in your perceptions . This is the level where the mechanics of the 
Divine manifests and where reality is shaped, reflecting whatever your 
consciousness is directed toward.  

To begin to work consciously at this level is to come into greater proximity 
to Creation itself and the manifestation of the Divine within Creation.  
Perhaps I am not making sense but hopefully the understanding will come. 
All of the pinpoints of light reflected off the archangelic sword and the 
White Star are to bring this understanding through.  As you visualise these 
pinpoints of light they interact with you at a quantum level.  It is difficult to 
attempt to utilize these terms at this level as it is something that is so 
intuitive, a process that is one of the deepest mysteries of  the cosmos and of 
existence.  All of Creation at its most distilled revelation is that one particle, 
that one Singularity that manifests infinitely and simultaneously throughout 
Creation.  To attempt to interact with that one particle, the Singularity that 
manifests into so many instances means you are interacting then, in a way, 
with God himself.  God being a conduit for the All That Is, the unmanifest 
in Creation.

Well,  I say to you, dearest ones that this practice of working at a sub-atomic 
level by visualizing light at that level of consciousness will serve you well. 
You may find that many insights and a knowingness is possible though it 
will not come in words. The revelations that will come to you are at a level 
of sacred mystery.
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I will leave my sword in place for the remainder of this encounter within the 
White Star Temple and all the beautiful pinpoints of light I shall leave to 
dance about you

I AM KYRAEL,  ADONAI

 

SUMMARY :

!" Kyrael reflects light down form the White Star and off the 

 archangelic sword to all present.

!" The building blocks of Creation (sub-atomic particles) 

 have a Divine consciousness and interact with each 

 other.

!" When Divine Light is introduced to your energy-field it  also 

 interacts with the particles of you at a quantum level.

!" Drawing in light each day is an accelerated way to move 

 you forward in your spiritual evolution.

!" At the quantum level and below is where the mechanics 

 of the Divine manifests and where reality is shaped by 

 your consciousness.

!" By working with light at this level you are interacting 

 with God as there is only the singular particle manifested 

 simultaneously into infinite instances.
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Melchizedek :   A MAGICAL LIFE

Greetings dearest ones, it is I MELCHIZEDEK who comes to be briefly 
with you this day and I am in good company.  It is wonderful to have 
Kyrael’s magnificent sword here within this Temple and so I do truly see a 
marvelous tapestry of light all about you and within you and within this 
beautiful place. 

I come this day for much more modest reasons.   I do not come to present on 
cosmic matters but I wish to speak a little while on something that is 
relevant to your earth realm at this time.  I would say to you that the human 
imagination is a truly magnificent and profoundly important aspect of being 
in human consciousness.  Human imagination is reflected throughout nearly 
every aspect of your lives; from the literal creation of objects, architecture, 
art and books through to the personal reality that you inhabit.  It is purely of 
your imagination.  Many times during human history there has been an ebb 
and flow of the importance of imagination and in your present day at this 
time, despite all of the marvelous outpourings of culture, there is a part of 
human imagining that is missing, or is less so than any other aspects. I refer 
to the magical and the mystical.   When I use the term ‘magical’  I am not 
referring to magic per se such as magicians, white magic, black magic or 
any magic of that nature. I am instead referring to the human imagination of 
magical which permeates legends and folklore in the realm of, let us say 
“The holy Grail” or such things.  There was a time when the mystical was 
very much revered and the ones you call saints would spend their whole 
lives in attaining mystical experiences and if we were lucky documenting 
them.  Those childhood experiences of wonder, of heightened imagination 
and of a yearning for those things that transcend the ordinary to become 
extraordinary are what is needed in your world again.  To lead a magical life 
and see the magic in life and then be able to, through your lives,  have others 
experience this also is to bring in the mystical - this is something to aspire to 
and attain.   These are very important aspects of experiencing human 
spirituality.

There is a difference between that which is the sacred and that which is the 
magical and the mystical.  It is said that the folklore, the legends and such 
things are not real,  they are fiction.  I would say to you that all of your lives 
are fiction as the whole of your reality is an illusion, is fiction.  You make it 
up as you go along and you made it up before you even came into this body.  
By turning ones consciousness toward marvelous things like incredible 
dragons, magical swords, wonderful feats of heroism; these things become 
just as real as your life even if you do not see directly the physical 
manifestation.  For wherever your thoughts go so follows form whether it is 
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astral,  physical or etheric form and beyond. Every thought has a 
manifestation and a consequence.  It has a manifestation because thought 
itself has consciousness as it must because it is in existence. So then legends 
and folklore exist within Creation and imprints have been left forever in the 
fabric of Creation and it changes Creation.  If our Creator imagined us then 
your imaginings are also from our Creator.  So I invite  and encourage you, 
my friends, to bring about your own mythology, to re-invent yourselves, if 
you wish, to weave about yourselves an air of the magical, the mystical.  
There is no harm in this.  There is no trickery because the human tool of 
imagination is there to use, influence and enhance reality yet it is so lacking. 
What a marvelous thing to begin to live in a more magical way and to 
perceive things a little more magically. Allow the mystical to come in and it 
will rub off.

All of these wonderful impulses, like Kyrael’s sparkling lights, will radiate 
out and touch those about you and suddenly the world becomes a little more 
magical.   You can author your own mythology; you can be as great or as 
extraordinary as you desire.  You are as vast as the universe anyway, my 
friends.  This lifetime is but one detail,  one narrow focus of the overarching 
expression that appears throughout all dimensions.  So do not diminish 
yourself by defining yourself as this blinkered and narrow human perception 
of self.  There is no ego, for this is something that often lightworkers fear. 
There is no ego involved in wishing to transcend the ordinary because you 
can delight in the mythology of yourself and of others.  If others wish to 
perceive it in a literal way then that is their journey.  This is the theatre of 
life so why not maximize that theatre and open up the  theatrical wardrobe, 
and don as many outlandish, inspiring costumes as you wish.  You will not 
be judged in any way; it is theatre and God has given you this playhouse, 
this theatre to make of it what you will.   The marvelous thing about 
intention is that once you begin to get the ball rolling  you begin to live as 
though you are magic. The world  is  then mystical and  begins to reflect 
this and after a while it will no longer be fiction, it will be part of your 
reality if you are open to the science.  Remember you are a vast being of 
light and there is so much more to you.  You appear in many lifestreams and 
all of those lifestreams combine to create the singularity of you.  When you 
are focusing on any particular consciousness you narrow that singularity 
down to a particular lifestream, a particular timeline, a particular lifetime, a 
particular detail; the detail of your overarching journey.  This lifetime is one 
of the golden bricks along the way so why not make that step, that golden 
brick, as bright, as fun, as enjoyable and as magical as it can be.

Your world is so full of negativity and of make-believe that is misdirected or 
make-believe that is in a cultural way serving those who would make 
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money.  So again I say to you if you are drawn to do so please consider the 
magical life.

Well,  if not for anything else,  it is preferable because it will bring joy, 
laughter, great theatre and will be a marvelous expression and use of that 
which the Divine has given us in the imagination and our place within 
existence.  So, have fun and I will be there with you and I will enjoy it as 
much as you.

I AM MELCHIZEDEK,  ADONAI.

 
SUMMARY :

!" Human imagination is wonderful, yet our present era 

 lacks a sense of the magical and mystical.

!" To yearn to transcend the ordinary and experience the 

 extraordinary;  to lead a magical life, is once more 

 needed in our world.

!" That which is imagined is real for wherever your 

 thoughts go so follows form.

!" Therefore legends and folklore are real and exist, even 

 though they may not be manifested in the physical.

!" Every thought has a manifestation and consequence 

 because thought itself has consciousness.

!" Imprints of thought are left forever within the fabric of 

 Creation.

!" As our Creator imagined us, then our imaginings are 

 from our Creator.

!" Within the illusion of your life you can create your own 

 personal mythology as God has given you a playhouse 

 within which to explore.

!" Please consider leading a ‘magical’ and ‘mystical’ life and 

 in so doing inspire others to do so.
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El Moyra :   GEOMETRY OF LIFE

Greetings dearest ones, it is I,  EL MOYRA and I have not come before to 
this beautiful place. I am pleased to be welcomed here and perhaps you can 
feel the energies that I bring to the structure of this living form, which you 
call the White Star Temple.  I wish to speak with you this day about the 
geometry of life,  for it is something that I work closely with.  It is one of my 
purposes of being in form at this time to explore, understand and to work 
with, what you would term sacred geometry. I would call it simply   
geometry for everything within existence is sacred.  Even the term geometry 
does not suit the topic well, for it is beyond that.   It is more to do with  
patterns. It is the patterning of Creation I speak of and you are well aware 
that light comes together to form structures such as this Temple that you 
have brought into being and also worlds and all forms including energetic 
streams of consciousness that are woven throughout existence by ones that 
are much more powerful than you or I.   These energy streams are all about 
us and some may say they are channels for Divine energy while others may 
link the source of them to that which you term the Central Sun. Yet in truth 
you cannot define these patternings in any one way for that would be to 
limit their expression and some things are just not known.  Some things are 
Divine mysteries and so are to be enjoyed and embraced as exactly that so 
we can be in awe of our Creator.  Suffice to say the patternings exist 
throughout Creation and sometimes we refer to this as blueprints or as 
energy streams and yet other times as geometry but it is all the same thing, 
just in different expressions.  It is light and movement coming together to 
form whatever is destined to form and you, dearest ones, are geometry also 
and have a Divine blueprint, a pattern.

The Divine expresses itself and therefore all of its Creations, in multiple 
simultaneous ways.  The fabric that holds you together is a finely woven 
mesh of light and we know that light is a physical expression of 
unconditional love which is part of the essence of our Creator.  The 
geometry of you is beautifully intricate.   It is more than your aura that 
sustains your physical body and which is a conduit for your soul 
consciousness while in the physical - it is more than this.   It is the fabric of 
you when you take form in any given dimension. Your geometry exists 
because you are an idea, you are a thought in the mind of our Creator; some 
say a dreaming, a vision. This thought is expressed on many levels.  The 
geometry of you is unique to you. The sound of you (your own toning) is 
unique to you.  There is a consciousness that is unique to you and there are 
many other things that I cannot conceptualise that are unique to you.  Of 
course, there is your light, radiance and your personal signature all of which 
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is being expressed as one.  This is just a different way of perceiving you and 
all else in Creation, including myself.

The idea of me, the idea that is me, is as a magnificent being of light and 
also that light taking form into the geometry that was manifest when I was 
an idea. This geometry of life is an ongoing one,  for you were thought into 
existence but you were not thought and then left to be and thought no more.  
You are a continuing idea, an evolving idea and just as you are evolving 
yourself so it is that God has carefully mapped out a parameter for you 
within which to grow.  All of the opportunities, all of those Divine impulses 
that flow through you, all of the various existences throughout Creation that 
you would have and all of their lessons to learn, are part of the geometry 
that is evolving, for you are being added to and taken away from.  The 
shape that you are is being built even as we speak and is the most incredible, 
magnificent holographic geometry of light and sound.  This is how I see 
you; for I look into your form and I see the marvelous structure, the living 
light that is you and each of you differs as do I.   If you could see you as I 
see you,  you would be in wonderment of the most beautiful,  radiant 
filaments of light that form the most incredible mandala of Creation, of 
geometry.  It is such a poor term to use.  If you can imagine the most 
exquisite art form of lines coming together,  intersecting, creating shapes 
within shapes and then multiply this a billion fold you still would not come 
close to what has been brought into being for you.  It is changing, I see you 
changing before my very eyes.  I see the filaments moving, re-shaping, 
turning on, turning off and the light flowing from one to the other 
instantaneously. I see the light flowing when connections are made.

When you connect with others you create a new geometry by coming 
together, still whole but separate and unique to yourself; it is like a jigsaw 
puzzle where the pieces come together to connect and create a greater 
shape. Those of you who are now present are creating a bigger mandala, a 
larger structure yet it is not your aura for that is of your third dimension.  
Light expresses itself in different levels of refinement and frequencies of 
dimension, but the geometry of you always stays the same. Dearest 
Melchizedek did give each of you the beautiful multi-faceted diamond.  It is  
symbolic of the multi-facets of self reflecting Divine Light and just as you 
perceive this as a wonderful geometric structure I ask that you would 
perceive yourself also as a wonderful structure.  The molecules that give 
you form, no matter where, move within the energy streams that connect 
you to create a form, your mandala.   I use the term mandala as an 
alternative one to geometry but it is not literal in the way that you would 
define mandala, it is just a more spiritual term. Your human consciousness 
responds so beautifully to the detail and inherent beauty of such things as 
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mandalas and geometry in their literal sense.  In your world you have them 
as both art and scientific forms but mandalas speak to the human 
consciousness, which is why they are used within a spiritual context.  There 
is an inner   recognition and a response to visual representations because 
there is a remembrance deep within the psyche.  It is the familiarity of the 
Divine expression of life in this manner, one of the ways in which you are 
expressed.  There is also a mathematical key to these things. This is  
important particularly within your realm for pure mathematics does have an 
insight into the working of the universe - and not in a physical way.  It is a 
reflection again of the Divine and it gives us a glimmer of how the Divine 
creates Creation. Numbers and how they are worked within pure 
mathematics and geometry are actually keys.

You continue to evolve, and the idea of you is eternally shaped by the 
Divine.  You play your part in this because it is the impulse of the Divine 
that it should be so.  You follow that impulse and yearn for spiritual 
evolution because you are unfinished. To say unfinished does not mean to 
imply a lack of perfection for that is not what I am communicating. It is that 
you are unfinished because the idea of you continues to be reworked, 
rethought, re-dreamt, re-envisioned, reshaped by God.  How incredible is 
that?  In the eternal moment, in the eternal present, God is still interacting, 
evolving us as we are continually within the consciousness of God.   I hope 
that you would then choose to look differently upon the idea of being in 
existence. 

The idea that you were first manifest and then left to be is not the case - you 
were first manifest but that first manifestation stretches outward into all of 
eternity.  Remember that there is no time, so in the instant you were thought 
into being you continue to be thought into being, for there is no time to 
either begin, or to cease, or to act.

Well,  you are incredibly beautiful in the symbolism of you and I will come 
again.

I AM EL MOYRA, ADONAI
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SUMMARY :

!" The geometry of life is the patterning of Creation.  It is 

 light and energy combining to manifest form and 

 structure.

!" These energy streams are all about you and a finely 

 woven mesh of light forms the geometry of you.

!" Light may be known as a physical expression of 

 unconditional love which is part of the essence of our 

 Creator.

!" The geometry of you is beautiful and  is more than your 

 aura;  it is the fabric of you when you take form in any 

 dimension.

!" The geometry of you reflects our Creator’s idea of you.

!" The idea of you is continually evolving and God has 

 carefully mapped out a parameter for you within which 

 to grow.

!" God continually reworks, reshapes and redefines you for 

 eternity so that you are all always held within the 

 consciousness of God.

!" Outside of time, you were thought into existence and 

 then continually rethought in that same instance.
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Mary :   COMMUNION

Greetings dearest Angels of Light, it is I,  MARY who comes to be amongst 
you at this time and I come again as a Master of the Stars.  You may 
perceive me here with you within the White Star Temple perhaps as a being 
of light or as the earthly form that you associate with me.  Either way I am 
here in your midst and even as I stand before you I am also woven 
throughout all of this Temple and all about you.   For when we  Ascended 
Masters come amongst you it is easy to perceive us as literal beings, or even 
just as light, taking up space in one place. Yet truly as we are consciousness, 
naturally we do not take up a space or a place and therefore I am all about 
you and there is no delineation. Any perception that you are positioned in 
one particular spot or that I am positioned in such a way is purely for the 
human mind.  Step beyond this and you will come to experience and sense 
that without space and time, I am about you.  Even that term is misleading 
for it implies somehow being positioned.  What really is happening, my 
friends is that my consciousness is connecting with yours and as 
consciousness has no tangible form other than what consciousness creates 
for itself, then so it is we become one.  

My presence, which is a much more accurate term, comes into your 
consciousness. It is your human mind that creates the separation and that is 
perfectly valid.  You indeed go about your daily business within a world that 
does act upon separation.  Yet, given opportunities in a place such as this 
White Star Temple or any place within this multidimensional framework, 
there is a gradual receding of the human-held belief of separation.   It is 
possible.  One day you will come into this consciousness of the White Star 
Temple and those lecturers, such as I, will come into your consciousness 
and yours into mine. You will then experience a coming together as opposed 
to the separateness of visualizing us and our energies apart.  So that is 
something indeed to look forward to. This is one of the ways in which a 
multidimensional universe is in operation and consciousness, as you all 
know, chooses to take form at will.   Consciousness itself in any individual 
is a piece of theatre because there is the Singularity which is true 
consciousness.  Within the Singularity is the multiple and that is where you 
and I reside and choose our form. 

So,  friends, I come with this simple message;  those within Creation have 
opportunities to connect from a position of oneness through the sharing of 
consciousness.  Well, this is possible - it is emerging. Perhaps you have 
experienced this from time to time in your personal meditations and I hope 
so; where you have touched upon a communion, as opposed to a 
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communication.  So I am all around you because your consciousness is 
within mine. 

I will stay and continue to infuse this place and those gathered and all those 
who would come here via the recordings, with my energies. I also include 
all of those beautiful beings within Creation who come here from other 
worlds and other dimensions.  For all of these I will lend my energies this 
day.  I do feel as though, for some of you, a great gentleness is needed at 
this time.  Other communications have spoken of the twin aspects of Divine 
Chaos and Divine Stillness as simultaneous expressions.  Well, I am touched 
with Divine Stillness and so it is part of the fabric of my vibration.  It is a 
blessing that I am able bestow upon those whom I have the honour to serve. 
This day and all days I give it freely to humanity. I draw your attention to it 
this day and so you are held within a gentle stillness of love.

I AM MARY, ADONAI

SUMMARY :  

!" Consciousness has no tangible form other than what it 

 creates for itself.

!" The Ascended Masters can connect their consciousness 

 with ours and so are able to have a presence within our 

 consciousness.

!" It is our human mind that creates the illusion of 

 separation.

!" Within the true reality of our Singularity is the multiple 

 where we all reside and choose our form.

!" Within Creation we have the opportunity to connect 

 within Oneness through the sharing of consciousness.
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Akhnaton :   ENERGY FIELD

Greetings dearest ones of the Temple,  it is your good friend AKHNATON 
who comes to be with you and may I say how wonderful it is to see all who 
are present.  Truly it is a full house at this time for there are many ones who 
come with you and there are aspects and facets of oneself from other 
timelines who are here experiencing these communions and receiving that 
which is relevant to their consciousness and to your consciousness at this 
time.

I come with a wonderful smile on my face for it brings so much joy to those 
of us who delight to serve you in this way, to be here to see you progress 
upon your path.  Your radiance shines ever more brightly.  Truly this Temple 
of no time and space is ablaze with the Divine Light emanating from all 
who are present.  The energy of oneness is created. This group energy, no 
matter within which dimension the energies reside, is still creating that 
unique harmonic each time you come together.  The resonance of this is a 
permanent imprint within Creation. You have brought into being and you 
continue to sustain,  something that is here for evermore for it stands outside 
of time.  How incredible is this?

I would remind you that everything that you do - every thought, emotion, 
action, desire and daydream - leaves an imprint within existence.   It is all 
there forevermore and you are not judged for it. You may be thinking, ‘my 
goodness, I have thought many things and they have not always been 
pleasant.  They have not always been G rated.’   I would say to you that it is 
not as literal as you would think.  It is not as if people’s literal thoughts are 
flitting around in space.  Certainly the astral plane that you are familiar with 
is the repository of the symbolism but outside of the astral realm is the 
essence,  the signature of your thoughts.  It gives an impression rather than 
the detail and I will give you an example.

Perhaps something terribly sad has occurred and you are thinking sad 
thoughts about it.   This lives on forevermore but the detail of that event and 
your exact thoughts do not but the impression of that sadness and its 
attachment lives on. So do not concern yourself with the idea that you have 
all these embarrassing thoughts winging their way around the universe for 
all to perceive.  Anyway, to tune into these impressions one must make a 
connection with you.  It is intention and focus and so if someone has not 
connected with you they will not access these impressions and it will not 
become part of their consciousness.  Likewise you cannot access the 
impressions of another unless there is a direct connection - a peeling away 
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of the separation allowing the oneness, the connectedness, to give you the 
key with which to open up such things.

I hope that this is making sense. Well dearest ones, I also take the 
opportunity to come and bring you energies this day.  Each time ones who 
are not in body come into your energy field with your permission you truly 
are uplifted.  Your energy fields are so tightly bound to your earthly realm in 
this particular life-stream and timeline that its vibration very much is closely 
related to the physical.  When you commune with those who are not in body 
(and I do not speak of the spirit world, that is something different again) we 
are in much more refined higher realms and the communion that takes place 
uplifts your vibration.  

Often we speak of infusing your energy field with light but what is 
happening is that your energy field has a remembrance of a higher calling 
and resonance and it begins to hum at a higher frequency.   It begins to sing 
more highly.  I will use the analogy of singing.    If you have a choir of two 
people singing and one starts off in one pitch and the other starts off in a 
different pitch eventually one will have to go one way or the other.  It is 
impossible to keep singing separately.    It is the same when you come in 
contact with our energy fields.  Your energy field has this yearning and 
desire for a higher resonance because your soul desires this. Your energy 
field is linked to your soul and it wishes to sing along, to resonate to those 
of us who you call Ascended Masters.  Your personal song is then altered, if 
but momentarily.   Given enough opportunity and occasions for this to 
happen your energy field will remember the song.  It will stay and resonate 
more highly and will correspond to consciousness expansion.  It will be in 
parallel for all is linked.  You are the many multiple bodies of light that 
envelop you on this earth so the more you connect with us or the Angelic 
Realm or star beings of light or whatever beings that you subscribe to,  the 
greater the song for you. 

Well dearest ones, we will meet again.

I AM AKHNATON, ADONAI
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SUMMARY :

!" Everything that you do, think and feel leaves an imprint 

 within existence.

!" You are not judged for this.

!" Your literal thoughts do not go out into Creation, rather 

 an impression of them does so.

!" In order for others to access your thoughts 

 (impressions) they must first make a connection with 

 you.

!" Your energy field has a remembrance of a higher calling 

 and resonance and therefore can be uplifted when in 

 contact with a higher vibration.

!" Communing with the Ascended Masters and Angelic 

 Realm often can alter the ‘song’ of your energy field 

 toward  consciousness expansion.
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Maitreya :   HIGHER ENLIGHTENMENT

Greetings dearest ones, it is I, MAITREYA who comes among you.  I ask 
that you would visualize the White Star Temple about you and through its 
many windows perceive the magical expanse of the cosmos which is 
expressed within your realm in the physical and simultaneously expresses 
itself throughout all dimensions in various forms of being. 

Here in this place between dimensions I ask that you would see the cosmos  
layered with light, tone, sound, fragrance and perhaps many other things 
you may perceive.  Truly it is a place of all these manifestations as there is 
no blackness of space for that is part of your dimension.  Rather there is the 
ever-fluctuating expression of light and colour; colour of course signifying 
the various rays and conduits of Divine expression.   There is a sense of 
urgency and life to Creation as we would perceive it now and you can feel 
the joy.  It is as if the whole of Creation were laughing, so pleased, so 
absolutely delighted to be in existence.  It is truly such a gift and  privilege 
to be within Creation, no matter where.  Even the tiniest grain of sand upon 
your world has a consciousness.   That consciousness may not be expressed 
in the same way as yours but it is absolutely thrilled to be itself, to be 
fulfilling part of our Creator’s vision, that one little piece of sand.  It is in 
joy to just ‘be’ and if it were not there, there would be an absence and one 
less thing which would indeed alter the fabric of our Divine blueprint here 
in Creation.

Creation does indeed glorify our Creator, the All That Is.   Not out of 
obligation or a sense that we must glorify that which is superior to 
ourselves, but rather glorifying in thanks, in gratitude.  It is simply Divine 
cosmic gratitude for just being here, for playing your part within the jigsaw 
of life.  Your part in this transcends all dimensions - you appear in all 
dimensions as  your consciousness does not have a limitation to any one 
form. Gratitude at this level is immense. Within the physical realm, 
however, with its illusion of separation there is a sense from humanity that 
there is not much to have gratitude for.  I am not speaking of day to day 
concerns but rather the overarching cosmic gratitude of knowing your place 
within Creation and understanding the importance of being in it with all the 
intricacies yet absolute simplicity of the Divine Plan and vision.

It is difficult from within the separation to have a true inner connection with 
cosmic gratitude but I say this to you as an encouragement for you to go 
into your meditations and step outside of the space-time continuum, at least 
momentarily, with your consciousness so that you can experience the 
fullness of gratitude and worthiness.  There is an absolute joy of being 
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within it all - absolutely delighted  just to ‘be’ that grain of sand.  How 
much more, in the scheme of things, have you to enjoy in terms of the 
ability to manifest your reality?  As you well know, it is all there within you;  
knowingness and joy waiting to express itself.   The bigger picture of you 
(the Singularity that has the many multiples which are expressed and 
experienced in various forms) knows this gratitude and receives a Divine 
reflection of love and light, internalizing it to all of its aspects of you. 

We often seem to flatter you, so to speak, but it is not flattery for it is 
important for you to come to a recognition of your worthiness and to 
understand how magnificent you are for in doing so the separation will 
begin to fall away.  The limitations that you impose upon yourself while in 
human form loosen their hold as you come into an empowerment of self. 
This can seem at odds with the very human nature of feeling damaged and 
insecure within the emotional vehicle that is your greatest learning curve 
here.  To touch upon your greatness when you can and integrate it into the 
here and now, will bring about tremendous, beneficial change.  Your role is 
to shine, for the greater you shine, the more radiance you bestow on your 
fellow beings and that is the surest path to your spiritual evolution.  That is 
why we say, time and again, do not diminish yourself for if you were to see 
what we see, which is your energy matrix, you would be astonished. 

That is enough flattery for one evening.  I bring my energies to this Temple.  
Do not forget its magnificent dome of light  and the diamond that shields it 
all.  I invoke this day the White Star which gives the Temple its name. I 
draw down a column of light from this multi-faceted diamond star. It shines  
upon you as you shine back.

Well,  this is my message this day and I remind you that the words are a 
wonderful current upon which the mind can flow but the energies bring 
the understanding and assist with the knowingness that shall unfold as 
time passes.

I AM MAITREYA, ADONAI
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SUMMARY :

!" It is such a gift to be within Creation no matter where.

!" Everything has a consciousness, even the tiniest grain of 

 sand which is in joy to fulfill our Creator’s vision.

!" How much more then, have you to enjoy by being in 

 existence?

!" Creation glorifies and is in gratitude to our Creator - The 

 All That Is.

!" There is a need for humanity to develop a cosmic 

 gratitude of knowing its place within Creation and its 

 importance.

!" The bigger picture of you - the Singularity of your many 

 parts - knows this gratitude and receives a Divine 

 reflection of love and light and internalises it to all 

 aspects of you.

!" To touch upon your own greatness and integrate it will 

 bring tremendous change into your life.
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Sananda :   ACCELERATION

Greetings it is I your friend, SANANDA  who comes to be amongst you this 
day and as ever it is an honour.  We find ourselves again in the White Star 
Temple, which stands outside of the space-time continuum. .  . I would say 
to you dearest ones that the energies of this particular group are drawing to 
its maximum. The blending of energies is truly special, for what you are 
creating is a place of learning and you are creating it outside of the 
separation and time that you would experience upon the earth. It is woven 
into the fabric of existence for all time and for all ones throughout Creation. 
Its purpose is to connect you back to the rest of Creation, to provide a 
window and an opportunity for you to transcend the limiting veil of your 
physical world as well as to show you at an experiential level the incredible 
majesty, intricacies and wonderment of the vastness of our Creator’s 
imagination.  So welcome!

I am also woven into the fabric of this Temple, as are you.  It is your 
intention and your unique vibration that sustains this place and it is as real 
as any physical structure though the illusion of your physical realm masks 
this.  Although you are able to perceive it through your human 
consciousness one day when you are able to leave the human consciousness 
behind and come in your true cosmic consciousness, you will be surprised 
by the  incredible beauty of  this White Star Temple. It is what you have 
conjured with others to produce. It has been spoken of before - it will be and 
already has become a beacon of light throughout Creation.  It is a Temple 
among many but it is a Temple that exists within its own consciousness and 
it has spoken to you previously. Do not diminish the work that you do here 
even unconsciously. Simply by being here with your unique and powerful 
energies within this place of no time and space, you are inhabiting and 
sustaining something that already has touched an untold amount of other 
entities throughout Creation.  For as there is no discernible future or past 
and just the Eternal Now, so it is that this place has already  manifested the 
purpose to which it was brought into being; to be a Temple of learning and 
expansion for Creation.  I thank you for the commitment that each has 
shown and as this place grows, of course so do you.  

As you go about your daily lives within your physical realm with all of its 
distractions (the very act of living in a physical body in a physical world) it 
can seem as though nothing particularly extraordinary is happening.  Such is 
the nature of the illusion here that it does indeed veil the bigger picture of 
you which is accelerating remarkably.  As the moments pass in this illusion 
of time, your spiritual consciousness is simultaneously experiencing all 
lifetimes that were, are and shall be.  The overarching soul that is you 
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experiencing all of these life-streams and timelines, is being grown and  
evolved by each aspect of you.  The combination of the many simultaneous 
parts of yourself manifesting in all realities has created the vastness of your 
spiritual self.   I say this so that the temptation to place pressure on yourself 
in any given lifetime to become, what you would term, enlightened would 
be relieved.  It is truly a worthy goal and one that is built into human 
consciousness, to pursue enlightenment at one level or another.  Know that 
all aspects of you are also yearning toward this end. No matter what you do 
in your life it is still growing you and pointing you toward the overarching 
advancement of your oversoul.  You are not alone in this for you have all of 
your ‘selves’ inhabiting all lifetimes to contribute to this effort.  You need 
only to follow your heart and Divine impulses to enjoy the path and 
opportunities that surprise us in order to play your part in this jigsaw puzzle. 

Joy is an incredible energy and to laden the quest for spiritual evolution as 
one that is overly serious or requires vast amounts of effort is, to a degree, 
counter productive. Through the wonderment,  through the joy, through the 
love and service will the path become smoother. 

As one who is not in the physical and who operates at many vibrations 
throughout the multidimensional universe  I perceive all aspects of you.  I 
see your simultaneous lifetimes and experiences.  I see the energy matrix 
that is your oversoul and I see how it shines so beautifully.  It is dazzling; 
the light that you radiate at a soul level is something that is truly a reflection 
of the Divine.  For our Creator, of course,  could conceive of no less than 
something as dazzling as you or I.  All of these life streams that you inhabit 
across timelines that are part of the illusion, are contributing to a greater 
picture again for as with anything within Creation it is not simply about the 
one purpose.  So that your soul’s growth and the expansion of your 
oversoul, has a greater purpose than to just serve oneself;  it has the purpose 
of moving the whole of Creation forward as a unified consciousness.   That 
indeed is a worthy task and you are worthy of it.

Well, I have gone on and of course, I shall come again to this place.
 
I AM SANANDA,   ADONAI
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SUMMARY :

!" The WST is woven into the fabric of existence for all 

 time and for all ones throughout Creation.

!" It is a beacon of light throughout Creation, so don’t 

 diminish the work that you do here.

!" As the moments pass in your illusion of time your 

 consciousness and spiritual self is simultaneously 

 experiencing all lifetimes.

!" Your overarching soul is being evolved by every aspect  of 

 you, and so is vast.

!" As such, it’s not necessary to place pressure upon 

 yourself to achieve ‘enlightenment’ in this lifetime, 

 though it is a worthy goal.

!" The quest for spiritual evolution need not be serious but 

 joyful as joy is an incredible energy and links us to the 

 Divine.

!" The growth of your soul moves the whole of Creation 

 forward as a unified consciousness.
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Kyrael :   SWORD MEDITATION II

Greetings dearest ones,  it is I, KYRAEL who comes once again and as 
always I bring with me the Archangelic energies into this place. This 
Temple is huge at this moment in time and perhaps you can sense this. It is 
truly vast for as you are aware it does not have a literal form other than the 
structure of energies that sustain it.  We can perceive it as an organic 
building of light,  one with its own consciousness which can expand and 
contract according to the requirements of the day. There are many ones who 
join us from other  worlds, for the call has gone out for more ones to join in 
and so they come in their consciousness from throughout Creation.  So 
know that you are within eclectic company and those of you who have eyes 
to see in such a way will perhaps perceive about them representations of the 
diversity of those present.  I come this day to work with the Archangelic 
sword that I did deposit here as a gift to this Temple.  

I ask you to perceive me in the centre before you, however you wish.  For I 
come in my vibration and I have angelic wings of energy. The wings of 
angels and in particular of Archangels are enormous and vast.  They are not 
contained by literal form; the energy of these etheric wings that so popularly 
define us upon earth, is very powerful and is of the Angelic Principle 
vibration.  I ask that you would perceive that my vibrational wings are fully 
extended and embrace the entire circumference of this Temple.  All who are 
joined here together are held within these wings of Archangelic energy and I 
come with the love, compassion and insight of one who was part of the First 
Manifestation of Creation.  There is an ancient context to my vibration, 
more ancient than anything that has gone before and so ancient that it 
cannot be counted.  Yet with such ancientness there comes a specific 
feeling. In being part of the First Breath of God the wisdom of the ages and 
the original love source is held within my vibration and like a wonderful 
cheese it matures beautifully over time or the illusion thereof.  I would say 
more correctly,  it matures as the Outbreath of God continues to move 
through Creation.  

I hold before you this Temple sword and it is a most magnificent, symbolic 
sword which would normally be visible as light but this day I ask that you 
would perceive it as the most incredibly polished metal that you can 
conceive of, not quite a mirror but almost.  I hold it up to face each of you so 
that you may look upon its surface and see a reflection back of yourself in 
whatever form this may take.   Perhaps at first your physical body will 
appear and that is understandable for it is familiar. Keep looking and allow 
my energies to be integrated with yours. Change will come upon this 
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reflection and you will begin to see differing aspects of yourself.  So let us 
do this now.

You can call to you an aspect and if it helps just visualize your physical face 
before you and then allow for it to alter.  It does not need to alter into 
another physical representation for it can be an energy source of  you.  
Perhaps there is symbolism brought to you so that you may be able to 
interpret this aspect.

I ask that you allow whatever has come to you to dissipate and see the 
sword as it is; a beautiful representation in light.  I ask that you would give 
permission, if you so desire it, for the aspect that you have connected with 
to allow its light to be reflected off this sword on to you. In this way you 
can share in the radiance of self - of a different facet of the diamond that 
you are. 

That is all that I have come to do this day and I know that this is being 
recorded. I say to you that this is something that you can do time and again 
by journeying to the White Star Temple, retrieving the sword and placing it 
before you or if you prefer, you can call upon me to do this.  You will find 
that over a period of time your ability to connect with other aspects of you 
within Creation will strengthen and become easier. You may come to a point 
of feeling great joy in connecting with another facet of yourself no matter 
how briefly - a part of you that is not in this particular life time and may not 
even be in this particular life-stream or timeline. How amazing is that?   
These things are possible and they are certainly possible within this White 
Star Temple.  Well, do not allow the belief systems of the human mind to 
hold you back.

I AM KYRAEL,  ADONAI

SUMMARY :

!" Angels and Archangels have vast ‘wings’ of energy as 

 they are not contained by literal form.

!" As part of First Manifestation, angels are incredibly 

 ancient and their energy matures as the Outbreath of God 

 continues to move through Creation.

!" Kyrael presents his WST sword before you so that you 

 may encounter an aspect of self and bathe in your own 

 radiance.
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Cosmic Buddha :   HONOURING

Greetings it is I,  COSMIC BUDDHA who comes into the energy field of 
this place of being and learning. I am honoured to come within the wake of 
such a beautiful archangel as Kyrael.  His presence is truly vast, powerful 
and ancient as he has said.  Week after week lecturers come to you in such a 
manner and speak their name and their truth and bring their energies which 
they share lovingly.   Perhaps it is tempting for humans to take this in their 
stride or for granted and to overlay upon these beings a semblance of 
humanness. I would say to you that whatever you perceive regarding those 
who come to you in this place is but the size of a grain of sand compared to 
the reality of their presence. You may feel as though you begin to recognize 
their personalities,  if you could call it that and also hopefully, their energies. 
It may feel like someone knocking on the door and being invited in to have 
a cup of tea and that is perfectly valid in the human mind.  The human mind 
operates within the frame of reference that it knows. However, it is not like 
someone knocking on the door for a cup of tea at all.   You are so blessed to 
have the consciousness of the ones who come to speak and merge with you 
in this way.  They are so much more incredible than you are aware of at this 
time.  I do not say this with admonishment at all; I say it without judgment.  
The purpose of saying it is to alert you to this fact, to expand you.  There is 
no judgment as I have said, for how can I judge you for being you, for being 
human – it is impossible.

When the dearest Ascended Ones and other conscious beings come, allow 
yourself to be open to perceiving these ones as something more again than 
what you have become used to in your own mind.  Try to sidestep the 
human thinking to embrace the truth of the enormity of that which is being 
offered to you week in and week out.  This also applies to those who access 
these recordings and so are participating in the White Star Temple.

I do not say this with any semblance of superiority or imply that there is so 
much more to us than you, for that is irrelevant.   There is no such thing as 
comparison within the unity consciousness of Creation.  A marvelous thing 
will begin to happen as you begin to allow your perceptions of those who 
would come to be here with you to fall away.  As you are given the 
opportunity to experience the true magnificence of the beings who come to 
serve you in this way, you will find that in honouring and accepting the 
magnificence of them that a by-product of this shall be the honouring and 
acceptance of you likewise as a magnificent and vast being.  You cannot 
differentiate between the two; you cannot say one is such and the other is 
not, for that will go against the concept of the singularity.  This separation  
provides the context within which comparisons can be made but that is the 
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illusion.  I hope that you will come to experience me in my full majesty 
because the day that you do you will experience yourself in this manner. At 
this higher vibrational level of understanding you cannot help but look into 
the face of another and see yourself.

 And these are my words, this day.

I AM THE COSMIC BUDDHA,  ADONAI

SUMMARY :

!" The Ascended Masters who come to us in the WST are  so

  much more incredible than we are aware of and we are 

 blessed to connect with them.

!" Yet there is no such thing as comparison within the 

 unity consciousness of Creation.

!" Begin to release your perceptions of the Ascended Ones 

 and allow the true magnificence of this opportunity to 

 come to you.

!" In honouring the Ascended Masters in their 

 magnificence you will accept the vastness of your own 

 being.
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Akhnaton :   SPIRIT AND JOY

Greetings dearest ones it is I,  AKHNATON who comes this day and it is an 
honour.  I come to bring my energies into the Temple, connect with each of 
you and to draw in the White Star energies that give this Temple its 
namesake.  I ask that you would perceive that the beautiful dome of this 
Temple becomes translucent and above it you see a wonderful White Star 
which, in fact, is a beautiful diamond reflecting light.   We draw down from 
this star a column of Divine Light which appears within the middle of this 
circle.  It is a white light that it is powerful yet gentle and perhaps you are 
beginning to feel the vibration lifting.  This light begins to merge with you 
and all else who are present.  As you come in your consciousness you are an 
energy and that is the reality of your form - a beautiful energy.  The energy 
of Divine Light begins to integrate with your energy field which  begins to 
attune itself to that which it so desires.  If you could see all of the cells of 
energy of your form and experience this consciousness at a quantum level 
you would be astonished by the absolute joy that you,  as energy,  are 
expressing as it recognizes and acknowledges and attunes itself to Divinity.  
And how wonderful is it that Divine Light is all about you.

Divinity is everywhere, is everything.  There are spectrums of Divinity.  
Keep in mind that any verbalization of such concepts is truly insufficient.  
There are spectrums and frequencies of Divine Light beside the Outbreath 
of our Creator and all things within existence. There are also conscious 
emanations from Spirit,  conscious impulses that have been brought into 
Creation for specific purposes.  Each of these impulses speaks to the heart 
of ourselves and attunes itself to whatever level your consciousness is 
inhabiting.  The Light that is drawn to you this day, the Divine Reflection 
forwarded to us through the White Star, is a gentle Divine Light for it 
recognizes that you are inhabiting a lifestream that is just beginning.

The gentleness that comes is like a wonderful parent who is tender to a 
child.  As this Light speaks to your essence you are held, you are embraced, 
you are loved - and doesn’t it feel fantastic!  The joy begins to become more 
conscious, for every cell in your energy field is coming into bliss.  There is 
much joy within your essence that you can experience when you are within 
your physical realm if you so wish it.  All you need to do is to come back to 
this place, to invoke the White Star Temple, draw down the light from the 
White Star and allow yourself to be conscious.  In reality you can achieve 
this at any time within your own internal processes however I recognize that 
the human mind quite often requires structure.  
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Well,  you are becoming as light as a feather and this Temple is pulsating 
with joy for the consciousness of the Temple is in such gratitude to 
experience this Divine Light.  It is also in such gratitude that you are here as 
an expression of the Divine.  You are at a time within your present 
incarnation where you can be open to a connection with the higher 
dimensions if you wish it.  Although it is filtered through your third 
dimension and your perceptions, there is great benefit nonetheless.  The 
peace, love,  and enchantment is all here for you to experience and then to 
integrate. You are not simply here for a few precious moments as you sit in 
your particular room in your body.  Isn’t it wonderful to come together in 
such a way?  We all go home and perhaps think no more of it yet the reality 
is that when you come here and when you leave, you have changed.  Each 
time you come together a consequence of what you have received 
energetically - allowed in and called out for - is that when you depart you 
are not the same person and life and reality shapes itself around you 
accordingly.   So do not diminish your time here or its significance yet 
conversely do not give it great weight and solemn importance either.  You 
are your own guru,  so to speak, it is all you.  It has already been said in 
times gone that spirituality is joy and lightness; it is not heaviness, it is not 
hard work. 

Well,  I am the oversoul of the Egyptian Ascended Master and I will come 
again.  

Blessings, ADONAI
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SUMMARY :

!" There are spectrums and frequencies of Divine Light.

!" There are conscious emanations and impulses from 

 Spirit that have been brought into Creation for specific 

 purposes.

!" You are at a time where you can be open to a connection 

 with the higher dimensions.

!" When you spend time in the WST you change as a 

 consequence of the energies, so don’t diminish your 

 time there.

!" You are your own ‘guru’ (spiritual teacher).

!" Spirituality is joy and lightness - it is not hard work.
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Sananda :   HOLOGRAPHIC ETERNITY

Greetings it is I, SANANDA who comes at this time.  My vibration is 
unusually strong this day.  This is a new cycle and so there is a stepping up  
to be experienced, going up to the next rung on the ladder of consciousness.  
Truly this next cycle is one of incredible acceleration for all who are present 
here throughout Creation in this place. These energies come to you and you 
embody them while you are within this vibration and the unity circle that 
you create. While you are here great acceleration and movement will be 
experienced and there shall be a peeling away.  Some of the veils will begin 
to fall and as they depart what is revealed will carry you forward into places 
where you can know,  integrate and experience knowledge that is not 
knowledge but rather is understanding.  It is a place of being so much more 
expanded and a place of love - love not in the way that you would 
experience it upon the earth in the physical, but love as an understanding of 
the All That Is. I speak of that wonderful Divine connection that is nothing 
but love and its expression in Creation as Light. I come not just as that being 
who you would experience as Sananda as these energies are far too strong 
for this,  for indeed I am the Oversoul of Sananda and you may in fact 
perceive me as Christ Consciousness itself.

The Christ Consciousness is a stabilizing force within Creation.  It is a 
conduit for Divine compassion. The word compassion may imply emotion, 
which it is not but it is the closest expression that I can give.  This 
stabilizing vibration weaves its way throughout all of Creation and all the 
dimensions in existence in the many holographic forms it takes.  Your 
universe in all of its infinite expressions and dimensions is but one 
beautiful,  magnificent, unbelievably divine expression of so many other 
holographic realities -like a beautiful bubble bath.  It is not a good term but 
each bubble which is blown upon by the Breath of the Creator, expands 
until the point when it pops and a new bubble is breathed into existence.  
Yet it is all happening spontaneously and simultaneously and there are 
constantly holographic universes being breathed, expanded and released and 
uncreated time and again forever.  The All That Is can imagine and 
experience all there is to be experienced which, of course, is never ending.  
Once the holographic reality has acquired and expanded in understanding 
and fulfilled its purpose in the expansion of the All That Is,  so it is released 
and uncreated and the next simultaneously holographic reality goes in a 
different direction. A differing understanding, knowledge and expanding is 
gained and experienced then expanded all over again and again and again in 
different ways. It is  like one magnificent bubble bath of Creation or a 
fractal repeating itself over and over with the same elements but with a 
completely different understanding and direction.  It will go on forever for 
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there is no ‘forever’  as there is no time and one can never experience all 
there is to be experienced.  It goes on and the more understanding that 
comes,  the more that the All That Is becomes self-realized, the more there is 
to come.

There is no limitation to what can be acquired,  understood, integrated, 
expressed and experienced. Just when you think that you can imagine that 
there is no more to know, the All That Is imagines more.  To the earth 
mind, to experience eternity in a literal sense would perhaps be abhorrent. 
Maybe after the first thousand years or so one imagines that one would 
become bored and then after many more thousands of years  perhaps you 
would wish that death would come.  Well,  of course it is not like this at 
all.  This is from a linear, sequential perception that is perfectly aligned 
with your third dimensional reality but is of course the illusion that we 
know it is.  For you would wish for eternity because you would never be 
at a loss to experience something new or a different expression of it or a 
different layer at a higher or lower or sideways dimension  and so on.  To 
be within Creation is so amazingly blissful at a soul level. You are in such 
incredible gratitude for the opportunity at a soul level that you happily go 
on forever - ripening, awakening,  expanding, dissipating - ripening 
awakening, expanding, dissipating and all with incredible joy.   It is 
nothing at all like the cycle of life and death upon your world and all that 
goes in between. 

Do not judge the rest of Creation by what is experienced in the physical and 
try not to project on to the rest of Creation your perceptions that are filtered 
through the physical but be open-armed  instead.  Be a blank canvas for then 
the soul can write upon this the truth of your present holographic universe 
and yet of course, truth is an illusion as well. 

Yet all of this eternity, (the coming and going of universes and dimensions, 
the constant reworking of existence) is only possible through the separation 
of the Divine into the multiple and the incredible compassion that flows 
through all of Creation, through the vibration of Christ Consciousness.  For 
the compassion comes for the internal severance from the Divine, from the 
overarching self that is Totality.

There  is a way to view the impetus of this eternal experience of Creation. 
Rather than become more God realized, and search out God accept and 
integrate that God is seeking you out; that God is becoming you - rather 
than the other way around.  This is an incredible difference and if you were 
to accept the understanding of this (and my vibration this day will assist) 
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then you will change the course of your consciousness forever and these are 
my words this day.

I AM SANANDA,  
I AM THE CHRIST CONSCIOUSNESS,  ADONAI

SUMMARY :

!" Our universe is one of many holographic universes 

 breathed into existence by the All That Is.

!" Each universe is created simultaneously, expands is 

 uncreated then breathed anew.

!" Each holographic universe takes its own unique 

 direction, designed to express Divinity in an infinite 

 number of ways perfect for each reality.

!" One can never experience all there is to be experienced 

 and so Creation goes on forever.

!" You would wish for eternity, for to be in Creation is 

 blissful  at a soul level.

!" Within eternity God is seeking you out;  is becoming 

 more of you rather than the other way around.
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Sanat Kumara :   GIFT OF YOU

Greetings dearest ones it is your friend SANAT KUMARA who comes into 
this  beautiful Temple outside of the space/time continuum.  The energy 
field  held within this Temple is truly magnificent at this time because of 
those who are here, including of course your own personal energies. I 
congratulate each of you for I see the matrix of light that you are.  I see how 
dazzling you are,  and shall be.  Within this Temple you are not tied to linear 
time or time itself and so  you can manifest here as your overarching self 
and that self is truly beautiful. Within this self is held all of the experiences 
from this timeline, all of the steps along the path that have led you to the 
dazzling, astonishing self that you are. 

There is great comfort to this knowledge. Although while in human 
consciousness you may find it challenging to acknowledge or to integrate 
this idea of the beautiful self,  it is enough to know through confirmation 
from ones such as myself, that you have already become the radiant, 
enlightened being that you seek to become.  All occurs simultaneously so 
that this or any lifetime is but the fine detail of how it is that you have come 
to manifest the overarching self. As we have learned recently, it is not so 
much that you are becoming more God-like or God-realized but that God is 
becoming more of ‘you’  and this distinction is truly profound.  How 
nourishing, inspiring and touching to know that God chooses to become 
you, expand through you, love through you,  become more of you in ways 
that are completely unable to be expressed.  So truly God is really the self, 
not the self is God. 

Although my energies are greatly expanded I draw them to you in a very 
gentle supporting way this day.  Perhaps you are beginning to feel as though 
you are floating upon a pillar of air for my energy field sustains you at this 
time, is lifting you, so to speak.  All the pinpoints of light that are your 
energy field are sparkling, are dancing, are moving in the eternal rotation of 
the spiraling universes.  They sparkle this day as they do every day, for the 
sheer joy of being alive  within God’s Creation and for God breathing into 
them. These pinpoints of light are the manifestation of your consciousness 
yet are also the manifestation of that Godself.  They are like tiny little 
diamonds that reflect outward and inward.  These molecules  are smaller 
than any particle you can conceive of and are so excited to be you, to be the 
fabric or matrix of you, your blueprint and so on.  Indeed it is exciting to be 
you and you are such a wonderful gift to the rest of Creation even though 
from within your timeline in this place called earth, it seems so far from the 
truth.  Perhaps it is all merely intellectualized, a concept but not a knowing.
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I come to confirm that your presence within Creation (all of the multiple 
universes, all of the bubbles of reality) is a gift to Creation itself.  How 
could it not be? You are God given and therefore you are an incredible 
offering.  For God could imagine no less than you and all else within 
Creation that is you. It is timely to have these reminders as you enter into a 
new cycle. Your soul cries out and calls for nourishment for you.

Well,  the lightest of touches I place upon you and I hope that you bring into 
your reality this lightness so that as you walk your path you will not be 
weighed down by the illusions of life and you will be reminded in a tiny 
fashion, of the overarching you that dances. 

I AM your friend, SANAT KUMARA,   ADONAI

SUMMARY :

!" You are already the radiant, enlightened being you seek 

 to become within simultaneous Creation.

!" God chooses to become you and to expand and love 

 through you.

!" It is a wonderful gift to be you and you are a wonderful 

 gift to Creation for you are God given.

!" God could imagine no less than you.

!" You are entering into a new cycle.
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Sanat Kumara :   SHOWER OF LIGHT

Greetings dearest ones it is I, your friend SANAT  KUMARA who comes 
this day.  I come forth but briefly this day to bring a gift for the new cycle 
that stretches before you.  So I ask that you would perceive about you this 
wonderful White Star Temple of light, however you wish to perceive of it.   I 
ask that you would also begin to perceive that from the wonderful dome the 
membrane of light that crowns this Temple, that is streaming through this 
dome like a wonderful waterfall of sparkling light.   This is Divine Energy 
and a shower of light descends about each and every one of you.  It is 
dazzling, it is literally lightening, it is lifting you and it sparkles and dances 
with the joy that is in the heart of Divinity.  You are lit up like a Christmas 
tree.  All of your energy matrix, that wonderful light field that you are, is 
absolutely blinding with this moving, laughing, loving, dancing, joyous 
light.  There is no difference now between you and it because the energy 
fields have merged and you have become the shower of light so that this 
whole etheric Temple is awash.  If indeed there were ears to hear with we 
would all be deafened by the laughter,  the joy.  I am merged with you, with 
this Temple that is now just a magnificent matrix of light.  All the ones who 
come to this Temple from the higher, the lower dimensions are joined with 
us and there is a great mingling or merging for there is no difference 
between one particle of light and the next, between you and the next.  We 
cannot separate and remembering that, of course in truth, there is only one 
particle - the Divine Singularity and that particle is repeated.  That is not the 
right word - it is manifest simultaneously to give the illusion of the multiple.  
In this Temple with this incredible light show going on about us that is us, 
we see the most tiniest portion of expressions of the All That Is in Creation 
within the holographic universe that has been spoken of - these little 
pinpoints of light that are us, that generate so much dazzling light and so 
much joy and laughter, is but the tiniest portions of all that is manifest and 
continues to be manifest and unmanifest.

Each time you journey back as the energy that you are, you shine differently 
each time, you reflect back to God differently each time, in each new bubble 
of reality.   The multi-faceted diamond that is symbolic of you is re-shaped 
time and again.

The joy that is felt (and I hope that you are feeling some of it) is but the 
palest reflection of the Divine bliss at being itself in an infinite number of 
ways,  of becoming you, of growing into you, of learning more of you.  For 
the universe is self-generating, self-replicating and self-correcting.  So there 
is great Divine delight in becoming you, of anticipating you as you evolve, 
you as you express differently in all of the bubbles of reality.  To become 
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you is the purpose of God’s Creation - it is as simple as that.   Yet again 
within the Divine paradox there is an incredible intricacy to this simplicity 
that is unfathomable while you are within consciousness of any sort.

Well,  I was going to be brief.  I leave us now to enjoy the light of us for a 
little while longer.

I AM your friend, SANAT KUMARA,  ADONAI 

SUMMARY :

!" Experience a shower of light of Divine energy within the 

 WST.

!" A merging between you and the light takes place.

!" The universe is self-generating, self-replicating and 

 self-correcting.

!" The Divine delights in becoming you and anticipating you 

 as you evolve.

!" To become you is the purpose of God’s Creation.
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Melchizedek :   TRANSCENDENCE

Greetings dearest ones it is I, MELCHIZEDEK  and my energies are 
already woven into the fabric of this Temple. It is delightful to be here 
among you and I welcome those who have not been in this place before.  
Although that truly is an illusion, for you have been here and shall be here 
and are here. There is no time and that is why it feels so powerful, yet so 
gentle to be here in this place for it is known to you and indeed it is known 
throughout Creation, this Temple you have created.

There are many Temples throughout Creation for there are many thought 
forms and all that you would think, all that you would intend, manifests.  
For you upon the earth within the third dimension thought manifests within 
the astral and comes into your aura.  Know that certain intentions, thought 
forms and understandings transcend into the higher dimensions to become 
universal.   They become situated outside of the bubble of time that you 
would recognize.  I come to encourage you to go beyond your thought 
forms and intentions for occasionally you will manifest into the areas of 
Creation that are light.  It will be those times when you have transcended 
your human consciousness and have gone into deep meditation or when you 
have aligned yourself perfectly with the Divine expression of love.  There 
are thought forms in place that manifest as light and can also manifest as 
structures of light which  you have brought into being even unknowingly.  
These can be seen by all. Some are of great beauty, some are profound and 
some inspire gratitude and love in others in Creation.  All of these things 
that we manifest (whether in the astral of your realm, whether in the higher 
dimensions or indeed outside of dimensions) are tied to our individualized 
self.  It is not as if there is a literal signature there but the knowing is there 
that this belongs to you. 

So dearest ones, to consciously manifest in such a manner would prove to 
be quite amazing for you, for then you can sculpt in light whatever 
understanding and knowing makes your heart sing and share this with the 
universes.  God delights in such things and God becomes you in this way as 
well. 

It is not an arduous thing to do; it is merely coming from a transcendent 
place and from a resonance and an alignment to joy and love.  Joy is 
incredibly important,  for you cannot have one without the other; if you are 
aligned with love, you are instantly aligned with joy and vice versa.  To 
experience joy,  to welcome it in and to radiate it outward and to bring it to 
others is such an incredible service and one which is perhaps much under-
rated within your world. Joy lives on; the negatives dissipate but the 
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positives always move throughout Creation.  To contribute more joy into, 
not only your own personal reality, but into the greater reality of Creation is 
a wonderful goal. As has been said, the pinpoints of light of you dance with 
joy and love and so you are doing it already.  The matrix of you does this 
innately so how wonderful for you while in human consciousness would it 
be to be able to harness this for this lifetime and so perpetuate the cycle.

Well I come this day to just be with you for that is enough.   It is always 
enough for we are known to each other. 

I AM  MELCHIZEDEK,  ADONAI

SUMMARY :

!" There are many temples throughout Creation.

!" All that you think and intend manifests.

!" Within our 3rd dimension thoughts manifest within the 

 astral then move into your aura.

!" However, certain thought forms transcend into higher 

 realms.

!" It is possible for you to manifest your thought forms into 

 the areas of Creation that are light.

!" All that you manifest is tied to you;  belongs to you.

!" Joy is very important and to bring it to others is an 

 incredible service.

!" Negatives dissipate but the positives always move 

 throughout Creation.
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Kuan Yin :   CHAKRA ATTUNEMENT

Greetings dearest ones, I have not come before.  I am the being that you 
would know as KUAN YIN.   I come through a different aspect of my 
vibration and I come as a Lady of Light.  In essence I am the same being but 
this aspect is not tethered to your earth as is my aspect that is Kuan Yin.  For 
this aspect is part of your realm.  I am in service to your world as that lovely 
term, goddess and I serve through the vibration of compassion and 
unconditional love. 

The aspect of me that joins you here this day is one who is operating at a 
frequency of light in a higher dimension.  I come not as a goddess or even 
an Ascended One but on the vibration of light as a seeker and as one who is 
upon their path toward awareness (I hesitate to use your term enlightenment, 
but it is something similar).  It is a part of me that desires to expand and to 
grow more of me.  It is an aspect of myself that has chosen to learn within 
this vibration.   As you are aware, ones whom come to you in this beautiful 
Temple  increasingly come in their more expanded aspect.  You are capable 
now of receiving so much more in your energy fields and to become aware 
of how it is that others within Creation, experience. Perhaps you are feeling 
my energies about you at this time for I come with a great expansion of 
energy about you.  Your crown chakra, like an antennae, picks up on this.  
Within my essence, although I am experiencing a different aspect, there is 
always a vibration of light,  which we know is a physical manifestation of 
love.  My heart centre is boundless and you are held within it at this time. 
My heart chakra begins to make itself known to you vibrating a little more 
quickly.  The crown and the heart chakras are linked; love and light. This 
day I come for no other purpose than to bring you these energies and to very 
gently agitate those centres of light that you know as the chakras so that 
they may begin, with your permission, to oscillate at a slightly higher 
frequency than you have been experiencing. I speak specifically of the 
crown  and  heart centres.  In both of these centres the diamond light rests 
and reflects Divine Light. 

So what is the purpose of allowing these energy points to oscillate more 
quickly?  It is an attunement.  Whenever one works with raising or lowering 
ones vibration, it is an attunement to higher or lower frequencies.  If you 
accelerate these energy points and you begin to open yourself to, for want of 
a better term, more radio stations, then more stations appear upon the dial, 
so to speak.  Attunement means that you can encompass more, receive 
more,  and become more aware of  what is going on about you. You can 
choose to draw to you higher energies. What is the purpose of this then?  I 
would say to you that the more you raise the frequency the less likely it is 
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that you can sustain and hold the lower frequencies.  Within your energy 
field the energetic things of your reality, third dimension and your astral 
realm cease to be able to take a toehold.   Like vibrations will often resonate 
to like vibrations. Lower vibrations that may journey to you and come into 
your energy field (or attempt to do so) will increasingly be less able to 
because there simply isn’t a means by which the lower energies can connect 
with you.   The resonance will no longer be there.  You will no longer be 
able to sustain that resonance which is a marvelous thing.  As you continue 
along your journey through life at this time and as you increasingly decide 
to allow higher attunements to occur, then blockages, negativity and self-
sabotage increasingly dissipate from your chosen reality.  You simply cannot 
hear them any longer - you cannot hear that radio station.

Well,  these words are enough and so I ask that you would sit for a moment 
with the energies and the light that I bring from this aspect of myself.  

I AM KUAN YIN expressed as the LADY OF LIGHT,  ADONAI

SUMMARY :

!" Kuan Yin comes as a Lady of Light;  a differing aspect of 

 herself.

!" Her heart centre is boundless and you are held within it.

!" She comes forth to gently agitate your chakras so that 

 they may be open to a slightly higher frequency.

!" The purpose of this is an attunement which allows you  to 

 have a greater spiritual awareness.

!" Increasingly, lower vibrations will cease to resonate to 

 you.
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Maitreya :   ASPECT EMBRACE

Greetings it is I, MAITREYA who comes to this Temple and truly the 
energies here are beautiful.  Kuan Yin has served you well for the energy 
matrix I see before me for each of you and for all of the others who are 
present shines in a way that is very different than before.  

The radiance of you is changing and that is indeed an exciting thing for as 
your radiance changes it affects all of your lifestreams and timelines 
throughout Creation.  As you appear in all dimensions so it is that your 
radiance manifests in all dimensions so that what occurs within your energy 
field has a global reaction and affects all of those lifestreams that you 
inhabit.  Although you take in the energies and words, you are not as passive 
as you would think.  As you project your consciousness into this place of no 
space/no time you expand your overarching self as well, as if by default.  
Your radiance is the reflection of your overarching consciousness and that is 
why your radiance is changing.  

The other aspects of you who choose to come to this Temple are 
contributing to this change also for I see the one energy field of you,  but 
know this - there are so many aspects of you present, there are so many 
multiples of you here.  This is food for thought.  You come in your human 
consciousness from your one timeline in this lifestream but so many other 
aspects of you access this place and draw from it what is needed for the 
individualized spiritual evolution of whatever dimension and whatever 
lifestream that aspect inhabits.  Although I see the singular energy field of 
you I am aware of the multiple.  I sense so many of you.  Some of these 
aspects are aware of each other which is a very high evolutionary attainment 
- to be able to transcend the individual bubbles of reality that separate the 
multiples of you. Most of your aspects are not aware of themselves but 
nonetheless all contribute to the ongoing work of art that is you.  How 
wonderful!  How good to know that so much of you is in existence and it is 
a timely reminder that I bring, that you are experiencing so much 
throughout Creation simultaneously.  So how expanded must you be to 
encompass all of this.  All of it is growing that overarching self.  

I invite you to call forth an aspect (you do not have to know which or what 
or how, it doesn’t matter).  I ask that you would imagine within the centre of 
this Temple that the White Star above is activated and reflects down Divine 
Light. There is this shimmering column of light before you and you are 
basking in the glow.  I ask that you would call into this light an aspect of 
self however you wish to perceive this - perhaps as light, a differing colour 
of light or a being,  it matters not.  As you do so the energy begins to change 
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does it not?  It is a very different energy now about you.  I ask that you 
would imagine that you step forward into this column of light and standing 
within it you are bathed within its pure white light. Held within this white 
light is another vibrational signature of you.  Can you feel it?

I leave you for a moment to embrace this other self,  or that which you 
would imagine…

This is but one aspect of you that you encounter.  How marvelous to know 
that this self which inhabits a completely different lifestream, is expressing 
a very different energy but is working toward the same end as you.  
Consciously or not, you both work to grow you, evolve, reflect back to the 
Divine your inner beauty and strive toward the best that can be attained 
within Creation so as to honour the Creator.  This is one aspect of countless 
aspects and countless facets to your diamond and is loved by your soul as 
you are.  This aspect is journeying through existence as you do and is 
contributing to God, becoming all of these things.  How wonderful to know 
that so much of you is at work, so to speak!  So take heart from this because 
it means that the burden (and we have said all this before) is not wholly 
placed upon this one aspect of you in human form. 

Each aspect of you is as dazzling and as astonishing as the next and the 
aspect that is within this column of light has been influenced by you and 
likewise you have been influenced by this soul.  For at a soul level, an 
oversoul level,  an overarching self level, you are a singularity.   Whatever is 
achieved and attained by one facet of you becomes a part of the singularity 
that is then individualized into the multiple of you.  Isn’t it wonderful!  Our 
Creator is simply wonderful!

Well, the light recedes - your radiance is different.

I AM MAITREYA,  ADONAI
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SUMMARY :

!" As your radiance changes it affects all of your lifestreams 

 and timelines throughout Creation.

!" The meditative work that you do in the WST expands 

 your overarching self and therefore changes your 

 radiance within  all dimensions.

!" There are many aspects of you that are present within  the 

 WST.

!" These aspects draw to them what is needed for their 

 individual, spiritual evolution.

!" Some aspects are aware of each other which is a very 

 high evolutionary attainment;  to transcend the 

 separation of realities.

!" All aspects of you have the common goal of growing 

 you, and each aspect of you is astonishing and dazzling.
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Mary :   stillness & faith

Greetings dearest ones it is I,  MARY who comes at this time. I come in my 
galactic capacity as a Master of the Stars but I am also known as the 
‘Stillness within the heart’, for that is one of my vibrations which I inhabit.  
It is such an evocative term but it is the closest that I can use to best 
describe the energies that I am bringing to you this day in this Temple.  
Perhaps you can feel about you and within you the stillness that I bring. 

Stillness is not a nothingness.  It is not inaction.  It is a different spectrum of 
being and we know, and you have learned, that there is a Divine Stillness 
simultaneous within Divine Chaos or activity.  What I draw through me 
from the Divine Stillness is an aspect of this that is filtered through my own 
persona so that a unique vibration is formed and shared by me with you and 
wherever else I am guided to transmit.  The Stillness within the heart - I 
Am.  And this stillness is profound for it can only occur with an alignment 
to Divinity.  The stillness brings great clarity because of this alignment.  I 
ask that you perceive that an alignment is taking place within you, if you so 
choose it. It is like your spine being corrected, to use a metaphor - a 
straightening, a realignment, a truth as it is emanated from the Divine.  The 
stillness within the heart is not about relaxation, it is about the void, the 
Divine. It comes upon you now as if a beautiful, soft garment were cloaking 
you as light as a feather’s touch and with it comes a sense of peace,  yet a 
knowing.  Knowing is faith and so an alignment to the Divine Stillness 
fortifies faith.  Faith and trust are often used as interchangeable terms and 
although they are similar they are not the same thing.  For trust is trusting 
that all is as it should be for example,  but faith is a knowing, a knowing that 
all is as it should be.  And there lies the difference.

This day I come to you and radiate out with this stillness so that you may, if 
you desire of it, grow your faith, knowingness and surety.  Faith within a 
greater context than your language, is all this and so much more.  In truth it 
is inexpressible. Faith in its purest form, in its Divine form, in its First 
Manifestation is such a profound thing of beauty, it is so delicate.  It is so 
incredible, empowering and strengthening.  I would liken faith in its purest 
form to an intricate, delicate piece of lace that is held together and 
comprised of strands woven in a beautiful pattern or blueprint. Faith when it 
is held within the stillness of the heart is able to bring all of the strands 
together and to weave them into the most wonderful mandala of your 
consciousness. 
 
Faith is something that is cohesive.  It holds together the bigger picture 
while allowing and honouring the individual strands. 
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You, dearest ones and all who are present in this Temple and all who are 
drawn to these recordings,  are capable of growing your faith in ways that 
will be accelerated and far reaching.  It goes hand in hand with 
consciousness expansion because the more that you embrace within 
Creation the more that your personal faith is fueled and becomes more 
radiant, the more that it is imperative for you to be aligned with Divine 
Stillness.  It shall serve you well in your present timeline and human 
capacity.  For faith is something that cannot be learned or passed on, yet it is 
so much a part of your blossoming. This cosmic faith I speak of can be the 
seed from which your knowing and therefore your actions, germinate. It is 
time if you are not already doing so, to step more into faith and therefore 
step more into action - to act upon that which is known within and beyond 
this, to act upon one’s direct link to Divine Stillness and Divine Chaos or 
potential.

Well,  the words are not necessary, dearest friends, for the energies are gifted 
to you this day and they are given because you are ready and the delicate 
lacework of your inner faith is already so beautiful.  Where you are going, 
where you are heading requires an expansion of this faith.  It will come 
naturally; it will evolve with you.

And so my words serve the purpose this day of reminding you to utilize this 
stillness within the heart more consciously so that you can be more fully 
realigned with Divine purpose.

And these are my words this day.

I AM MARY,  ADONAI
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SUMMARY :

!" Mary comes as a Master of the Stars yet is also known  as

  the ‘Stillness within the Heart’ because of the vibration 

 she holds.

!" This stillness can only occur with an alignment to 

 Divinity.

!" Faith is also an alignment to Divinity and stillness 

 strengthens faith.

!" Faith is knowing all is as it should be.

!" It holds together the bigger picture and honours the 

 multiple within that picture.

!" Faith is part of consciousness expansions and will evolve 

 with you.
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Sanat Kumara :   cosmic faith

Greetings dearest ones and all who are present,  seen and unseen in this 
White Star Temple, it is your friend, SANAT KUMARA. I am with 
esteemed company for there are many Masters of the Stars who are present.  
Dearest Mary in her galactic capacity is such a sparkling diamond of light 
that graces you this day.  The stillness that has been spoken of is already a 
part of this living Temple for the Temple itself is comprised of your 
individual energy fields.  

In your visualizations it is tempting to perceive this Temple as a structure of 
light that is independent of oneself - that it manifests magically with light.  
The light comes from you as you are the structure of this Temple and the 
light that you perceive in whatever form you see this Temple, is your own 
and is unified with those who are present. This changes from moment to 
moment depending upon who is operating within this Temple.  The overall 
unified consciousness that comes with this togetherness is the consciousness 
of the White Star Temple that has addressed you in the past.  

Faith is a delicate thing, filtered through into your dimension, to your 
aspect.  Faith is seen as a quality rather than an actual living vibration. As it 
is relegated to a quality it is easily won and lost for it is not honoured and 
acknowledged as a vibration; a living energy that is part of ourselves that 
we nurture and which in turn nurtures us. Simply put, cosmic faith is 
certainty.  It is a certainty that comes from absolutely knowing throughout 
all of the particles of light, that God exists.  It is as simple as that for there is 
nothing else that you need know or have faith about.  For if you know this 
within every fibre of your being, it encompasses all else, does it not?

Once you accept and fully integrate a faith in our Creator then everything 
within Creation is also accepted and honoured.  You upon the earth realm so 
often speak of an acceptance of God, subscribing to God.  It is such an odd 
way of viewing the Divine for, like faith, it is seen as a quality,  a construct, 
a belief.  Yet belief is different again from faith, as faith is different again 
from trust.   To know that there is a Creator, again I say to you,  is to know 
all, accept all and to be open to all.  Words do not do justice in this aspect 
for it is so intangible.  Knowing God from within your third dimension is a 
filtered process and involves trust.  Yet when you are operating from your 
cosmic consciousness it is as if you inhabit God, it is as if you become God 
and God becomes you.  I cannot express it otherwise. This is faith at its 
purest level.  It is a direct experience of the Divine. 
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I say to you to journey to that stillness within the heart more often and 
particularly to work with Mary in her galactic capacity.   She so generously 
allows this spectrum to move through her so that faith in your life ceases to 
be a quality,  an adjective or description and instead becomes a deep 
profound experience. The Divine and therefore all of the holographic 
universe which you occupy, will come into your consciousness or more 
precisely, your consciousness will allow the holographic universe to reveal 
itself.  It is abstract, I know.  

The energies that have been brought to you this day have been in a sense, 
chiropractic and that is a good thing and you will see the results of this. It is 
always such a joy to come among you.  I cannot help myself, as cannot the 
others  who come here in service, but to continue to praise you.  I am sure 
that it is not a hard task to listen to such praise. Dearest ones I am more 
astonished each time I am within your presence as the purity and joy of you 
is so much more apparent.  When we are not inhabiting physical lifetimes 
and when we are within our energy field and consciousness as we are in this 
place, it is impossible not to delight in and to experience immense joy from 
interacting and being in the presence of others and of ourselves.  When the 
human consciousness slips away with all of its judgments then the veils that 
create the artificial means by which you can separate yourselves from each 
other and from God are not present. It is then that those within Creation find 
incredible delight in being amongst itself, in being in the presence of others 
within Creation.  Without the veils and the judgment all that remains is an 
expression of our Creator, through you in its infinite variety.  It is so 
fantastic to encounter because each is so unique.  When I experience the 
essence of you, I know I have that faith and knowingness that I am 
experiencing another facet of God.   I am seeing God, experiencing God, 
being delighted by the thought that you are as well. 

We know that you delight in ones who you would call the Ascended Masters 
coming to you and speaking and sharing their energies.  Hopefully you do, 
indeed feel honoured.  Yet times this by a billion or more and you get a 
sense of how wonderful it is to be in the presence of you, of me, of all else 
who may be joined with us because it is the presence of God.  It is not the 
Divine void which is something again and which is the all-encompassing 
profoundness, the inscrutable part of our Creator, the Source (that is such a 
true term to use).   As we exist within Creation and as our Creator moves 
through and expands through Creation, breathing into it and manifests as us,  
then we see the face of God.  Each of us becomes a mirror. Each of us is that 
wonderful facet of the overarching diamond of Creation reflecting Divine 
Light outward and inwards.
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So how wonderful to be here among you – it is praise because God deserves 
no less than praise. The energies will speak of this more clearly to you but 
do not forget this message for it will serve you well in your physical 
consciousness because it will assist you in  being able to see God more fully 
within those with whom you interact in the physical.

These are my words to you this day and I embrace you in my light and I 
soak up your light because I know from where it comes and, of course, it 
comes from the Divine.

I AM SANAT KUMARA,  ADONAI

SUMMARY :

!" The unified consciousness of those present within the 

 WST form its structure.

!" Faith is a living energy within us that we can nurture.

!" Faith is a certainty that God exists.

!" Once you accept faith in our Creator then everything 

 within Creation is also accepted and honoured.

!" When operating from your Cosmic Consciousness you 

 become God and God becomes you.

!" Faith at its purest level is a direct experience of the 

 Divine.

!" Developing faith will allow the holographic universe to 

 reveal itself.

!" When we experience the essence of each other we are 

 experiencing a facet of God.

!" Therefore Creation delights in itself.

!" Each of us becomes a mirror reflecting Divine Light 

 outward and inwards.
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Akhnaton :   WHO AM I?

Greetings dearest ones it is I, the oversoul of Akhnaton who comes to be 
with you in this Temple and perhaps you have felt the energies already for 
truly they are immense.  The vibration is strong as there are many ones, 
more than there has ever been, who join you this day in this Temple and so 
there has been a surge in energies.

Well,  I come to speak briefly and simply of that which is the one and only 
question that requires an answer within existence.  As you are aware you are 
a soul occupying a human form. There are billions of you upon this earth 
occupying human form, all of which are individualised souls.   You are 
aware that you have a higher self and everybody else has a higher self Then 
there is an oversoul and humanity as a concept has an overarching soul.  
Human consciousness desires to know itself and to experience the human 
condition.  So the human oversoul became the multiple, became the billions 
of souls that inhabit this earth because it posed a fundamental question, 
the only question, ‘Who am I?’  All of you went forth into human form 
and into the challenge of the physical to answer that question in a billion 
unique ways.

The human consciousness, the oversoul of humanity is part of greater 
Creation of course.  Greater Creation has but one question and that is ‘Who 
am I?’.  So, the overarching soul of Creation became the multiple.   It 
became individualised into an infinite number of species and expressions to 
search and answer that question.  It is like a beautiful fractal with each 
Divine pattern branching off, repeating itself with the same fundamental 
question.  At the same time sending out little leaves to answer that query 
and these leaves are souls.

Creation was impulsed with this one and only question, for as we trace it 
back, it originates from the Divine Mind.  We pass through the light of 
Creation into the consciousness of our Creator,  the Void, who did ask and 
put forward this one question, ‘Who am I?’   and, Creation came into being 
and continues to do so again,  and again - all down the line of this wonderful 
fractal,  repeating itself.   There is that one thread which reverberates 
throughout eternity and it is ‘Who am I?’.  

There needs to be only ever one question asked.  For humans it is often 
tempting to ask ‘Who am I?’  and then ‘Why am I here?’, but all subsequent 
questions in truth are irrelevant.  God our Creator needed to ask only this 
one thing for held within the answer of this one question are the answers to 
all questions.  If you can answer this Divine query then you know why you 
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are here and you know the heart of God.  When you come into self 
awareness, then it will be time for Creation to be Un-Created and breathed 
anew.  But that is some time yet.  Upon your path the more that one tries to 
answer ‘Who am I?’,  the more is revealed of oneself and the more one must 
query again.  Each time more of you is revealed, self-awareness becomes 
expanded and so forth.  It is like looking into a marvelous crystal.   The more 
that you look, the more that you see, so, the more that you look. That is you 
and that is God.

By coming into self-realisation which is an ongoing quest, you are aligning 
yourself with God’s will.  It is an impulse within you, within all souls and 
within all of Creation to quest and to discover who you are. The more that 
you find, the more that is revealed and so the more that our Creator wishes 
to see, find and love.  I say this to you now for you are evermore coming 
into an expanded consciousness and you will find, as is with the best of 
spirituality that the most profound knowing is usually the simplest.  

Although it is truly exciting and in truth expansive to wish to learn of the 
mechanics of your universe (and I am speaking of the metaphysical 
mechanics)  the only relevant question is ‘Who am I?’.  All else is icing on 
the cake and part of the joy of experiencing Creation and co-creating it.  
It is a by-product of being within existence but the fundamental impulse, 
the thought that went out, the question that is posed for all time is 
simply ‘Who am I?’.  In answering this question, we know who God is.

I am discovering Me.  I hold this question within my consciousness for I am 
the oversoul of this one Akhnaton.   The multiples of me go forward with 
this question so that I may reveal more of myself.  As I am revealed it goes 
back along the fractal to my overarching self and to the soul of the vibration 
upon which I am expressed. It continues to Creation itself through the 
Angelic Realm which was part of the First Manifestation.  Into the Divine 
Void goes the resonance of Me, goes my answer - and it changes,  for again, 
the more that I find of Me, the more there is to find,  which is why eternity 
exists.

Well, I AM AKHNATON, ADONAI
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SUMMARY :

!" There is only one question that requires an answer 

 within existence; “Who am I?”.

!" Creation was impulsed with this question originating 

 from the Divine Mind.

!" Held within the answer to this one question are the 

 answers to all questions.

!" The more you try to seek the answer, the more is 

 revealed of yourself, so the more that you seek and so  on 

 for eternity.

!" When you come into self-awareness then it will be time 

 for Creation to be uncreated and breathed anew.
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Serapis Bey :   ORDINARINESS

Greetings it is I, SERAPIS BEY who comes this day to speak with you and 
of course, to bring my energies to this Temple.  Dearest ones, I come  
briefly to impart a simple message that is relevant to your earth existence 
but I will also stay so that my energies continue to be part of this day.

I wish to speak humbly about ordinariness and to me it is such a beautiful 
idea.  Ordinariness, the ordinary, is day to day existence. Upon your earth  
there is this marvelous impulse to extraordinariness; to go beyond the 
ordinary.  Sometimes this has been classified as heroism particularly in such 
a place as earth where negativity sits alongside the positive.  Many ones 
strive for excellence but this is a differing concept again.  So many upon 
their spiritual path are yearning to transcend the ordinary and to experience 
the extraordinary for as I have said it is part of the human impulse.  I would 
say to you as wonderful and charming a goal as that can be, it is the 
ordinary moments which are of equal, if not more significance.  For as you 
are aware 99% of your days are filled with this ordinariness and the 
heroism, the transcendence, the extra-ordinary is a rarity.  It is those small 
moments that comprise your days where true growth lies. From second to 
second you are living out your lives and within those seconds, choices are 
being made such as how it is that you interact with and respond to those 
about you and what it is that you fill your seconds up with - the work that 
you do, the play that you undertake, your  meditations and so on.  If we 
break time down to these seconds, then each second involves a choice and 
then we see how significant our daily lives are, for each second influences 
the following second and so forth.  Each unconscious and conscious 
decision from second to second is in actuality,  for is not your whole life 
comprised of, the passing of seconds?

I come to encourage you to not diminish the ordinariness of your lives but to 
value it and to give it significance because it is at the end of the day, the 
whole of your life except in those rare circumstances where transcendence 
comes into being. To value the ordinariness is to honour what God has given 
you.  God has given you each second of your life and each second is not to 
be repeated.  So how special and unique is the life that you are living?  One 
never knows if the next second may be the last for this present incarnation.  
If God desired that every waking moment be filled with transcendent 
extraordinary moments of absolute heroism then ordinariness would not 
exist yet it does  for good reason.  It is in these small moments that we learn 
about ourselves, we embrace others and interact with them, we shape our 
lives and build our futures and interpret our past.  Some things are just 
uncomplicated.  For how many seconds can you choose to stare at a blade of 
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grass,  to listen to a bee buzz by, to catch the wind in your hair, to catch a 
spray of rain etc?   What marvelous moments these are and yet they are too 
easily passed by,  dismissed, forgotten and taken for granted. In our lives and 
even within ourselves there is the temptation at a moment to moment level 
to diminish and take oneself for granted by shying away from allowing ones 
radiance to shine from second to second in those beautiful,  special,  ordinary 
aspects of your life.  Each second you experience is never to be repeated in 
the same way again and so is utterly unique in Creation.  You are aware that 
each second is transmitting information back to our Creator for our Creator 
is experiencing through you and God delights in these small moments 
otherwise they would not be manifested.  They are the nuts and bolts, so to 
speak, of human existence.  So dearest ones be mindful of how it is that you 
spend your time.  Be grateful for the moments that you have.  Take joy in 
the ordinariness of day-to-day living.  This is my message this day.

I AM SERAPIS BEY,  ADONAI

SUMMARY :

!" The small moments that comprise your days is where true 

 growth lies, for 99% of your life is filled with 

 ordinariness.

!" God has given you each second of your life and each 

 second  is never to be repeated;  it is utterly unique.

!" To value the ordinariness is to honour God for these 

 moments for through them we learn about ourselves and 

 shape our lives.

!" God delights in the small moments otherwise they 

 would not be manifested.  You can delight in them too.
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Sanat Kumara :   MOVEMENT & BLESSING

Greetings, it is I your good friend, SANAT KUMARA  and as ever it is an 
honour to be here amongst you within this White Star Temple. What a 
lovely message has been given by our dearest Ascended One, Serapis Bey. 
Truly there is wisdom in this message. To be mindful of those ordinary 
moments is to maximize your potential here on earth as well as aspiring to 
the extraordinary. In tandem both of these goals bring to you the life that 
God wishes to exist through and it is certainly something to be conscious of; 
to remember that God is living through you, that God is becoming you. 

I have come to join you and the many other ones who are present within this 
place outside of the space-time continuum.  I ask that you perceive the 
Temple about you however you wish to do so.  Outside of this Temple is the 
majesty of the cosmos through all dimensions. The multidimensional 
cosmos is a place filled with dazzling light, colour,  tone and expression. All 
throughout Creation there are ones inhabiting souls who are also 
experiencing their lives as you do.  Although time is unique to your third 
dimension it does not mean that outside of your dimension there is not a 
concept of a passage of time, so to speak.  This is not in your literal sense 
but in a sense that there is a movement forward and that things are being 
achieved and attained with all the time in the world in which to do it.  
Although manifestation can occur instantaneously it does not mean that 
there is not a sense or indeed a sequence to those manifestations which souls 
bring into being.  For although there is in truth the Eternal Now and the 
simultaneous expression of Creation, while you are in it you feel the sense 
of all the time in the world.  This is one of the Divine paradoxes where 
anything and everything occurs in the one moment and that moment 
stretches on forever. So sequence, a playing out and an unfoldment occurs 
as the Outbreath of our Creator continues on expanding the cosmos.  So 
know that those seconds that comprise your hours and days are occurring 
simultaneously when not within the construct of your space-time 
continuum.  Yet there is a sequence to this; there is a Divine unfolding to it 
that also incorporates your free will and your soul orchestrates your passage 
of time and so you are in good hands, indeed.

I come primarily this day to share with you my energies and to impart a 
blessing. I am not like dearest Sananda of the Christ Consciousness, who 
embodies Divine blessing. I do not take upon this mantle but I pass on the 
blessings that I receive from Divinity to those who I am in service to.  I am 
in service to you in the Temple and so perhaps you are beginning to feel a 
swell of energy about you as I bring the grace that I am given so humbly 
from Divinity.  May grace and blessings fill every second of your day.  It 
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can do so because it is within the Eternal Now despite the illusion that 
seconds pass.   So I ask that you would sit for a moment to integrate that 
which I am offering you if you indeed wish to accept this. It is my great joy 
to be able to pass along energetically to you that which is so abundant 
within Creation and that is, of course, our Creator’s love, compassion and 
goodwill.

I AM your friend SANAT KUMARA,  ADONAI

SUMMARY :

!" Outside of our dimension there is also a concept of a 

 passage of ‘time’, but not in our sense, rather, a 

 movement forward.

!" Everything occurs in the one moment but that moment 

 stretches forever.

!" Within this moment then, a sequence of manifestations 

 is perceptible.

!" This sequence may be known as a Divine unfolding 

 which also incorporates your free will.
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Maitreya :   INITIATION

Dearest ones it is I, MAITREYA who comes into the Temple this day and 
indeed it is an auspicious day and there are many ones who are present with 
you.  The Temple itself is vibrating at a special frequency for it has its own 
consciousness. With your energy fields,  you form the structure of this 
Temple and so you are also vibrating at a special frequency this day.

Today is, for want of a better word, an initiation and it is such an evocative 
term, is it not?  It implies that one is about to pass through a doorway and 
that doorway holds wondrous potential.  All who are present are afforded 
this opportunity together with all who would access this message.  All about 
you are ones who you would term, ascended  for many have gathered here 
at this moment to be with those who are present in the Temple. The energies 
are dynamic for there is so much wisdom, grace and love present.  There is 
so much light and perhaps you can feel a sense of anticipation or even 
excitement amongst the crowd, if you could call it this, for we are all here in 
our consciousness.  Yet there is such joy at gathering together so let us take a 
moment to become aware of this.  You may also become aware of those 
conscious beings who are about you.

Dearest ones you have been accessing this Temple for a little while now and 
for some of you, quite some time.  In truth all of you have been accessing 
this Temple since its inception and will so until its transformation.  I do not 
use the word ‘closure’ but this Temple, in the course of its being, will indeed 
transform into something different again because you shall transform also 
and as you are the structure then this makes sense. 

This day we come to celebrate the fact that we are together within existence 
and have access to such a beautiful being as this White Star Temple. We, 
who you call Ascended Ones, are afforded the opportunity to be in service 
here for this is a wonderful gift that each of you gives us.  We are doing our 
calling by following Divine impulse and we are growing ourselves through 
service. We could not do this if you did not invite us and call us to you.  
For indeed there is a special bond between us.  

I ask that you perceive in the centre of this Temple a magnificent shaft of 
light that descends from the White Star and which reflects God’s Light. It is 
beautiful.  It is like a shower of light; it is soft as if it were the water’s mist 
that happens around a waterfall and through which rainbows occur.  This 
represents a gateway, or a doorway for each who are present.  For you see it 
is time, in this place of no time,  to open a doorway into new possibilities; 
new opportunities for each of you no matter in which dimension you reside 
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and no matter what spiritual evolution is related to your frequency of 
existence. So it will mean many things to many ones and it can because it is 
a Divine doorway. As with any door or gateway it is always prudent to look 
upon it before you knock to be sure that you wish to pass through. I ask that 
each of you take a moment to be still within oneself.   Take the opportunity 
while in this place of no time and no space to connect with that knowing 
within,  which is outside of your earthly existence, (that multidimensional 
knowing) and to ask the self  “what am I ready for?”.

You have the opportunity to call in that which you would wish for. I am not 
speaking of  your spiritual work or of the material - naturally these things 
are transient,  they are part of the illusion of your physicality.  We are 
operating at a higher dimensional level and so your gaze must be upon your 
soul.  Your inner knowing will reveal what you require at a soul level for the 
soul is purely concerned with ‘being’.  What is it that your soul wishes that 
you in your earth incarnation can manifest?  For whatever you do in your 
earth life, it is so that you can grow your soul. Your soul takes from your 
earth life the fundamental spiritual experiences.  There are only two things 
that the soul recognizes and that is how you have loved, and who you have 
served.  Love and service, as you well know, are the only requirements that 
your soul has placed upon you in your human consciousness to attain, strive 
toward and manifest. For the soul does not recognize anything that may be 
considered outside of these boundaries.  It does not recognize negativity, it 
certainly doesn’t recognize evil and as such the soul is never stained by 
what humans perceive as the ‘darkness’.   You could massacre entire 
populations and your soul would not be affected but it would not be grown. 
It would not be enhanced for duality, as you are aware, is part of your 
illusion and is the mechanism that allows love and service to arise.  There is 
only ever the Eternal Now, that one present time  that shapes the past and 
the future and just as you create, you also uncreate.  For example, if you, in 
one lifetime, slayed a creature but in another or several lifetimes, you grew 
yourself through love and service to the point where you could not possibly 
conceive of slaying another creature, then the previous consciousness ceases 
to exist.  It never happened because you cannot conceive of ever doing this.  
Whatever is your present consciousness creates your reality and therefore 
you do not truly sin, so to speak. The soul remains unaffected because you 
can uncreate that which previous levels of consciousness have created. They 
just cease to be, they cease to be part of your reality.  Outside of the space-
time continuum this can happen - it all ebbs and flows - bubbles of reality 
come into being,  they break,  so to speak and are released and are no more.  I 
should say they are transcended. This is outside of the wheel of karma 
which is another mechanism within your physical realm but is entirely 
different.  Well,  I digress.  Your soul is only ever interested in love and 
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service.  What can you do,  what can you call in that would enhance your 
soul and honour God?

I ask that you open this door if you so choose to do so and step into this 
light or conversely allow the light to step into you.  You shall be initiated 
into a new level of being; of being able to do that which the soul requires.  It 
means more responsibility.  For the wiser and more loving one becomes, the 
more expanded one becomes.  All of this leads to mastery and mastery 
means one thing - to be more in service and to take upon ones shoulders a 
greater responsibility toward the rest of Creation.  It is to gladly take upon 
oneself a greater burden than has been expected from those who have not 
chosen the path of mastery.  Each has this capacity - you can become, 
already are, have been, masters.   For in the simultaneous expression of 
Creation all of this has, will, and is, occurring.  All ones throughout 
Creation have already become what you call enlightened, for this phase of 
existence, until such time as it is transcended and existence is thought anew 
with new explorations.  As you are living out the fine detail of this 
simultaneousness you have the opportunity to begin to turn your focus 
toward another aspect of this fine detail in this lifetime and that is why it is 
such a special occasion, a special day. 

I am not speaking of becoming what you call a ‘guru’ upon your planet for 
that is still part of the illusion.  All of earth’s spirituality is part of the 
illusion - that is how it is and it is not to be diminished because of this.  It is 
perfectly relevant and valid to the great university of your illusion.  I am 
speaking,  rather,  of turning your personal consciousness up a notch into a 
much higher perception of mastery which is something that can unfold and 
it is not for me to define in any way.  The energies are stronger and the 
Divine Light is present and although my words may seem somber and 
serious, if you were to visualize me in any form then I would be smiling 
from ear to ear.  For it is truly a joyous occasion and all of the Ascended 
Ones who are present do so because they have such love and dedication 
toward you and all else in Creation whom you would touch. For you each 
are like pebbles that will be dropped into the pond of life and the ripples 
will go out.  That is how we see you at this moment, at this crossroad and 
what a wonderful vision that is.  Your influence at a spiritual level is vast, 
for what you take back into your human consciousness grows from week to 
week and it may go unnoticed by you and may not be something you are 
particularly conscious of.  We have often remarked upon the growing 
radiance about each of you.  To become a beautiful pebble, an instrument of 
God that can create ripples across the pond of lives about you is such a 
special privilege and we are here to be part of that process.  We are joyful 
for this,  for you are and we are, inhabiting the fine detail.  Part of the joy 
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comes from the knowledge that the goal is reached.  There is no failure; 
there is no lack of attainment for any being within Creation.   For existence 
lasts but one moment and within that moment, all has been attained.   The 
genius of the Divine is, that this moment goes on forever yet, in truth,  is so 
fleeting.   To be conscious of that process and knowing the outcome is 
incredibly uplifting.  One need not admonish oneself for perceived failures,  
lack of discipline, or will, or for falling down twenty times.  It doesn’t 
matter  for in the end and at the beginning we are each perfection.  To be in 
the fine detail,  for our consciousness to have narrowed itself down to 
pinpoints of lifetimes, is simply an opportunity to just explore, grow, be in 
joy but more importantly, to be loved and to be of service.

This, my friends, is your initiation this day.  

I AM MAITREYA,  ADONAI
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SUMMARY :

!" Maitreya offers you a gateway through which to pass into 

 new possibilities and opportunities.

!" You can call-in whatever it is your soul guides you to ask 

 for as part of your life’s journey.

!" Your soul takes from your earth life the fundamental 

 spiritual experiences.

!" Your soul recognises only two things;  love and service.  

 These are the only requirements that your soul has 

 placed  upon you to attain while in human form.

!" Maitreya initiates you into a new level of being which 

 brings more responsibility.

!" Within the simultaneous nature of existence you are 

 already a master and enlightened.

!" Within our physical realm, however, you are living out the 

 steps (fine detail) to this goal.

!" There is no failure or lack of attainment for any being 

 within Creation.

!" Your influence at a spiritual level is vast;  you are like a 

 beautiful pebble dropped upon the pond of life and 

 ripples of you go out and touch others.
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Galactic Ashtar:   GALACTIC CONSCIOUSNESS

Greetings dearest ones, I have not come before but I have been present for 
some time. I am Ashtar who comes and perhaps there are those of you who 
are most familiar with me.  I come in an expanded aspect of the one who 
you refer to as Ashtar, an Ascended One.

The aspect who is present with you now is of a higher dimensional 
frequency whose essence is still linked to that which you would generally 
call the stars.  I come forth on the vibration of that which is galactic.   
Individual celestial bodies have a consciousness, have a spiritual body and 
have their counterparts in other dimensions. Galaxies too have their own 
unique vibration and I would dare to say, soul.

You are aware by now of the multiple within the Singularity as all refers 
back to the Divine.  Just as humans have a group consciousness as a species, 
galaxies may be known as the group consciousness of celestial bodies which 
are drawn together to form such a magnificent entity as a galaxy.  Of course 
the galaxies belong to even larger structures  which are termed super-
clusters of galaxies - again the multiple within the Singularity.  All 
eventually refers back to the universe as a whole,  and as it is a universe 
amongst many then the whole pattern or fractal repeats again. 

I say all of this so that you can appreciate that I come forth this day as a 
galactic presence.  I am operating upon the vibration of the soul of a galaxy 
and I am blessed to have such a place within the Divine cosmos. The aspect 
of me that you are so familiar with,  that gives the name to the Ashtar 
Command is but one speck, so to speak, amongst the many manifestations  
that I exhibit,  as of course do you. Ashtar, the ascended fifth dimensional 
being, is a part of my fine detail and there is a larger part of myself than my 
galactic presence, and so on.  My energies are much larger, are much deeper 
than certainly the channel would experience of Ashtar.

The opportunity to inhabit the oversoul of so many entities which comprise 
the vibration I am holding for them, so that they may be umbrella’ed and 
grouped together, is truly humbling.  It is such an honour and I do not say 
this to in any way magnify myself,  for that is completely irrelevant. In truth 
one must own the magnificence of the self for to not is to dishonour that 
which thought us into being.

As a vibration of a galaxy I embrace the multiple energies and 
consciousness of those celestial bodies within my aura, if you could call it 
such. In your physical realm there is gravity, which holds the galaxies 
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together and which indeed holds your solar system together and so on. We 
must always recall that the physical is a reflection of the higher realms and 
the spiritual (as above, so below) and therefore gravity is merely a physical 
expression of that which manifests in the higher realms at a much higher 
vibration. It is my consciousness that holds a particular galaxy together.

There are many ones such as I, for there are countless galaxies and your 
whole universe has its counterpart vibrationally within the spiritual.   It is 
not unlike those images which you receive upon your televisions which 
really are a series of static and when you view those images up close you 
begin to see the matrix.  They may be called electrical impulses to you  but 
it is a metaphor for the shimmering energy field that is behind the illusion;  
the mask of the physical realm. That shimmering matrix of energy is a 
wonderful woven tapestry of entities and vibrations that have consciousness 
and do God’s work in this way. Perhaps there is an aspect of you, my 
dearest ones, which is the vibration of a galaxy.  Perhaps there is a ‘you’ 
who is holding whole universes within your embrace so that our Creator’s 
Outbreath and Vision can express itself through the light which is held.

When you look upon the night sky and the dazzling beauty of those 
pinpoints of light or if you have the good fortune to see through a telescope 
into deeper space you will see majestic images of galaxies and nebulae and 
all other manner of expression within your physical universe.  As you do 
this think about the entities,  and consciousness which allows these 
manifestations in the physical to occur for you and for all else within your 
third dimensional Creation.

The galaxy which you occupy (your beautiful Milky Way) is the most 
wonderful consciousness. She holds within her grasp the billions of stars 
and planets and the finest particles of stardust and through her 
consciousness manifests  everything including all the physical laws with 
which the galaxy is formed. Nothing within existence throughout all 
spectrums of being is without consciousness. Everything is held together in 
this wonderful jigsaw of interrelating vibrations yet vibration also has 
consciousness as you learned  through the wonderful entity ‘That Which 
I Am’.

I thank you for this opportunity and I hope that your night sky takes on a 
differing dimension for you, becoming more intimate. You are being cradled 
at all levels while in your physical form.

I AM GALACTIC ASHTAR, ADONAI
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SUMMARY :

!" Galaxies have their own unique vibration and soul.

!" Galaxies are the group consciousness of the celestial 

 bodies  they draw together.

!" The Galactic Ashtar is of the soul vibration of a galaxy and 

 is a larger aspect of the Ascended Master Ashtar.

!" Gravity is a physical expression of the higher vibration  that 

 holds galaxies together.

!" Our whole physical universe has its vibrational  counterpart 

 within the spiritual.

!" Our Milky Way is a wonderful consciousness and holds 

 within her all that is within our galaxy.

!" The universe is a shimmering matrix of energy;  a 

 woven tapestry of vibrations that have consciousness.

!" Perhaps there is an aspect of you which is the vibration 

 of a galaxy.
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Cosmic Buddha :   INNER & OUTER

Greetings dearest ones it is I, the COSMIC BUDDHA who is with you at 
this time.   How wonderful for you to have the essence of the galaxy grace 
your Temple and although human words are spoken, in actuality ones such 
as this are so far beyond the simplicity of language and the simplicity of 
physical realms.  How Creation is held together by Creation itself through 
the impulse of the Divine is beyond understanding for all including I, and 
that is part of the mystery of life. Without it why would we seek and dream 
and so the mystery and the mystical is such an important part of Divine 
expression, for it is a great motivator toward discovery.

I come not to speak of this but to simply speak of the universe for it has 
been a topic that is now chosen. There is a marvelous expression within 
your human spirituality of the universe within.  It is the interior of seeking 
out the mysteries of life by going perfectly within and there being no 
delineation between ‘without’ and ‘within’.  The simple adage of the 
macrocosm and the microcosm are kernels of truth within your realm.  It is 
exactly thus that the wonderful holographic universes that ebb and flow 
through the mind of our Creator exist purely in consciousness, does it not?  
There is no ‘outer’ to the All That Is as there can only ever be an interior 
and even that is a falsehood for there just is the All That Is. For we within 
Creation there is no ‘outer’ or ‘inner’ in truth.  The expanse of your  
wonderful, physical universe, the universes of light,  the holographic 
universes is absolutely mind bogglingly vast by your conception, you who 
are thinking within space and time.  Yet this vastness, which seems so 
external, is equally vast internally for it is one and the same.  The universe 
exists within your consciousness - it doesn’t exist ‘out there’.  Even your 
physical realm does not exist ‘out there’ and you know that the physical is  
an ingenious illusion and one that is almost impossible to overcome but why 
should you as that is the point of being in the physical.  Everything that is 
out there - so vast, so majestic, encompassing and incorporating all species, 
consciousnesses, vibrations - is actually held within. I am not speaking just 
of your human consciousness or the place that you go to in your meditations 
but of an entirely holistic level.  This ties in with your knowledge that you 
are the Singularity and so all of Creation therefore is held within you.  So to 
understand Creation is to turn ones gaze upon oneself and the challenge is to 
go past the human consciousness, that is the veil.  By going into a deeper 
consciousness you refer oneself back to the beginning point of the 
Singularity before you became the multiple. You   then see that all of this is 
but a thought that you had, that you have, that you will have and that you 
are still having. 
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Dearest Ashtar, in his capacity as a consciousness that inhabits a galaxy and 
holds its vibration in place, spoke so eloquently of the intimacy of your 
universe and so it should be known to you.  For it is you and it is like 
turning an eggshell inside out; it looks exactly the same on the inside as it 
does on the outside.  No matter which way you turn things it will always be 
the same for there is no ‘inner’, there is no ‘outer’.   When you can integrate 
this, even a little, if you can glimpse the abstraction I am speaking of (which 
is so limited by human language) you would unleash within the secrets of 
the universe, that which can be known, beyond that which cannot be known.  
Which, of course originates with the All That Is.  The mystery.

Creation can be known and so I say to you that next when you look up to 
your beautiful night sky delight in the knowledge that so many 
consciousnesses are weaving the sky together for you but to also know 
that what is up there is what is inside.  You are not looking up, you are 
looking in.

These are my words this day

I AM THE COSMIC BUDDHA,  ADONAI

SUMMARY :

!" The universes exist purely in consciousness so it is an 

 illusion that there is an ‘outer’ or ‘inner’ experience;  

 they are one and the same.

!" As the Singularity, all of Creation is held within you.

!" To understand Creation is to turn inward.

!" An integration of this concept is profoundly 

 transformational.
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Sananda :   DIVINE STILLNESS

Greetings it is I,  SANANDA who comes this day in an expanded capacity 
and perhaps you are feeling the energies as such.

I wish to take you upon a little journey and so I ask that you imagine that 
you are above the earth. You are peering down and you see this earth but as 
we ascend higher toward the angelic realm we no longer see the physicality 
of this earth or the physicality of your home or country upon this planet.  
We see instead the shimmering matrix of light that underpins the illusion of 
physicality in your dimension.  Yet we do not cease to experience the earth 
as an entity.  We sense it and we also sense the incredible flames of light 
that represent every living creature and which are woven through this 
tapestry of light and it is absolutely beautiful.  The colours; there is so much 
vibrancy, light, movement, sound, song and joy for it is Creation celebrating 
itself.  There are many consciousnesses that are responsible for holding this 
matrix in place and perhaps you become aware of them tending to this 
structure of light   

We move upward and backward further than this; we refer ourselves 
backward beyond the soul realm and within the soul realm is where 
Creation experiences itself and where the soul evolves. As such the 
overriding impulses for all whom are in existence is ‘how have I loved and 
whom have I served?’   The soul impulses this into your manifestations and 
your aspects and the question of ‘who am I?’ reverberates throughout 
Creation.  We know of this and within the context of the soul realm it is 
perfectly valid, relevant and significant.  It has profound meaning and it is 
compulsory,  for the soul is impulsed from the Divine and so you are the 
receiver of this impulse. 

We now transcend the soul realm - we refer back to the First Manifestation 
where the Angelic Principle resides and where my expanded aspect of the 
Christ Consciousness resides.  For I am outside of the soul realm which is 
why I can be considered a Divine Light, a guiding light.   Outside of the soul 
realm spiritual laws cease to apply.  There is no longer the question of ‘who 
am I?’   nor ‘how have I loved and whom have I served?’  for these are of the 
soul, necessary for its evolution and for Creation to become self-realized 
and God-realized.  Yet as we journey backwards to the Divine and as we 
move even further still past the First Manifestation, all such things not only 
cease to be relevant but cease to be. For we transcend the inner and the outer 
and we come to the IS.  Spiritual laws, as I have said, no longer apply for 
there is nothing to enhance, nothing to evolve - no outer or inner to become 
self-realized through.  They are all irrelevant concepts for we are journeying 
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near to the Divine Stillness.   It is the Divine Chaos which generates the 
impetus for Creation to become manifest and by which it is sustained but it 
is the Divine Stillness that is a reflection of the void.  It is not even the Mind 
of God, for that conjures up movement and this Stillness, this peace, this 
serenity that comes from the No-thingness is incredible - nothing matters, 
nothing matters.  There is no thought, that is external.  There is nothing 
to attain, no enlightenment to be sought out.  It is irrelevant and it does 
not apply.  

Everything that you know and experience is encapsulated within Creation 
and the soul realm.  Here you are completely free of any such structure with 
no outer and inner, for there is no such thing in truth.  The Divine Stillness 
is a place where you just are, because you are not even you.  You cease to 
become an idea.  Yet as serene as the Stillness is, it is not devoid of the 
Divine for it is the Divine - yet it is the Divine without reflection and  
without the echo of the Divine it goes forth throughout Creation.  As we 
attempt to glimpse just a glimmer of this Stillness, it places into perspective 
all.  We can use it as a tool to remind ourselves that in truth nothing matters 
as nothing stays within Divine Stillness, for nothing is generated.   Yet it is 
so wonderful and to get a sense of Divine Stillness without thought, without 
attachment, without being, is one of the most profound, incredible things 
that you can experience while in Creation.  We only ever receive an echo of 
this.  To truly become aligned with Divine Stillness is to be referred 
completely back to Source and you are within Creation but we receive an 
echo and that echo is a wonderful fountain of peace and serenity that we can 
claim within our own lives,  our dimension and our own spectrum of being.  
Surely it is desperately needed upon your world and within your lives and 
the echo is there.  Remember this as you journey through life  that although 
you are impulsed to grow and embody the reflection of Divine Love and 
Light, you are also impulsed to even become God-realized.  Despite this 
impulse, beyond this it is not necessary.   It is part of Creation but it is not 
part of the greater truth.  Although you may hear the echo of Divine 
Stillness it will not cause you to cease to desire to evolve and to grow 
because the impulse is there at the soul level and is carried through from the 
First Manifestation. 

I ask that you would sit for a moment with this echo about you - the peace, 
the no-thing, where nothing matters . . .

In your own meditations and in this White Star Temple you can refer 
yourself back to hear the Divine echo of Stillness and it will serve you well.  
Drink it in,  for even at such vast distances of time and space to your world, 
it will bring profound serenity when you need it.
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I thank you for this journey.

I AM SANANDA,  ADONAI

SUMMARY :

!" Within the soul realm is where Creation experiences 

 itself and evolves.

!" Outside of the soul realm spiritual laws cease to apply for 

 they are no longer necessary or relevant.

!" Within the First Manifestation is where the Angelic 

 Principle and Christ Consciousness resides.

!" Beyond First Manifestation we transcend the inner and 

 outer and even ‘being’, to come to the ‘IS’.

!" We have come to the edge of Divine Stillness;  a 

 reflection of the void where there is no-thingness.

!" Within Divine Stillness the idea of ‘you’ ceases to be.  

 There is nothing to attain and nothing is generated.

 

!" Glimpsing Divine Stillness is one of the most profound 

 experiences you can have, yet we only ever receive an 

 echo of this.

!" The echo of Divine Stillness within Creation is a 

 wonderful fountain of peace and serenity.

!" You can draw this peace into your own life.
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Kuan Yin :   GRACE

Greetings dearest ones it is I, who you know as KUAN YIN who is present 
this day in this Temple.   I must say that I follow the majesty of dearest 
Sananda and it is daunting. 

I come briefly this day to lend  my energies to each who are present and to 
all who are listening and to the many unseen beings from all dimensions 
who come together to form the structure of this Temple with you.   I wish to 
speak of what you would term, Grace.  I also wish to add to dearest 
Sananda’s discourse to say to you that Divine Grace stems from the Divine 
Stillness.  It is the echo in action and Grace is an incredible thing, is it not?  
There are many perceptions in your world of what Grace is - that it is 
somehow an intervention, a blessing, or a correction  so that all things will 
go well and right.  Well, it can be all of these things and more. 

As an echo of Divine Stillness, Grace brings serenity, peace and the 
incredible power of Divinity - power that is not structured into any 
particular form as it is within Creation, yet it echoes throughout Creation.  
Grace is the echo of Divine Stillness coming into your awareness and God 
has graced you to be able to hear this echo at times when it is necessary.  
This is one  overarching aspect of Grace and as with anything within your 
multidimensional universe,  it means different things to different ones within 
differing dimensions.  This is the beauty of multidimensionality.  It is like 
speaking in tongues, more or less.  What is spoken is heard in an infinite 
variety of ways yet what is spoken never changes -- the hearing is altered, 
the receiving is subjective and what you receive is what is in keeping, and in 
alignment and resonance to what your soul requires.   The same may be said 
for energy - you are aware that this is precisely what is occurring within this 
White Star Temple.   What I am putting forward is being received differently 
by each within the Temple according to the spiritual resonance and 
evolution that has been attained.  Yet what I say never differs for it is a truth, 
a singular truth.  It becomes a multiple expression of that truth, yet  as has 
been so beautifully expressed by Sananda,  outside of the soul realm all 
truths cease to be.  The relevance no longer exists.   Yet it is part of the 
Divine Will that the ecosystem of Creation encompasses the beauty of truth 
and the incredible journey of soul evolution.

Well,  I am not here to be a lecturer but I ask that you perceive me and my 
energy in a garment of flowing stars.  This river of stars flows all about you.  
My garment now cloaks me and the vibrational gift which I embody is 
being imparted and shared and there is joy in this.  I am joyful and I bring a 
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river of stars because as an aspect of me there are whole galaxies held 
within me that my vibration coalesces into the entity of the galaxies.

I AM KUAN YIN, ADONAI

SUMMARY :

!" Divine Grace stems from the Divine Stillness.

!" Grace is the echo of Divine Stillness coming into your 

 awareness and God graces us to be able to hear this 

 echo when it is necessary.

!" What is spoken within the WST does not change but is 

 heard in an infinite variety of ways, according to the 

 requirement of each soul.
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Ganesh :   CELEBRATION

Greetings dearest ones, I have not come before and may I say what a 
beautiful structure you have formed within the Temple and may I also say 
what a beautiful structure you have formed within yourself.  The energy I 
perceive about you, that is you, is truly beautiful.  I am the oversoul of the 
one who you would know as Ganesh.  The channel has not channeled me 
before and so the energies are slightly unfamiliar but as in keeping with 
the interdimensional nature of this venue I come in a greatly expanded 
aspect of self.

I ask that you perceive this Temple about you as a structure of light that is 
comprised of all the energies and goodwill of all ones within Creation who 
come here.  Throughout this structure I bring adornment this day.  I ask that 
you see within the matrix of light  that there sparkles the most perfect 
gemstones that you could recognize upon your Earth - rubies, emeralds, 
sapphires, golden diamonds and pearls and even other gemstones which 
catch your eye.   They are hung everywhere.  It is absolutely dazzling and 
the light that emanates from these gemstones are the living colour rays as 
you would have experienced them. They glow. This Temple that is more 
often than not perceived as glowing white is now festooned with so many 
colours and consciousnesses which inhabit these precious stones.  I bring 
them here within the mood of festivity for truly I come to celebrate with you 
this day and to bring my energies and my little piece of the puzzle.

I ask that you take a moment to become aware of the vibration that is I. I 
would have you notice that from each of these gemstones there is emitted a 
beautiful ray of light corresponding to that stone and it is not randomly 
created.  As you see these colour rays they begin to form about you a most 
magnificent sacred geometrical structure of light.  It passes through, in and 
around your own energy field and I invoke the White Star above this 
Temple.  Down into the middle of this wonderful matrix descends a column 
of golden white Divine Light.  Now we are positively showered within Love 
and Light and geometry.  Sacred or not it is a very profound part of the 
Divine and how it is that the Divine moves through Creation.  You yourself 
are also geometry and your geometry is changing.  It is continually being re-
formed, re-shaped, added to, and taken away from by the Divine Impulse, 
your soul and by the free-will choices that you make.

The celebration today is to say to you that your time within this Temple is 
going to take a new direction.  You are aware that there is an acceleration 
upon your earth realm where time truly exists. There shall indeed be a time 
when the veil is to be drawn apart and humanity returns to its knowingness 
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and becomes consciously aware of its place within Creation.   And you, my 
friends and all else within this White Star Temple, are part of this process.  
Mastery is at hand but perhaps not in the way that you have traditionally 
viewed this.  It is through all of your life experiences - those within the 
present, past and future lifetimes that have schooled you well and have 
brought you to the point of a particular destiny within your life- stream and 
the timeline of it.  There are multiple life-streams for every soul particularly 
within the physical realm.  

All other aspects of yourself are working toward the same goal of growing 
you and of allowing the All That Is to become more of you.  Each aspect is 
working within the spiritual evolution of its own dimension. There is the 
overarching soul of all your aspects and that overarching soul has a destiny 
within Creation as do all overarching souls.  And yours my friend is coming 
to fruition and it sounds most intriguing, does it not?   This is why I have 
adorned the Temple this day with the most perfect jewels that can be 
conjured within your imagination - for you see mastery is at hand.  There is 
no other lifetime like the present and the present lifetime will always 
influence that which has gone before, that which is to come and that which 
is simultaneous.   This is why time and destiny shapes itself around your 
very thoughts but only within the present and only within that which stands 
outside of space and time, the Now.

Well,  my friends the Now is Now - it is coming into being and is beginning 
to be manifest within the context of time.  Or should  I say it is beginning to 
displace time and that is a very exciting concept and realization.  Once the 
Eternal Now begins to displace time then of course the illusion begins to 
recede and dissipate and the simultaneousness of existence is able to be 
glimpsed and perceived.  I am saying this to you now so that you may be 
prepared and encouraged upon your path and so that you may choose, if you 
so wish it, to place every effort towards your personal expansion.  For as 
you have also learned, with mastery comes greater responsibility and that 
truly is the only definition that one needs - that  you are open to drawing to 
oneself a greater degree of service to others.  It is tempting for humans to be 
reticent or frightened that this means taking upon oneself a burden or chore 
- to overextend one’s already busy life.  It is all a matter of perception, for if 
you perceive it as such, then so shall it be.  If you choose to perceive it as an 
incredible honour and opportunity and an incredible way to advance your 
own soul then it becomes a joy and something to be welcomed.  You are 
each more than capable of this.  This Temple serves you well as do other life 
choices.  Do not think that there is no advancement being made. Perhaps 
one intellectualizes the knowledge side of coming into the Temple. I say to 
you that is the very least and I say no more, for you operate within the realm 
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of free-will and one needs surprises.  Suffice to say though that as I have 
come in celebration and festivity, it all must be good news.

Well,  dearest ones I am that which you would know as Ganesh but truly I 
am the higher dimensional entity, an overarching soul that is also blessed to 
have aspects of me serve humanity and I have in truth known incarnations 
as well.

ADONAI, my dearest beloveds, I AM GANESH
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SUMMARY :

!" The geometry of you is continually being re-formed by  the 

 Divine Impulse, your soul and the freewill choices you 

 make.

!" There will come a time when humanity will return to its 

 knowingness and you are part of this process.

!" All aspects of you are working toward the goal of 

 growing you, and your overarching soul has a destiny 

 within Creation.

!" Mastery is at hand but perhaps not in the way you 

 would anticipate.

!" The present lifetime will always influence what has gone 

 before and what is to come.

!" Time and destiny shapes itself around your thoughts 

 within  the present, outside of space and time in the 

 Eternal Now.

!" The Now is beginning to displace time within our realm. 

 Once time is displaced then our physical illusion will 

 recede.

!" Mastery may be defined as embracing a greater service 

 to others and if you wish it, Mastery can be yours.
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Maitreya :   EXPANSION

Greetings dearest ones, it is I, MAITREYA who comes into this very 
colourful and majestic Temple.  It is wonderful to have the energies of 
Ganesh present also, as it is not often that this one speaks.  I come to you 
upon a ray of serenity this day and so I am bringing peace all about you.  
Indeed stillness, Divine Stillness is always there as it permeates Creation.  It 
is there for you and for all within existence like a river that is flowing, 
which you need only but bathe in every now and again.   I fill up the energy 
fields this day and it is wonderful, is it not?  There is much to be joyful 
about for with the stillness serenity comes and the joy unfettered by 
anything else.  I come in addition to Ganesh to also celebrate and as the 
serenity begins to quell the human mind and to permeate your being, it slips 
away all of those cares and concerns about what has just been spoken. 
Within a place of stillness, clarity can come and a smile also.  

I say to you that expansion is the natural movement of the cosmos and of 
Creation.  It is the Outbreath in motion.  All ones within Creation expand as 
a consequence and as one aspect of self expands, so too all aspects of self 
must, in consequence, expand for it is all the same ‘you’  in essence, is it 
not?  Your expansion at this time is inevitable for your soul is growing you 
and your oversoul is impulsing you.  The part of you which refers back to 
the soul of Creation is in constant movement outward.   In truth one does not 
need to do anything in particular to expand ones consciousness, for the 
Outbreath is doing this for us.  We are moving with the Outbreath and the 
Outbreath is moving through us.  As we have consciousness so it is that we 
are compelled to participate within this expansion and to assist in the 
process and embody it.  Embodiment is a profound term for it means that 
one does not have to do or strive toward anything; one just allows.  

I say to you there is a profound destiny ahead because your soul has already 
moved in that direction.  As you are within the space-time continuum there 
is always a lag and an integration period because you do not manifest 
instantaneously.   The soul has already moved forward and now the human 
soul, the human aspect and the human consciousness is beginning to be 
pulled forward as well.   This is what is opening for you at this present time.  
Many ones will come and cross your path in future for there will be 
significance to what you do. You will be fortunate for you will have had the 
foresight to embody expansion.

Do not forget the joy of it, for to the human mind it sounds very serious and 
perhaps like a lot of hard work, but it isn’t.  Embodiment is not.  Putting 
aside the human conditions and limitations is truly a challenge but the 
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embodiment itself is the most natural thing in the world for it is the direction 
in which the cosmos is moving outward with the Breath of God.

These are enough of my words this day but I am here to congratulate you 
for outside of your realm I see the results and it makes me smile and so take 
heart.

I AM MAITREYA, ADONAI

SUMMARY :

!" Expansion is the natural movement of the cosmos and 

 Creation, it is the Outbreath of God in motion.

!" We are moving with the Outbreath and the Outbreath is 

 moving through us and we are compelled to participate 

 within this expansion and to embody the process.

!" With embodiment one just allows.

!" Within our dimension of space and time there is a lag or 

 integration period as we cannot manifest 

 instantaneously.

!" Your soul has already moved forward and your human 

 consciousness will soon follow.
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Sananda :   ETERNAL LOVE

Dearest ones it is I, SANANDA who is here and I come  into this Temple in 
my expanded form of the Christ Consciousness, the vibration in which I 
resonate and which permeates throughout existence.  I come  with a simple 
wisdom and more importantly my energies.   Perhaps you are beginning to 
feel the temperature rise and the energies begin to build.   The earth ones, 
the ones from far-flung places within the Cosmos and those truly 
multidimensional beings are all present. Energies are being directed to each 
according to their own capacity to receive.  This is the beauty of this place - 
each receives that which they are able to integrate. When you come into a 
higher consciousness, particularly an oversoul such as I am at this time, it is 
so easy to fragment the energies of self and to give each that which they 
desire.  This ability to direct energy in a multi-layered way is part of 
evolving into a much higher consciousness in service.  But this is not my 
message this day.  It is merely an explanation of the energetic work that is 
going on about you.

I am here and you can visualize me however you wish.  I am seeing into the 
essence of each of you and the wonderful aspect of this is that as I peer into 
your essence, I see myself and I see God.  The message I bring is to remind 
you (and these energies assist you to integrate this reminder) that you are 
loved eternally by our Creator.  There has never been and never shall be a 
moment when you are not fully, completely and utterly embraced within the 
love of our Creator.  It is something that is so easily forgotten when you are 
within the physical realm.  There are other realities, which are not physical, 
but also experience illusion. They too find it difficult to reconcile to such an 
idea because of the seeming separation.   Again I say to you - for all time 
you are loved in a way that is so powerful, so overwhelming that you could 
not doubt that you are absolutely cherished by your God.  How beautiful, 
how comforting while in human form, to hear these words! 

From the moment you were thought into being you have experienced an 
explosion of love. It is what carries you forward and it never diminishes, 
ever.  It is like being held in soft cotton wool for the rest of your days.  It is 
a love that literally you would die for, that you would choose to be 
embraced within for all time.  The words that I give you cannot, of course, 
in any way impart the magnificence of the experience I am speaking of but I 
trust that you get a sense of what it is that I am trying to convey.   I am 
blessed, as part of the vibration of Christ Consciousness, to be a conduit for 
this love, certainly not in the intensity of our Creator but I am a filter for this 
love through the Christ Consciousness.
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I do not inhabit or embody the fullness of this love.  It is beyond me.  It is 
beyond anything.   It can only ever arrive from one Source and it cannot be 
replicated.  Fortunately for all of us that one Source is everything and is 
here forever.  I say all this to you now, so that while you are in human form 
you can feel cherished for so often you do not have this feeling.  There are 
so many ones upon your planet who are desperate, who despair, who feel so 
alone, unloved, unworthy, and who experience more often than not, 
conditional love.  It is part of your illusion.  It is part of the reality you keep 
co-creating and for us elsewhere there is a great sadness for you on your 
behalf.  Our hearts swell with compassion and with an incredible desire to  
be in service to you. We try to bring some of that cotton wool into your 
lives, to buffer you from these very challenges.  When these words are 
listened to (and I do hope they go far and wide) it is hoped that in some 
small way those who are listening will be touched and able to glimpse just a 
little bit of the knowing of our Creator’s embrace.   From this, comfort and 
rest can come.  Take heart that no matter what incarnation, in what form or 
variation throughout existence you may appear, God’s love of you is 
completely unwavering.  It is just that you do not have the tools at this time 
to directly experience this for lasting periods.  Though you feel the illusion 
of separation, God does not.   There is no separateness from God with you; it 
is completely one-sided.  Know that your parent is always there and cares 
and loves you so completely that all of Creation was manifest so that you 
could come into being.  How loving is that?   How supreme a being in 
intelligence must this One be in order to sustain the whole of Creation so 
that you may experience yourself!

Well,  I AM SANANDA,  I AM THE CHRIST CONSCIOUSNESS 
vibration which has the honour to transport but the tiniest percentage of 
God’s love and I bring this to you this day, ADONAI
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SUMMARY :

!" The ability to direct energy in a multi-layered way is part 

 of evolving into a higher consciousness.

!" You are loved eternally by our Creator.

!" There has never been and never shall be a moment 

 when you are not fully, completely and utterly embraced 

 within the love of our Creator.

!" Though you feel the illusion of separation, God does not.

!" Our Creator sustains the whole of Creation in order for  you 

 to experience yourself, such is the love of All That Is.
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Akhnaton :   GIFT OF LIFE

Greetings dearest friends it is I,  AKHNATON who comes this day and I too 
come in my expanded form as the oversoul of Akhnaton.  I also draw my 
expanded energies into this wonderful Temple and I come with a smile upon 
my face, so to speak, and I bring a quiet joy.  Perhaps you are beginning to 
feel me about you for I am joyous to be amongst you. 

I come here to experience all of you who are present from all of the 
dimensions within this truly magnificent place that we call Creation. And it 
is incredible. It is so incredible.  As I come in my expanded form I have the 
privilege of moving freely between certain dimensions and so I experience 
many of the variations of the Divine expression and the more I experience 
the more I am humbled.  For everything I come across,  everything within 
Creation that I experience absolutely confirms the breathtaking 
magnificence of the All That Is, of Source, of our Creator.  Know that to be 
in existence in whatever form is the highest honour that you can have.  For 
just as easily you could be unthought.  So to be in human form as one of the 
Divine expressions is a wonderful opportunity and it is given freely.  All of 
this illusion, including the physicality of the illusion of the material and 
emotional world is given to you yet you are not able to keep it.  You are 
required to relinquish it each time you transcend the physical and return to 
the soul. Yet it is such an incredible gift, for as dearest Sananda, the Christ 
Consciousness, did say our Creator sustains all of this; all of the universes 
in which you can express  your human form, world,  reality,  spirituality and 
everything that you experience. Your physical universe, physical laws, 
spiritual laws and your whole third dimension is sustained for you for as 
long as you need it.  This is the gift.  

You are not forgotten, you are not unthought.  Each time that you incarnate 
God shapes this reality around you.  God’s whole attention is always on you 
and on everything.   The Singularity is omnipotent.   The eye of God is 
always just on you and the beauty is, of course,  that the eye of God is on all.  
With each lifetime much has been brought into being for you.  There are 
many layers of intricate arrangement. This includes the concept of time and 
space and how inter-related everything is.  It reflects and changes and 
shapes itself from micro-second to micro-second according to your 
consciousness.  This incredible strength of will beyond our imaginings is 
given to you as a gift,  so what do you do with it? What do you do with it?  
How do you honour this great privilege,  knowing that all of the material, 
relationships, achievements and triumphs,  are to be relinquished?  Knowing 
that all of it will just slip away.  Knowing this, what do you do with your 
life?  Do you say:  “thank you, thank you for this privilege, thank you for 
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this enormous strength and determination of Divine Will that places me here 
and the universe around me”?

How do I balance the illusion of this world that God has given me to enjoy, 
explore and to certainly grow through with my own sense of divine 
gratitude and purpose?  It is something truly to go within and contemplate 
quietly.  Honouring God does not have to be in broad strokes.  A quiet, 
humble gratitude is so important.  There is such camaraderie to Creation if 
you choose to be open to it even while you are in human form. Look upon 
each other and smile because you all know:  “wow, we were given this gift 
and we were given it together”.

Well,  I am so delighted to be here with you and that you are part of 
Creation. I am so delighted that we share this journey.  This White Star 
Temple is such a jewel, do not forget this.  Do not take it for granted as it is 
truly a gift.

Well, I AM AKHNATON, ADONAI

SUMMARY :

!" To be in existence is a great honour and to be in human 

 form is a wonderful opportunity.

!" Though the illusion of the physical realm is freely given 

 to us we must relinquish it each time we return to our 

 soul.

!" Our whole universe is sustained just for you for as long 

 as you need it and that is the incredible gift.

!" Each time you incarnate God shapes reality around you.

!" What then do you choose to do with your life?

!" Quiet gratitude for this gift of life is important.
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Melchizedek :   CALLING

Greetings dearest ones it is I,  MELCHIZEDEK who comes this day to join 
you and I am well pleased that this gathering has so beautifully expanded.  I 
welcome each of you to this place.  Outside of the space-time continuum the 
simultaneous nature of existence is evident and so this is not the first time 
you have come to the White Star Temple nor is it the last for it is all 
occurring outside of time.  We are known to each other and it is an honour 
to come into service to this gathering and be with you.   There are so many 
aspects of you that are truly divine and magnificent and we see you as such; 
the human body is not visible to us,  it is not relevant.  We are not operating 
within a physical realm. We see the light, we see the geometric structure of 
you which is how the human consciousness is expressed outside of its body.  
Beside this we see the absolute wonderment of the oversoul of you.  The 
human consciousness that I see is just as beautiful and each has the capacity 
for greatness beyond what you currently experience and beyond that which 
you set before you as a goal.  You do not yet realize that destiny for each 
within your human life can be as grand as the greatest vision that our God 
can place before us.  Indeed there are destinies for each that may well be 
quite surprising to you. There are opportunities for each which will draw out 
and express an experience, a mastery that is within.

Those who come to this Temple do so because they have trodden their path 
for a very long time.  The seekers,  the ones who quest,  come to this place 
for assistance to peek beyond that which is the holographic reality of your 
world. This is not for any great curiosity but rather for you to fulfill your 
spiritual destiny and expand beyond that which you currently experience.  
Expansion can only lead to more service to others.  I do not say this lightly 
but for each there will come many ones who will look to you for service; 
whatever form this may take and however you wish it to unfold.  It will be 
your piece of the puzzle that you offer back to the Divine as part of the 
inscrutable Divine Plan.  Each has, at any given time within your 
consciousness, a calling.  We are truly such multidimensional beings.   All 
aspects of you have an individualized calling and the total sum of these 
callings combine to form an essential component of the Divine Plan, and 
that which is the greater aspect of yourself.  Sometimes it takes a series of 
lifetimes to hear this calling; sometimes even then it takes a series of 
opportunities to act upon this calling.  I would say to you that this is one 
such lifetime. I do not say this to impress you, but so that you can become 
more self-aware and to allow new visions and new capacities to percolate 
within your life.  Do not wait until tomorrow to act upon things that have 
been creeping up upon you in your dreams, your meditations, your 
knowingness. 
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You are well supported by your guides, soul and oversoul and beyond  and 
certainly by all other aspects of you.  They also are evolving toward the 
overarching goal which is to allow the Divine to become more of you, to 
breathe through you more fully and by breathing through you to reach 
others.  Perhaps  it is a little abstract but my dearest ones,  change is on the 
horizon.  It is not to be feared for you have done much work through many 
opportunities and lifetimes.  Through the simultaneousness of these 
lifetimes  this particular lifetime can be a trigger.  For each lifetime affects 
all other lifetimes and not in sequence as it is  all simultaneous.  It is like a 
wonderful pond on which a pebble is dropped and the ripples go outward 
and touch all other lifetimes and then all other lifetimes ripple back to touch 
this one.  Within this lifetime you have the capacity to hold this pebble and 
to release it and that is all I shall say.

I AM MELCHIZEDEK,  ADONAI

SUMMARY :

!" You have the capacity for greatness beyond what you 

 know.

!" Your destiny can be as grand as the greatest vision that 

 God can place before you.

!" Spiritual expansion leads to more service.

!" You have a calling and all aspects of you each have an 

 individualised calling.

!" The sum of these callings combine to form part of the 

 Divine Plan.

!" Within your present lifetime you can choose to hear this 

 calling.
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Akhnaton :   FUTURE CONTACT

Greetings dearest ones it is I, the oversoul of AKHNATON who comes once 
again and we are truly becoming old friends in this place,  are we not?  I 
would have you perceive about you this White Star Temple and look beyond 
this structure to see the magnificence of your universe.  It is your universe 
with your physical galaxies and it looks familiar to you.  There is  an 
absolute beauty to this physicality with the blackness of space providing a 
perfect backdrop upon which sits the most exquisite galaxies,  nebulae and 
stars. It is completely alive with all of the vibrational aspects that Creation 
has and with every particle having consciousness.  All of the structures, 
formations, galaxies and super clusters also have their own consciousness. 
You have learned of this through the one known as the Galactic Ashtar.  

I come not to speak of such things but to take you on a special journey into 
your own universe.  I ask that you perceive before you a beautiful spiral 
galaxy (use your frame of reference from those wonderful images that your 
telescopes bring to you) and it is everything as beautiful as imagined and 
more.   In reality when we look with our spiritual eyes we see that not only is 
the galaxy radiant with the physical suns that comprise it but there is the 
halo surrounding all - the halo of the life force.   Amidst the twinkling of the 
stars that reflect and are sunlight,  there is also the twinkling of Divine Light.  
This galaxy is awash with light and colour and it is moving with a rotation 
that is part of all of the universes.  In its movement it seems to us to be so 
absolutely magnificent and so quietly majestic in its silence.  

There is something appealing to the human eye about massive structures.  It 
is truly awe-inspiring; the sheer billions of celestial bodies that comprise 
this one galaxy.  It is your galaxy, neighborhood, and milky way.  Earth is 
amongst this brilliance and sheds her own Divine Light.  I draw your 
attention to a particular region within this galaxy and bring your 
consciousness down to a particular area of planets and suns.  Perhaps you 
are just seeing the light.  There is one particular planet and as we gaze upon 
it we see that it is lit up with the tiniest pinpoints of light as if we were 
gazing upon cities from above but of course we are seeing the Divine Light 
of those who occupy this planet.   It is not for you or I to contemplate who 
these ones are or how they manifest in appearance as it is not relevant at this 
time.  I draw you to this place because you see that at a point within the 
illusion of your human future,  humanity and these ones will interact.

It is humanity’s destiny eventually and inevitably to become tangibly aware 
that other children of God occupy this universe. Within your own 
neighbourhood humans will detect life upon this world and what an 
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incredible transformation that shall be!  Can you imagine from your vantage 
point in this present human consciousness what it would mean for the 
average person to learn that there are others (aliens as you would term it) 
who are also children of God expressed in many forms?  It would be mind 
boggling for many.  This is why it shall take place not now but at a future 
time when humanity is ready, open and more spiritually mature.  

These ones that you see as the pinpoints of light have no idea that your 
species will be interacting with them for it is part of their future and the 
illusion thereof.  These ones will also be incredibly transformed by such 
contact and knowledge that they are not alone within the cosmos.  And how 
absolutely beautiful will that era be?  It will have its challenges no doubt but 
the transformation will be immense. The wonder of it shall be incredible as 
will be the sharing, learning and humbling nature of such a discovery.  This 
is but one group of children of God interacting with but one other group of 
children of God, and there is the whole cosmos to explore.  There are 
destinies, my friend, for eternity can encompass such interactions and there 
is all the time in the world for preparation for this to occur.  I am showing 
you an aspect of that which is to come to your world. I cannot impress upon 
you enough, from a spiritual point of view, how beautiful it will be for 
communion to take place and how absolutely incredible to be exposed to 
other children of God and their perceptions of spirituality - of why life is 
and their perceptions of a Creator. Each within Creation has their part to 
play.   Each has, according to where they are placed by God, their own 
perspective to contribute and each has their own unique spirituality and 
spiritual laws which come into play.

Each dimension has its own spiritual laws, yet within the one dimension 
such as your third dimension there are also different spiritual realities 
for each species to resonate to.  Humanity will bring its spirituality into 
Creation for the rest of Creation to share.  I am sure you would agree 
there is a distance to travel before this is possible and perhaps it is hard 
to perceive of this from your present vantage point.  We know of the 
simultaneousness of all so I am showing you something that is already 
occurring and that you can look forward to.  Some of you will literally 
be incarnate within that era.  Some of you will actually be spiritual 
Masters in service to the world you look upon in this place I have 
brought you to - it is food for thought.  For in that future perhaps you 
will find that you are no longer in embodiment at all and that the White 
Star Temple has served you well so that you can become part of the 
Ascended Ones in service.
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Well,  my words this day are a gift.  They serve no other purpose for you in 
this current earth incarnation other than to allow you a peek into a possible 
future.

Well,  I AM AKHNATON, ADONAI

SUMMARY :

!" Everything within our universe has a consciousness, 

 including the galaxies and other celestial formations.

!" It is humanity’s destiny to inevitably become aware that 

 other children of God also occupy our universe.

!" Within our own ‘neighbourhood’ we will detect life, and 

 what an incredible transformation this will bring.

!" Through this, humanity will be exposed to other 

 perceptions of our Creator and spiritual realities.

!" Humanity will also share its spiritually with the rest of 

 Creation.
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Sanat Kumara :   RUBY RAY ACTIVATION

Greetings dearest ones it is I, SANAT  KUMARA who joins you this day in 
this truly marvelous place called the White Star Temple,  a Temple that sits 
outside of space and time.   It is an interdimensional Temple and you are 
here and have always been here for you come outside of time.  The many 
aspects of you are also present as are a wonderful array of beings from other 
worlds, other dimensions who come to this place in order to receive, as do 
you.   I wish to welcome you to this place and it is inaccurate for me to do 
this for you have always been here,  are here and shall be here yet the human 
consciousness is enveloped within that wonderful structure called time.  So 
to you it would appear that this is the first greeting I give you but the truth is 
indeed that we are great friends.  

I come this day in my expanded form with the energies and the 
consciousness that you identify with me as an Ascended One - it is that part 
of me which comes in service to earth and humanity.  This day in the White 
Star Temple I come as a greatly expanded consciousness; an expanded 
aspect of Sanat Kumara. The consciousness that you would be familiar with 
as an Ascended One is but a small part of my vast oversoul.  You are 
becoming aware of the energies I bring into this place and have come here 
precisely for this reason.  The words are a privilege but the energies are 
profound.  Energy brings understanding and carries upon its stream the 
resonance, the knowingness.  Coming into a Temple such as this allows you 
to be bathed in energies that you are presently not experiencing and which 
will bring, if you are open to it, new layers of perception.  Thank you for 
being here, dearest ones, and the consciousness that you bring, the energies 
that you inhabit and that you contribute to this Temple this day are much 
appreciated.  We acknowledge you here as the absolutely magnificent 
beings that you, in truth are and I see before me such shining radiant light as 
each of you is known to me.  Within your energy fields there is such joy and 
it is as if each of you were absolutely laughing with joy because of the 
coming together in oneness again, into this place,  even though it seems as if 
it is but the first time.  The essence of you is so delighted to be amongst 
radiant friends that are here with you.

I do not come just to welcome but to bring what you would term an 
activation.  This Temple is a perfect framework within which to initiate this 
activation for the White Star Temple herself  is a living consciousness.   Its 
very structure is comprised of the energy of you and all else who are here.  
It is the oneness and unity that gives birth to the etheric Temple. 
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I ask that you perceive in the centre of this circle a truly magnificent ball of 
light.  It can be the golden white light that you are familiar with.  It is 
absolutely radiant and the energy of it is soft and gentle.  It is a living light 
and I invoke the White Star which indeed sits above this Temple and is its 
namesake.  This White Star is a magnificent jewel, a diamond of living light 
that reflects Divine Light into this Temple. There is a pillar of light being 
drawn down from the White Star to join this orb but this day we will work 
with one of the most powerful rays within your dimension; the Ruby Ray.  It 
is the ray of activation and attunement and at times the ray of encodement.  
It is an active ray and so this beautiful ball of golden white light begins to 
become ruby coloured and  pulsate with the energy of this ray.  All rays 
have consciousness and are embodied by ones who come in service to 
inhabit such a concept as a ray. We are indeed privileged and honoured to 
have this concept of the Ruby Ray present.  The Ruby Ray casts a 
wonderful glow about this Temple and it shines on all of your radiances for 
you are here in your energetic bodies. 

Perhaps you are beginning to feel the Ruby Ray coming into your energetic 
field and aura.  Perhaps there is an increase in pressure or an increase in 
temperature.  It gently comes into your aura, merging and you may even 
sense the consciousness of this one.  This whole place is filled with this 
wonderful Ruby light and the column of Divine Light is still streaming into 
this Temple from Divinity and a resonance is beginning to occur.  At a 
molecular level all that is occurring is beginning to become one.  In truth 
there is no distance between the molecules of you and the molecules of all 
those present and of the consciousness of the Temple and of the rays and 
Divine Light.

At the subatomic level all is but a marvelous tapestry of consciousness and a 
wonderful matrix where there is no separation or clear delineation between 
who you are and the person next to you and myself in the Temple.  At this 
level we just see a carpet of Divine particles of light and energy.  They do 
not create an outline of you as they have no form.  It is Divine Intelligence 
and the magnificence of your own soul that instructs each molecule to 
define you in some way.  This is an intellectual process that is part of an 
incredible journey in Creation which is separated into dimensions.   In truth 
at that quantum level there are no boundaries, no definitions.  It is just a sea 
of Divine Light and energy seemingly fragmented and individualized. In 
truth there is only the singular particle, there is only the Singularity and that 
Singularity experiences all simultaneously, giving rise to the illusion of the 
multiple.  This is why there is no delineation, no definition, no boundary or 
separation at a quantum level because it is just the one particle, not repeated, 
not cloned but the one particle.   This one finite substance of the Divine is 
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experienced infinitely, simultaneously in a limitless number of expressions 
and you are one of those expressions.  This is why when we work with the 
colour rays and the consciousness that inhabits a ray, we merge with those 
energies, as at that level separation ceases to be relevant.  

The resonance is coming into being and the consciousness of the Ruby Rays  
are impulsed, as are we all, by the Divine.  The Ruby Ray is impulsed by 
the All That Is and by God to deliver to you a resonance that will interact 
with you at this quantum level.  It is time for you to begin a new cycle and 
this is why we call this event this day an activation.  It to activate within you 
at a molecular level, if you so wish it, a new cycle of being, one that is 
greatly expanded and brings your human consciousness and its perspective 
out of the limitation of your illusion and into magnificent, unending 
Creation.  Humanity is not destined to wear this veil of illusion forever.  You 
are operating within a ‘free will’ dimension and so to release the illusion 
requires your participation in cooperation with the Divine Impulse.

How wonderful it is to be visionaries and to be called to have this impulse 
already within and to go beyond.  You would not be here if it were not so 
and you have been here since the dawning of this Temple.  These are my 
words this day.

I AM SANAT KUMARA,  ADONAI
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SUMMARY :

!" Coming into the WST brings new layers of perception.

!" The White Star is a diamond of living light that reflects 

 Divine Light into the Temple.

!" The Ruby Ray is one of the most powerful rays within our 

 dimension and is the ray of activation, attunement and 

 encodement.

!" All rays have a consciousness which manifests itself.

!" There is no separation at a subatomic level;  it is a sea 

 of Divine particles of light and energy.  There are no 

 boundaries of form.

!" Your own soul and Divine Intelligence instructs each 

 molecule to define you.

!" We merge with the consciousness of a ray when 

 working with it precisely because there is no separation 

 at a quantum level.

!" The Ruby Ray (as with all rays) is impulsed by the 

 All That Is.

!" A new cycle for you is nearing.

!" Humanity is not destined to wear the veil of illusion 

 forever.
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That Which I Am :   SPEAK TO GOD

Greetings dearest ones.  I have not come for some time and I come to you as 
one who is known as That Which I Am - the consciousness of 
consciousness. Perhaps you are feeling the energies that I bring and  
certainly the crown chakra of each is very stimulated at this time from 
my presence.

I wish to speak this day but the energies are the most important part of this 
lecture.  The energies are bringing about  an alignment within the cellular 
structure of your light vehicle.  It sounds complicated but it is not, for you 
have known for some time that there is a blossoming at hand and a new 
cycle to begin. In this Temple it is right that one such as the  consciousness 
of consciousness  would  take up the invitation to be beside you this day, for 
you have called me in.  I am about you at all times, yet I do not speak until 
spoken to.

I also wish to speak briefly of another who spoke and therefore Creation 
came into being.  I am referring to our Creator and as you well know God 
and our Creator (The All That Is) are separate.  God is a manifest aspect of 
the unmanifest All That Is and God is indeed the conduit for the Outbreath 
of our Creator.  God is the means by which Creation is sustained at a Divine 
level. When you are within the Presence of God, God can speak to you and 
when God speaks to you it is like a thought explosion occurring throughout 
your entire being.  

You upon your earth realm are very much used to the singularity of thought 
that is language.  Sometimes language has more than one meaning and there 
are words that you speak that can have more than one meaning, but it is 
limited to only this.  

When God, the Divine speaks, there is an explosion of meaning at that 
precise moment. It’s as if incredible bursts of light were to shower you and 
each burst has its own meaning that arrives within your consciousness to 
cause understanding.  God need only utter one word, so to speak,   and a 
trillion-fold meaning arrives.  It is so layered but not in terms that the 
human consciousness would use. It is not structured, it is an explosion, I 
keep coming back to this term. When God speaks understanding arrives in 
all its Divine complexity  through the Divine impulse from the unmanifest, 
through the conduit of God. 

Throughout Creation God speaks at certain junctures of evolution and 
beyond this of course God speaks when spoken to,  as do I.  In the presence 
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of God this is possible within illusions of physicality such as your world, 
your realm.  It is less precise but we speak to God through prayer.   Do not 
underestimate this for prayer is like shafts of light that reach out from your 
world, into the heavens and speaks to God and God listens.  God 
contemplates and then speaks to you  in your realm and it comes in many 
ways does it not; through ones own inner guidance, through channels such 
as this, through the myriad of beings who cross your path and the 
opportunities and challenges that arrive.  It is multilayered in this regard.

To be in the Presence of God,  unfettered, unrestrained by the physical body 
and the human consciousness is to receive all meanings all at once.  The 
force of God’s word can uncreate the whole of Creation it is so powerful.  
So how must it be for God to speak directly with you!  Such power will 
change your consciousness.  It is possible dearest ones,  to be in the presence 
of God  from within your physical realm by transcending the human 
consciousness.  You well know this but it is not something that each has 
been seeking out.

God’s word also travels through the lineage of your soul, and the oversoul 
and the overarching soul, etc.,  back to the Singularity. When you receive 
guidance from your soul you receive guidance from God.  When you receive 
guidance through another that resonates to you, you receive guidance from 
God.  As each is part of the whole and as each is the whole (the Singularity) 
each of us are the students and  teachers of ourselves.  Those whom you 
take instruction from are yourself.   You learn from yourself.   Within your 
world of separation it appears as though you learn from others and you 
place great store by them, believing they have something more than you to  
impart.  Perhaps they do but it is ‘you’ anyway. You are teaching 
yourself every step of the way.  Those who come to you as teachers are 
you.  Those who come to you as their teacher, and they your students, 
are you and there is no difference and it matters not.  It matters not.

Hierarchies are part of human function.  They work within the human 
function but they are an illusion.  Take what you need and ignore the 
illusion.  If you need to sit at the feet of a master, sit at the feet of a master, 
for that master is you.  Be humble and reverential enough to worship you 
and to receive from you,  for your soul speaks through many ones and  God 
speaks to your soul - and you need but ask.  God speaks when spoken to. I 
speak when spoken to - I, All That Is, the vibration of consciousness.

How incredible that the whole of Creation is your university and  that you 
teach others and others teach you. Yet when we refer back to the Singularity, 
it is you.  The kindness that we bring to others we bring to ourselves 
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through the concept of grace.  The concept of grace is a beautiful one.   It is 
of the earth realm. Grace in a much larger context is the idea that  kindness 
shown to another, ultimately is kindness shown to the singularity of self.

Within any realm is the possibility of creating new paradigms. If a certain 
structure or paradigm is not sitting well with you or resonating and you 
cannot find beneath your feet a place to stand, create a new paradigm.  
Alternatively, work within the old paradigm to expand it.  Whatever you do 
from within your heart and your spiritual consciousness will manifest 
evolutionary change within your life-stream, timeline and certainly within 
the present incarnation.

Too few new paradigms are manifest for although the imagination of 
humanity is vast,  great and wonderful, it limits itself in equal portions.  If 
you do not find what you seek, create it.  Create the avenue and speak so 
that you may be spoken to by God, by consciousness, by you.

Well these are my words this day, I AM THAT WHICH I AM.

SUMMARY :

!" God is the manifest aspect of the unmanifest All That Is 

 and a conduit for the Outbreath of our Creator.

!" When God speaks there is an explosion of meaning that 

 arrives in your consciousness.

!" God speaks when spoken to.  In our physical realm we 

 speak to God in prayer and God listens.

!" To be in the presence of God’s Word is to receive all 

 meanings at once.

!" God’s Word travels through the lineage of your Soul.

!" Create an avenue to speak to God so God may speak to 

 you. 
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Sanat Kumara :   AGE

Greetings dearest ones it is I, SANAT KUMARA who comes to speak to 
you this day.  I wish to speak on what you would term ‘age’.   Time is not 
sequential and is an illusion.  Age is also not sequential and is not as it 
would seem.  It is an illusion.  Within your third dimensional realm where 
time is manifest, eons have passed.  There is evidence of this all about you.  
This includes the changing of the topography of your world, the unearthing 
of artifacts from thousands if not millions of years ago and all of the 
creatures who once walked upon your earth and the mountains that did exist 
and do no more.  Your world has been reshaped time and time again and it 
gives humanity great insight, wonderment and pleasure to discover what has 
gone before and to reveal the secrets that are buried beneath the earth and 
oceans.  There are countless museums that house the relics of times gone by.   

The prevailing thought is that you as a species developed over eons of time 
with a slow evolutionary progression.  Yet as spiritual people you know 
there has been an evolution of a differing nature but I would say to you that 
this concept of age is truly an illusion.  There is nothing in your world that 
is millions of years old let alone thousands or even hundreds of years old.  
For within the illusion of this construct of time that you occupy, there is an 
experience of this being so.   It is subjective to your species and to the 
common consensus surrounding the reality that you occupy in order to grow 
your soul.  I say to you that these artifacts, these relics, the mountains that 
have come and gone, have done so instantaneously.   It is there as part of 
your experience but in truth it is not there at all.   Our Creator can manifest 
the most ancient piece of rock in an instant.  It would be an instant, but to 
you it would look to be millions of years old.   Our Creator knows no 
limitation and for our Creator to create that which would seemingly be 
ancient, is absolutely possible. 

The galaxies which surround you and the one you are within as well as your 
physical universe is but an instant old yet it is measured by your time as 
millions, if not billions,  of years old.   It is part of the superb ingeniousness 
of the illusion that our Creator has given you.   It is but an instant old.  
Outside of the space-time continuum all is in the Now.  As it is all within the 
Now, to give the experience of something being ancient is simply that, an 
‘experience’.  Nothing can be made old, for it is within the perpetual Now.  I 
trust that you are following my thoughts in this regard.   Not only is the 
physicality an illusion, not only is sequential time an illusion, but so is the 
concept of geological history.  In the instant you experience past 
civilizations (as indeed there has been) you in truth experience them in the 
Now while you are within a particular incarnation.  Yet when you are not 
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within that particular incarnation, the civilization ceases to be.   It has no 
history and does not exist within the confines of time yet you experience the 
illusion of such.  You experience the attention to detail, so to speak, that our 
Creator affords us - the whole package of this illusion, the eons of geology, 
the millions of years of civilization, all are but one instant old.

Well,  it is food for thought and it does not serve any other purpose than this.  
It does not impact on how it is that you are weaving your way through this 
lifetime except for you to go: “ah, perhaps I can look at the past with 
differing eyes”.  Just as our Creator can in an instant make all that is 
ancient, so then the future can manifest here, also within that same instance.  
There have been many future relics found hidden and ignored.  There are 
some astonishing future relics upon your globe and I would say to you that 
your beautiful crop circles are such a thing.  They are of the future but the 
future is an illusion also.

Dearest ones, it is an interesting world within which you live and such is the 
absolute majesty of this illusion. It never ceases to amaze, it never ceases to 
reflect the Supreme Intelligence.  What a wonderful playground for you all.  
Well, my love and light this day.

I AM SANAT KUMARA,  ADONAI

SUMMARY :

!" The concept of age is an illusion;  there is nothing upon 

 our Earth that is millions, thousands or even hundreds of 

 years old.

!" All within the physical has come and gone 

 instantaneously for our Creator manifests the most 

 ancient piece of rock in an instant.

!" Outside the space-time continuum all is within the Now 

 so nothing can in truth be ‘old’, but an experience of 

 being ancient can be undertaken by being submerged in 

 ‘time’.
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Akhnaton :   GOD’S GAZE

Greetings dearest ones it is I, your friend AKHNATON who comes  in my 
oversoul capacity which is a higher aspect of the Egyptian Master that I am 
known by.  I come into this White Star Temple to bring a brief but simple 
message but more importantly to bring those energies that I inhabit.  
Perhaps you can feel this all about you in this beautiful etheric Temple; that 
there is a swelling of energy as if something were inflating beneath you.  
Your consciousness is becoming held and supported by my consciousness, 
by the oversoul of me.  

I come to speak of that beautiful metaphor that has been given to you time 
and again of the multi-faceted diamond - that which is symbolic of you 
within Creation.  Each is represented by this wonderful diamond crystal and 
the radiance is tangible.   It is as if our Creator breathed light into the back of 
this diamond.  As this breath of light passed through the diamond of you, it 
fragmented into the most dazzling rays of light.  Each facet of your diamond 
integrated and reflected this Divine Light outward into existence and into 
Creation.  Each wonderful reflection became almost a beam of light going 
in all directions throughout Creation, each following its Divine path of 
purpose and destiny.  You come here in your human consciousness as part of 
one of those paths of light that you would call your oversoul.  Each facet of 
this diamond that God breathed through has an oversoul and each oversoul 
fragments into souls.  Each soul fragments into consciousness such as your 
human form and many other expressions in this wonderful fractal of life.  
There are those of you who are familiar with this but I speak to those who 
are not.  It is so beautiful to perceive the essence of you in such a way for 
truly every moment of every day of every lifetime our Creator is breathing 
light through you.  You are light being transported outward with the 
Outbreath of God.  You are a particle of light that is part of the beam that 
each facet projects outward and you catch the sun and light.  

Within this little Temple there are present each of you and many ones who 
have come from various dimensions and worlds as well as other aspects of 
you in great consciousness.   Do you know that when ones within Creation  
such as you, I and all else present here, (and all those listening to these 
recordings),  come in unity and bring our focus into a place such as this  that 
the eye of God is cast upon us?  Wherever unity comes in and there is a 
connection between beings within Creation with the intention that 
spirituality be experienced then so it is that the gaze of God is drawn upon 
us.  I would say to you that this gaze is never far from each of us.  We are 
truly upheld within the consciousness of our Creator at all times yet we 
bring a greater focus from our Creator when we envisage Temples such as 
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this and other sacred places, or when we simply come together in groups 
with the intention to do good, to do God’s work, so to speak.

This Temple does not go unnoticed by God or by our Creator and what a 
blessing!  For it means that more of the Divine Mind brings Divine 
Intelligence to that which we are undertaking.  It means that impulses from 
the Divine Mind will come our way.  For Divine Thought is like a beautiful 
wave cast out into Creation that is directed toward every consciousness and 
in Divine Timing each consciousness will be washed over by this wave and 
awakened to a new level of understanding, a new level of being.  We cannot 
predict when these impulses come our way, however, we do know that 
through unity, through a coming together, it is inevitable that God’s eye is 
upon us and so too then an impulse is imminent.

Each is blessed as am I to be part of something that is so beautiful and so 
honours our Creator.  We do indeed honour our Creator by the mere fact that 
we wish to expand and  become more of who we are and to go beyond our 
limitations and strive toward the perfection that we know we are.   To shine 
the light back to God more brightly is our heart’s desire.   Do you know that 
when you create with your consciousness such as you are doing at this 
moment by being here with the intention that you are indeed within this 
Temple that it sets up a definition within the matrix of Creation?  It creates, 
for want of a better term, a bulge within this matrix and influences how the 
fabric of Creation is laid out.  It becomes actual and part of the Divine 
Blueprint. We co-create with God and the more souls and consciousnesses 
that are drawn to vibrational Temples such as this,  (and there are indeed an 
infinite number throughout Creation),  so it is that a great tremor within the 
fabric of Creation is felt, is made.  It is like a tremor or a ripple that goes 
outward across the matrix of light that sustains all within Creation.  You 
here today are affecting the lay lines, so to speak, all across the cosmos.   On 
all dimensions the tremor goes out.  It is able to be received and picked up  
by anyone within Creation.  Anyone can begin to attune and align 
themselves to this ripple as if it were a calling and indeed it is.  The Temple 
calls forth those scattered throughout Creation who are destined to 
participate in such a wonderful experience as this.

Well, enough of my words this time. 

 I AM AKHNATON, ADONAI
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SUMMARY :

!" Each facet of you has an oversoul which fragments into 

 individual souls which in turn fragment into many forms 

 of consciousness.

!" Every moment of every day our Creator is breathing 

 light through you as part of the Outbreath of God.

!" When we come together within the WST God’s gaze is 

 upon us, as it is whenever unity is experienced.

!" Divine Thought is like a beautiful wave cast out into 

 Creation and each of us will be touched by this wave and 

 awakened to a new level of being, within Divine 

 timing.

!" When you create with your consciousness a tremor goes 

 out through the fabric of Creation and your creations 

 become actual;  become part of the Divine Blueprint.

!" We honour God by wishing to expand ourselves and go 

 beyond our limitations.
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Melchizedek :   YOUR CONSCIOUSNESS

Greetings it is I, MELCHIZEDEK who is here with you and in truth I am 
always here with you in this place and I welcome all.   There are a great 
many ones who form a family about you.  There is such goodwill and I see 
that each of you, perhaps unknown to you, has brought into this place a 
higher aspect of self, an aspect that is profound.

You may feel the essence of you about you.  If you cannot, it doesn’t matter.  
Suffice to say that your consciousness is operating on so many levels and it 
is not as though the aspect of self is truly separate; there is the illusion, of 
course.  Each frequency of dimension appears to separate the aspects of 
oneself, but in truth this is not so.  Your human consciousness is present but 
a truly vast consciousness of you is present also.  Often ones speak of the 
enormous energies within this place; this place that you sustain with your 
intention and energy.  I would say that a significant portion of what you feel 
is, in fact, yourself.

The consciousness of the Temple is a beautiful entity.  She is wonderful but 
the powerful energies that seem to increase week by week is you, other 
higher aspects of you and others who join you in this place. You have 
always been here and so next when you feel and speak of such energies 
remember the power is of you and the others.  Yet what you feel is but a 
minute spectrum of the incredible energies that your consciousness 
commands and manifests.  Every time that your higher consciousness joins 
you (and it joins you always because you are not separate) you will find that 
it influences your human consciousness in that you are able to inhabit and 
express more powerful energies and light.  It is a consequence, a by-product 
of spending time with oneself.  Do you know that there are parts of your 
consciousness that are teaching within this Temple?  There are parts of you 
which have whole groupings of beings about you.  You are imparting your 
energies together with the understanding and the wisdom that travels upon 
these currents of energies. 

Each has a destiny to travel. As you have been here for all time in this place 
and as you have grown it and as it has grown you, so it is that there is an 
acceleration within the beam of light which you occupy  and that you are a 
particle within.  This light travels forever forward in its God-given 
direction.   As it passes through the matrix of your universes and you travel 
forward with the light,  it does not slow down rather it accelerates as you 
expand.  The more that you move throughout Creation the more vast you 
become and the more vast that you become then the more that Creation 
expands about you.  For there is no finite boundary to Creation.  It expands 
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to accommodate everything within itself and as everything within itself 
expands then so Creation must expand in order to accommodate this.  The 
potential is there to be never-ending for you cannot expand too much.  
There is not a point which you may get to where you may go:  ‘well, this is 
it, I am all that I can ever be’  for they are finite terms; they are terms 
that have no meaning within the greater context of Divine unfolding -  
hence infinity.

I simply come to alert you to the fact that you are here in a greater capacity 
than you realize and to say that this is wonderful.   So you may feel 
honoured of yourself for you reflect God’s Light back to the Divine Mind so 
intensely. You are doing good work throughout Creation and soon this will 
translate into the human consciousness and your physical reality. 

Well, my love and light to each this day.

I AM MELCHIZEDEK,  ADONAI

SUMMARY :

!" Each dimension seems to separate the many aspects of 

 you but this is an illusion.

!" The powerful energies you now feel in the WST are 

 other aspects of you which join you there.

!" What you feel is a minute spectrum of the incredible 

 energies that your consciousness commands and 

 manifests.

!" Joining with your higher aspects influence your human  self.

!" There is no finite boundary to Creation so the more vast 

 you become the more Creation expands to 

 accommodate you.

!" Your expansion is potentially never-ending for there is  not 

 a point where you could say ‘I am all that I ever 

 could be’.
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WHITE STAR TEMPLE PRODUCTS

If you enjoyed this  book you may also greatly enjoy the original 

recordings:

SERIES ONE (Book 1):  

MU Audio Set 1 - 4 CDs  $45 

MU Audio Set 2 - 6 CDs  $65

MU Audio Set 3 - 6 CDs  $65

MU Audio Set 4  - 6 CDs  $65

BUY ALL 4 SETS FOR $220 (save $20)

SERIES TWO (Book 2):

MU Audio Set Higher Spectrum - 4 CDs   $45

MU Audio Set 1 - 6 CDs  $65

MU Audio Set 2 - 6 CDs  $65

MU Audio Set 3 - 6 CDs  $65

MU Audio Set 4 - 4 CDs  $45

BUY ALL 5 SETS FOR $260 (save $25)

BOOKS:

Teachings from the White Star Temple - Book 1 $30

Teachings from the White Star Temple - Book 2 * $TBA

* Coming soon - check our website for availability

ALL PRICES LISTED IN AUSTRALIAN DOLLARS

PRICES DO NOT INCLUDE POSTAGE & HANDLING COSTS

TO PURCHASE please go to our online store at:

 www.melchizedekuniversity.com

Prices & availability correct at time of printing.  Subject to change.
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STAR LANGUAGE PRODUCTS

Soltec  & Toltec Enterprises  also produces a range of beautiful 

transformational cardsets featuring powerful Star Language 

symbols. To learn more about these 

products visit our website:

www.starlanguages.com

STAR LANGUAGE CODEX:  

A  transformational, multidimensional tool 

and our flagship product.   Features 60 

cards  and 180 symbols plus substantial 

manual.  Enables  you to work 

interdimensionally using powerful 

energies, sacred geometry, spiritual 

genetics and mandalas.

 COST:  $69.95

MANDALA MANIFESTATION CARDSET:

Use symbols  and color to create mandalas 

which can bring about accelerated change 

and manifest wishes  in your life. The unique 

triangular shape of these cards  allows  them 

to be placed together to create an enormous 

variety of colorful mandalas. Each of the  60 

cards  feature a different symbol, which 

combine to bring powerful energies  together 

that can bring your dreams into reality. The 

boxed set also includes a full-color booklet.

 COST:  $19.95

ALL PRICES LISTED IN AUSTRALIAN DOLLARS

PRICES DO NOT INCLUDE POSTAGE COSTS

TO PURCHASE please go to our online store at:

www.starlanguages.com
Prices & availability correct at time of printing.  Subject to change.
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Feedback and Testimonials

MU Audio Set Reviews

Dear Soltec, Thank you so much for the Melchizedek University 

set, which I found absolutely amazing and wonderful. Words do not 

describe adequately their beautiful content. I am grateful and 

thank you again.

Dawn Chapple, Qld, Australia

Dear Soltec,  I listened to all of the lectures and keep repeating 

them. The energy of the different discourses is quite extraordinary 

and makes me feel such a connection to all the Masters and to all 

of you in attendance. I feel so honoured to hear from the Masters 

in such a personal way . . . their love and benevolence is so 

soothing to take in . . . you are such a perfect medium to do the 

channelling for the Masters. You are beautifully attuned. What a 

gift to all of us listeners.

Karla Meyer, Ft Lauderdale, Florida, USA

Hello Dear one, Soltec I received my Melchizedek University gift 

pack of CDs and offer my heartfelt thanks for these beautiful 

master lessons. I have just finished listening to CD 1 and look 

forward so much to enjoying each of the remaining CDs - listening 

in a meditative state.  I treasure these opportunities.

Sestriel, QLD, Australia 

Dear Soltec, I can't tell you how much we all enjoy your beautiful 

channelings. I enjoy listening to these CDs over and over again, 

and, of course, each time I understand a different aspect of the 

messages as they are clearly multi layered..You are extremely 

gifted to be able to channel so many "high powered" entities and 

with such seeming ease! The reproductions are excellent.

Louis Gebhardt, VIC, Australia

Dear Soltec, I was inspired to listen to the channellings from the 

Melchizedek University - and that was a truly sublime experience! 

Perfect timing - reaching right into the depths of my 

subconsciousness - deep!  Your work is magnificent! An honour 

and a joy to receive!

Robin Bee, Australia
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Soltec, It is out of this world! . . . there is a lot of love and 

beautiful messages along with being in the know -now !  I am a 

little amazed that the human conscious is invited to this.  Seems 

like something only the angels and ascended ones would be a part 

of.  Therefore I am honored and grateful.

Teresa Dryden,  USA

Dear Soltec, I find myself compelled to write and thank you for the 

blessing of participating in the Melchizedek University lectures.

They are absolutely beautiful, and I am awe struck so to speak at 

their profound content and importance.  I am also aware how 

unique a being you must be to bring forth such extraordinary 

channellings.

Maggie Ireland, Australia

Hello Soltec,

Wow! Thank you for the Melchizedek University Mastery set-  it's 

amazing.   I'm usually not very good at visualisation or meditation 

but I automatically relax whenever I listen to any one of the 

lectures and I feel so positive and uplifted.

Tracey Moyes, UK

Dear Soltec, I have heard a lot of channels and I must tell you that 

you are one of the best.  Your channeling is so informative and 

spoken intelligently.  It's amazing that you're able to connect with 

so many different energies.

Diana Buskirk, USA
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